PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Date: Tuesday 2 August 2016
Time: 7.00 pm
Venue:

Main Hall - Karibu Education Centre, 7 Gresham Road, SW9 7PH

Copies of agendas, reports, minutes and other attachments for the Council’s meetings are available on
the Lambeth website. www.lambeth.gov.uk/moderngov
Members of the Committee
Councillor Malcolm Clark, Councillor Bernard Gentry, Councillor Nigel Haselden, Councillor Diana Morris
(Deputy Chair), Councillor Mohammed Seedat, Councillor Joanne Simpson and Councillor Clair Wilcox
(Chair)
Substitute Members
Councillor Liz Atkins, Councillor Anna Birley, Councillor Jennifer Brathwaite, Councillor Tim Briggs, Deputy
Mayor Marcia Cameron, Councillor Jane Edbrooke, Councillor Robert Hill, Councillor Jack Hopkins,
Councillor Ben Kind, Councillor Louise Nathanson, Councillor Jane Pickard and Councillor Sonia Winifred

Further Information
If you require any further information or have any queries please contact:
Henry Langford, Telephone: 020 7926 1065; Email: hlangford@lambeth.gov.uk
Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting. If you have any specific needs please contact
Facilities Management (020 7926 1010) in advance.
Queries on reports
Please contact report authors prior to the meeting if you have questions on the reports or wish to inspect
the background documents used. The contact details of the report author are shown on the front page of
each report.

@LBLdemocracy on Twitter http://twitter.com/LBLdemocracy or use #Lambeth
Lambeth Council – Democracy Live on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/
Digital engagement
We encourage people to use Social Media and we normally tweet from most Council meetings. To get
involved you can tweet us @LBLDemocracy.
Audio/Visual Recording of meetings
Everyone is welcome to record meetings of the Council and its Committees using whatever, nondisruptive, methods you think are suitable. If you have any questions about this please contact Democratic
Services (members of the press please contact the Press Office). Please note that the Chair of the
meeting has the discretion to halt any recording for a number of reasons including disruption caused by
the filming or the nature of the business being conducted.
Persons making recordings are requested not to put undue restrictions on the material produced so that it
can be reused and edited by all local people and organisations on a non-commercial basis.
Representation
Ward Councillors (details via the website www.lambeth.gov.uk or phone 020 7926 2131) may be
contacted at their surgeries or through Party Group offices to represent your views to the Council: (Liberal
Democrats 020 7926 2028) (Conservatives 020 7926 2213) (Labour 020 7926 1166).

While the Town Hall is closed meetings will take place at the Karibu Education Centre or International
House. Please refer to the front page of this agenda to see meeting location.
Karibu Education Centre, 7 Gresham Rd, London SW9 7PH
International House, Canterbury Crescent, London SW9 7QE

AGENDA

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ORDER OF THE AGENDA MAY BE CHANGED AT THE MEETING
Page
Nos.

1.

Declaration of Pecuniary Interests
Under Standing Order 4.4, where any councillor has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest (as defined in the Members’ Code of Conduct (para. 4))
in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council, a committee,
sub-committee or joint committee, they must withdraw from the meeting
room during the whole of the consideration of that matter and must not
participate in any vote on that matter unless a dispensation has been
obtained from the Monitoring Officer.

2.

Minutes

1-4

To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 05 July 2016.
Town & Country Planning Act (1990), The Planning & Compensations Act
(1991), The Town & Country Planning (Control of Advertisement)
Regulations (1992), The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act (1990), The Town & Country Planning General Regulations
(1990), The Rush Common Act 1806 and related legislation: Applications
For information on documents used in the preparation of the reports
contact the Planning Advice Desk, Tel: 020 7926 1180.

3.

52 Walnut Tree Walk (Bishops) 15/04488/FUL

5 - 94

Officer’s recommendation:
Grant planning permission subject to conditions and a Section 106
agreement.

4.

Railway Arches 571-609 facing Brixton Station Road and Atlantic
Road between Brixton Road and Popes Road (Coldharbour)
16/00868/FUL
Officer’s recommendation:
Grant conditional planning permission

95 - 138

PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE (PAC)
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
1

Who sits on the PAC?
The Council has established a PAC, which consists of seven Councillors (elected members).

2

Where and when do PAC meetings take place?
Meetings are usually held at the Karibu Education Centre, 7 Gresham Rd, London SW9 7PH. The
meetings are normally held on a Tuesday evening at 7pm and are held 1 or 2 times a month and are
listed on the Council’s calendar of meetings at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/moderngov/mgCalendarMonthView.asp?GL=1&bcr=1

3

Can I attend PAC meetings?
Yes. All PAC meetings are open to the press and public although on rare occasions the Committee
may discuss a matter in private.

4

How can I get a copy of any reports to be considered by PAC?
The officer reports on applications to be considered are circulated to PAC Members and published
on the Council’s website a week before the meeting. Papers for meetings can be viewed at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/moderngov/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=600
A limited number of hard copies are also available from Democratic Services at the meeting.

5

Can I make written representations to the PAC meeting?
Yes. Written representations, including any letters, petitions or photos should be:

Sent to the relevant case officer listed on the front page of the officer report preferably by
email.

Sent by 12 noon two clear working days before the meeting. Meetings are normally on a
Tuesday, so the deadline would be 12 noon by the Thursday before the meeting.

6

Can I speak at PAC meetings?
Yes. Up to three supporters (including applicants), three objectors and the Ward Members can
address the meeting at the Committee’s discretion for a maximum of two minutes each.
You must register your wish to speak on any application by telephoning Democratic Services on 020
7926 1065 or emailing democracy@lambeth.gov.uk by 12 noon on the last working day before
the meeting. You will be required to supply in writing an outline of the points you wish to
raise at the meeting. If you telephone, Democratic Services will record these points.
Where the number of requests to speak exceeds three, and/or it is clear the speakers wish to make
similar points, like-minded speakers will be asked to liaise with each other so that all the points can
be raised succinctly.

7

Does the PAC consider applications in the order listed on the agenda?
Not necessarily. The order of business is determined at the meeting taking into consideration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Applications which are withdrawn or which officers recommend should be deferred.
Applications where there are no notified speakers present wishing to address the committee
and members have no questions to ask the applicant or officers.
Applications which have been deferred from a previous meeting or have been the subject of a
site visit.
Applications for developments which would be in receipt of public funding and which are
subject to deadlines affecting delivery and other applications subject to specific deadlines.
Applications regarded as a priority due to the large number of people present, or where
applicants, objectors or other members of the public have special requirements.

8

What is the process for considering an application at the meeting?
Officers will introduce each application with a brief presentation which will usually include drawings
and photographs of the application site. The Committee will then hear from and question all
interested parties. Any registered objectors will speak first with applicants having the right of reply.
The merits of the application are considered taking into account the views of the interested parties
and planning officers before the committee reaches a decision.

9

What time does the meeting come to an end?
The meeting will be conducted in a business like fashion and the Committee will endeavour to deal
with reports as quickly as possible.
However if there is a lot of outstanding business at 9.00pm the Chair will advise the meeting if and
how the timetable for the meeting has to be revised, in order to deal with remaining business and
finish the meeting at 10.00pm. At 10.00pm, if the meeting has not ended, the meeting will decide
which business can be completed by 10.45pm and any business not reached by that time will be
deferred to the next meeting.

10

What are site visits?
Site visits are arranged by Planning Officers to allow the Committee and Ward Members to view the
site and its surroundings and to seek clarification. Members of the public can attend the visit and
explain how they believe the development may impact on them if this cannot be done in a
satisfactory way through the submission of written representations or visual material. However, the
site visit is not an opportunity to discuss the merits of the application.

11

When do site visits take place?
Site visits usually take place on the Saturday morning immediately preceding the committee at
which the application is to be considered. If you have already made written representations to the
Planning Service about the application, you will be notified of the date and time of the site visit.

12

If I am unable to attend the PAC meeting, how can I find out the decision?
Decisions will be posted on Twitter from @lbldemocracy immediately as the decision is taken. You
can also contact Democratic Services by telephone or email. The minutes from the meeting will also
be available on the Council’s website approximately five clear working days after the meeting.
Planning officers will send the applicant and any interested parties who have made written
representations formal notification of the Committee decision.

13

What is the addendum?
Sometimes planning officers are required to make amendments or add further information to
planning reports after the main agenda pack has been published. These changes will be
documented in an addendum (published the Friday before the meeting), and if necessary a second
addendum (published the day of the meeting). All addenda can be reviewed online as soon as it is
published and hard copies are made available for members of the public at the meeting.

13

Where can I get further information or advice?
If you would like further information or advice, please contact:
(a) Town Planning Advice Desk: Tel: 020 7926 1180, Email: planning@lambeth.gov.uk
(b) Town Planning Webpage: http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/Services/HousingPlanning/Planning/
(c) Democratic Services: Tel: 020 7926 2170, Email: democracy@lambeth.gov.uk

Guide to Use Classes Order in England (May 2013)
The table below is intended as a general guide. Reference needs to be made to the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes)
Classes

Use/Description

A1
Shops

Shops, retail warehouses, hairdressers, undertakers,
travel and ticket agencies, post offices, pet shops,
sandwich bars, showrooms, domestic hire shops, dry
cleaners, funeral directors and internet cafes.

A2
Financial &
professional
services

Financial services such as banks and building societies,
professional services (other than health and medical
services) including estate and employment agencies and
betting offices.

A3
Restaurants &
cafés

For the sale of food and drink for consumption on the
premises - restaurants, snack bars and cafes.

A4
Drinking
establishments

Public houses, wine bars or other drinking
establishments (not night clubs).

A5
Hot food
takeaways

For the sale of hot food for consumption off the premises.

B1
Business

a) Office other than a use within Class A2.
b) Research and development of products or processes.
c) Light industry appropriate in a residential area.

B2
General industrial

Use for industrial process other than one falling within
class B1 (excluding incineration purposes, chemical
treatment or landfill or hazardous waste).

B8
Storage or

This class includes open air storage.

Permitted change
Mixed use as A1 and up
to 2 flats above.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A2, A3, B1.
To A1 where there is a
display window at ground
floor level and to mixeduse as A2 and up to 2
flats above.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A3, B1.
To A1 where there is a
display window at ground
floor level, and A2.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, B1.
To A1, A2 or A3.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.
To A1, A2 or A3.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.
To B8 subject to total
floorspace being no
greater than 500sqm.
B1(a) permitted change
to C3 subject to: prior
approval process;
previous use timings;
limitations and exempt
areas (until 30.05.16).
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To B1 and B8. Permitted
change to B8 is subject
to total floorspace being
no greater than 500sqm.
To B1 subject to total
floorspace being no

distribution
C1
Hotels
C2
Residential
institutions
C2A
Secure residential
institutions

C3
Dwellinghouses

C4
Houses in
multiple
occupation
D1
Non-residential
institutions

Hotels, boarding and guest houses where no significant
element of care is provided (excludes hostels).
Residential care homes, hospitals, nursing homes,
boarding schools, residential colleges and training
centres.
Prisons, young offenders’ institutions, detention centres,
secure training centres, custody centres, short term
holding centres, secure hospitals, secure local authority
accommodation or use as a military barracks.
Use as a dwellinghouse: a) A single person or by people
to be regarded as forming a single household; b) Not
more than six residents living together as a single
household where care is provided for residents; c) Not
more than six residents living together as a single
household where no care is provided to residents (other
than use within Class C4).
Small shared houses occupied by 3-6 unrelated
individuals, as their only or main residence, who share
basic amenities such as a kitchen or bathroom. NB Large
HMOs (more than 6 people) are unclassified and
therefore sui generis.
Clinics, health centres, crèches, day nurseries, day
centres, schools, art galleries (other than for sale or hire),
museums, libraries, halls, places of worship, church
halls, law court. Non residential education and training
centres.

greater than 500sqm.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.

To C4.

To C3.

Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.

D2
Assembly and
leisure

Cinemas, music and concert halls, bingo and dance halls
(but not night clubs), swimming baths, skating rinks,
gymnasiums or area for indoor or outdoor sports and
recreations (except for motor sports, or where firearms
are used).

To state-funded school,
subject to prior approval.
Temporary permitted
change (2 years) for up
to 150sqm to A1, A2, A3,
B1.

Sui Generis
Uses that do not
fall
within a specified
class

Includes theatres, large houses in multiple occupation,
hostels providing no significant element of care, scrap
yards, petrol filling stations and shops selling and/or
displaying motor vehicles, retail warehouse clubs,
nightclubs, launderettes, taxi businesses, amusement
centres and casinos.

No permitted change
except casino to D2.
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Agenda Item 2

PAC
PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Tuesday 5 July 2016 at 7.00 pm
MINUTES
PRESENT:

Deputy Mayor Marcia Cameron (Substitute), Councillor Malcolm
Clark, Councillor Nigel Haselden, Councillor Joanne Simpson and
Councillor Clair Wilcox (Chair)

APOLOGIES:

Councillor Diana Morris and Councillor Bernard Gentry

1.

DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS
There were none.

2.

MINUTES
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 14 June
2016 be approved and signed by the Chair as a correct record of the
proceedings.
The Chair announced a provisional timetable for the meeting in
accordance with Standing Order 9.9.1.

3.

ST GABRIEL'S COLLEGE (VASSALL) 16/02324/FUL
Case No. 16/02324/FUL (agenda item three, page eight of the agenda
pack, page one of the addenda, page one of the second addendum and
page one of the third addendum).
The Planning Officer gave a presentation which included a summary of the
report and subsequent addenda that had been published on Friday 01 July
2016 and the day of the meeting. Members were advised of the key
material planning issues for consideration which included the future
demand for school places in the borough, the design of the proposed
building and the anticipated impact on neighbouring residential amenity.
Following the officer’s presentation, the objectors raised the following
concerns:





The existing school had traditional architectural qualities which
added significant value to the local area. Conversely, the proposed
building was of a poor design standard and would have an
unacceptable impact on residential amenity.
The proposed building would not conform to the character of the
local area or street façade.
The composition of the proposed development was unsatisfactory
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and would leave large areas undeveloped. Unlike the current
building, the new building would be more outward looking in terms
of appearance and additional windows.
The white render finishing on the elevations would make the
building unattractive and create reflection problems for
neighbouring residents.
The proposed building would create a solid wall effect that would
protrude above the height of the neighbouring residential
accommodation.
The height and bulk of the school would block neighbouring
residents’ view of the sky.
The school community would be able to see directly in the back of
neighbouring residential properties and this would result in a loss of
privacy.
The value of neighbouring residential properties could degrade as a
result of the development.

The agent and transport consultant then provided the following information
in support of the application:
















St Gabriel’s College had been identified as suitable for
redevelopment through the Education Funding Agency’s Priority
School Building Programme.
The development would result in educational benefits for the school
community and the scheme adhered to curriculum requirements
and EFA design criteria.
The existing school was hindered by an aging design and contained
little provision for sporting activity.
The proposed building would be predominantly brick-based and the
elevations would not receive a render finishing (in line with the
recommendations set out in the officer’s report). An alternative
material would be delivered following further consultation with
council officers.
There would be no reduction in the amount of outdoor space at the
school.
A sunlight and daylight assessment had been submitted and
independently verified by external consultants on behalf of the
council. It confirmed that the proposed building would have no
significant adverse impact on neighbouring residential properties.
Mitigation measures had been included in the design to help
prevent overlooking and loss of privacy to neighbouring residents.
A community use plan would need to be submitted to the council
prior to the occupation of the new school.
The proposed development was sustainable, efficient and of high
quality design.
Following construction, entry to the school would be phased over a
five year period, resulting in a gradual transport impact on the
surrounding area.
There was good local transport provision which could
accommodate the uplift in student numbers.
All delivery and servicing activity would take place on site.
A moderate uplift in the number of vehicles visiting the site was
expected but car parking stress surveys suggested that there was
sufficient capacity in the local area to accommodate the increased
demand.
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A school travel plan would be introduced to set targets and promote
sustainable transport methods. Staff would also be encouraged to
park further away from the school.

Officers then provided the following information in response to questions
from Members:



















Whilst the current school building had inward facing windows, it
also had many outward facing windows directed towards
neighbouring properties. The new building would not bring about
any unacceptable change in the level of overlooking. The
applicant’s construction consultant confirmed that the proposed
translucent windows would open like louvers; allowing views
downwards but not forwards into residential properties. Windows at
the upper level would have an obscure glaze to 1.7m above the
finished floor level.
The provision of outdoor space was well below the national
requirements. Any reconfiguration of the building to make it wider
would reduce the amount of outdoor space available.
The applicant’s agent confirmed that the school design adhered to
the Education Funding Agency’s (EFA) required standards and
would deliver efficient use of space and a fit-for-purpose internal
teaching environment.
The property at 15 Halsmere Road had been assessed as part of
the sunlight and daylight report and fell well within the BRE Guide
targets.
Despite the high parking stress in the area, there remained some
capacity for additional demand. The area was also currently under
review for the implementation for a Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ),
however this could not be taken into account in determining the
application.
It had not been considered necessary to conduct a parking survey
for weekend activity because the assessment suggested that
parking stress was associated with the working day. It was not
anticipated that the development would result in any intensification
of the site at weekends beyond existing levels.
Condition 4 would require a car park management plan to be
submitted prior to occupation.
The school transport plan would promote the use of sustainable
means of transport by the school community and would set targets
for the reduction car use, particularly by staff. Current levels of
cycling to and from the school were low but new cycle parking
provision would help to address this. 40 per cent of current students
walked to school.
The applicant’s transport consultant confirmed that, as yet, no
consideration had been given to new sixth form students who may
choose to travel to the school by car. The limited parking
opportunities would discourage parking by sixth formers.
13 trees would be lost as a result of the development, including one
Honey Locust tree of high amenity value. Condition 11 sought a mix
of replacement trees.
The applicant’s agent stated that the school would need to record
any community lettings in a way that would allow the local authority
to monitor the level of community use on request.
Having advised against the use of render, officers would work with
the applicant to ensure a suitable alternative was delivered (e.g.
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panelling).
The committee considered points raised by speakers and information
provided by officers in conjunction with the report before making the
following observations:






White rendering would not be suitable for this development and
Members supported officer’s advice to pursue alternative materials.
It was important that the school worked closely with local residents
to resolve issues such as the parking stress and the intensification
of community use.
Students should be involved in the shaping of the school’s green
spaces.
An informative should be included requesting that the school travel
plan included measures to reduce and limit the amount of sixth form
students travelling to the school by car.
An informative should be included requesting that a Honey Locust
Tree be included in the new planting to replace the one which
would be lost.

It was MOVED by Councillor Wilcox, SECONDED by Councillor Simpson,
and
RESOLVED, unanimously
To APPROVE planning permission subject to a Section 106 Agreement
and the conditions as outlined in the officer’s report and published addenda
and the following:
i.

ii.

An informative to be included requesting that the school travel plan
includes measures to reduce and limit the amount of sixth form
students travelling to the school by car.
An informative to be included requesting that a Honey Locust Tree
be included in the new planting to replace the one which would be
lost.

CLOSE OF MEETING
The meeting ended at 20:02.
CHAIR
PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Tuesday 2 August 2016
Date of Despatch: Wednesday 13 July 2016
Contact for Enquiries: Henry Langford
Tel: 020 7926 1065
Fax: (020) 7926 2361
E-mail: hlangford@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
This application was deferred at Planning Applications Committee on 12 April 2016, to allow Members
of the Committee to undertake a site visit.
The visit will be held on 27 July 2016.
The report has been updated in response to comments received immediately prior to the meeting on
12 April and those received following further public consultation carried out following the deferral of the
application.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

DESIGNATIONS
Relevant site designations:
Conservation Area

Walcot Conservation Area
Adjoins the Lambeth Walk and China Walk
Conservation Area
Adjoins Grade II listed buildings:
53, 54 and 55, 56 - 63, 64 - 65 and 66 Walnut
Tree Walk and 104-112, 114-116, 118-120, 122
and 124 and 126 and 128 Kennington Road.
3a

Listed Buildings

Flood Zone
LAND USE DETAILS
Site area

0.077ha
Use Class

Use Description

Existing

B1

Office

Floorspace
(Gross Internal Area)
533

Proposed

C3

Residential

752

RESIDENTIAL DETAILS
Residential Type
Existing

Proposed

Private flats
Private houses
Social rented flats
Private houses
Affordable rented flats

PARKING DETAILS

No. of bedrooms per unit
1
2
3

3

6

1

4

5+
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ADDRESS: 52 Walnut Tree Walk, London SE1 6DN
Application Number:15/04488/FUL
Case Officer: Jillian Holford
Ward: Bishops
Date Received: 19 August 2015
Proposal:
Demolition of office building and redevelopment to provide two, 2.5 storey buildings
(comprising ground floor, first floor and second floor within the roof space) to provide 10
flats ( 3 x one bed, 6 x two bed and 1 x three bed).
Drawing numbers:
4393/P/001; 4393/P210C; 4393/P211C; 4393/P212; 4393/P213; 4393/P221L;
4393/P222H; 4393/P223H; 4393/P224F; 4393/P230G; 4393/P231G; 4393/P232F;
4393/P240B; 4393/P250D; 4393/P400B
Proposed Section A-A 4393/P/240C
Proposed Site Sections 1 4393/P/241A
Proposed Site Sections 2 4393/P/242A
PV Panels Study 4393/P/255
Proposed Roof Plan with PV 4393/P/225
4393/P/256 Fire Access Study
Proposed Wall Study 4393/P/257
Documents:
Sunlight and Daylight Report May 2016 Rev C
Letter from Savills 12 April 2016 re Affordable Housing Viability Review
Sustainability Statement 21 April 2016
Energy Strategy Report 13 April 2016
Design and Access Statement Revised 28.04.2016
Secure by Design Statement Ref: 4393 Rev B 13.05.2016
Flood Risk Assessment April 2016 Rev 06
Surface Water Drainage Strategy April 2016 Rev 03
Construction Logistics Plan April 2016 Rev 04
Heritage Statement April 2016 Ref: 14/0988A
Transport Statement April 2016 Rev 05
Construction Logistics Plan April Rev 04
Arboricultural Impact Assessment PJC/3762/15 Rev9 dated 04.07.16
Preliminary Ecological Assessment by the Ecology Partnership dated March 2016;
Area Schedule Dated 07.01.2016
Viability Assessment dated 25 January 2016
Parking Stress Survey Results REV A January 2016
Parking Restrictions Plan
Consultation Report dated August 2015
Geo-Environmental and Geotechnical Ground Investigation Final v2 dated November 2014
updated October 2015
Archaeological Desk Based Assessment dated March 2014
Geo-Environmental Desk Study Final v2.0 dated August 2013
Ecological Survey dated 13/10/2014
Letters from GVA Schatunowski Brooks dated 24.03.2016, 07.04.2016 and 07.07.2016 Re:
sunlight and daylight;
Agent’s e-mails dated 14.03.2016 Re: use of building; 23.03.2016 Re: S106 clauses;
24.03.2016 Re: materials; 24.03.2016 x2 Re: gate closure; 29.03.2016 confirming window
materials; 11.05.2016Re: PV panels; 25.03.2016 Re: energy statement; 21.04.2016 Re:
arboricultural assessment; 04.05.2016 Re: servicing etc.; 04.04.2016 Re: viability review;
11.07.2016 Re: affordable housing review mechanism;
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RECOMMENDATION: Grant planning permission subject to conditions and a S106
agreement
Applicant:
Agent:
Mr Nick Lawrence
Mr Robert Pomery
Walnut Tree Walk LLP
Pomery Planning Consultants Ltd
The Old Post Office
Abbeygate One 8 Whitewell Road
176-179 Shoreditch High Street
8 Whitewell Road
Shoreditch
Colchester
London
Essex
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
E1 6HU
CO2 7DF

Existing
Proposed

Car
Parking
Spaces
(general)
5
0

Car
Parking Bicycle Spaces Motorbike Spaces
Spaces
(Disabled)
0
0
0
0
20
0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Planning permission is sought for the demolition of an existing office building and the redevelopment of
the site to provide 10 flats. The proposal involves the loss of floorspace that has previously been in use
for employment purposes, although the site has more recently de facto come into residential use
following the giving of prior approvals in connection with the exercise of office to residential change of
use permitted development rights. In the present circumstances, it is considered appropriate
nonetheless to apply development plan policy that applies to the protection of proposed loss of
employment floorspace, in particular the policy requirement to demonstrate through marketing evidence
that there is no demand for the use of the premises for employment purposes. In circumstances where
that development plan policy has not been complied with, it is necessary to assess whether there are
any material considerations that can be said to outweigh that non-compliance. The ability of the site to
be used for residential purposes pursuant to the exercise of permitted development rights is one such
matter that is capable of amounting to a material consideration. Two matters fall to be addressed in
this regard: first, the likelihood of the site being able to be put into residential use via the exercise of
permitted development rights, and second, the degree of weight that is to be attached to what would
amount to the ‘fall back’ position under permitted development rights. It is considered in this case that
there is a significant likelihood of the site being able to be put into residential use via the exercise of
permitted development rights.
The scheme has been revised during the course of the application in response to concerns raised by
officers and residents. These amendments include a reduction in the number of units from 11 to 10,
removal of the previously proposed basement accommodation and modifications to the internal layouts
of the accommodation and external appearance of the buildings. Following these amendments the
proposed development is considered to provide an acceptable standard of design and residential
accommodation.
Officers have assessed the impact of the proposal upon the relevant heritage assets and have
concluded that no harm would result. It is considered that the relevant statutory tests have been met
and that the proposals comply with the Lambeth Local Plan 2015 policies in relation to development
affecting conservation areas and listed buildings.
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It is considered that the transport impacts of the development can be effectively managed through S106
clauses and conditions. The scheme is also considered acceptable in terms of its impact upon the
amenity of neighbouring occupiers.
It is considered that the current proposal represents an improvement in a number of key respects over
the nature of the residential use that could come forward pursuant to the exercise of permitted
development rights. In those circumstances, the amount of weight to be attached to the ‘fall back’
position is considered to be substantial, and sufficient to outweigh the failure to comply with
development plan policy that seeks to prevent the loss of employment floorspace.
The application is therefore recommended for approval subject to appropriate conditions and a S106
agreement.
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OFFICERS REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: Cllr Kind requested that the application be reported to the Planning
Applications Committee however in accordance with item (1) of the Committee’s terms of
reference, it is necessary to report this application to committee in any event as it relates to the
provision of dwelling houses where the number of dwelling houses to be provided is 10 or more.
1

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

1.1

The site location is shown in Figure 1 below. The subject site can be described as a back-land
site. The site is accessed from Walnut Tree Walk via a gate underneath No.53 Walnut Tree
Walk and adjoins the rear gardens of properties in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road.
The northern / north-western boundary of the site adjoins open space / a playground forming
part of the China Walk Estate. This estate is characterised by four storey blocks with mansard
style roofs.

1.2

The site is occupied by a part single storey, part two storey building with a central courtyard.
There are five car parking spaces within the site.

1.3

The site has previously been in use as B1 Use Class (offices) and this was confirmed through
the previous prior approval application (13/05154/P3JPA).

1.4

The site lies within the Walcot Conservation Area and adjacent to the Lambeth Walk and China
Walk Conservation Area. Adjoining properties include the Grade II listed buildings at 53, 54 and
55, 56 - 63, 64 - 65 and 66 Walnut Tree Walk and 104-112, 114-116, 118-120, 122 and 124 and
126 and 128 Kennington Road.

1.5

The site is within Flood Zone 3a as defined by the Environment Agency Flood Maps and benefits
from the River Thames tidal flood defences.

Figure 1: Site Location Plan

2

PROPOSAL

2.1

The application seeks full planning permission for demolition of the existing office building and
the redevelopment of the site to provide 10 self-contained flats. The scheme would provide 3 x
one bedroom units, 6 x two bedroom units and 1 x three bedroom unit. All of the units would be
for private sale.

2.2

The development would comprise two buildings arranged on either site of a central courtyard.
The building in the north western part of the site would adjoin the boundary of the site with the
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adjacent China Walk housing estate. The area adjacent to this part of the site comprises
communal areas and a playground. The building in the south eastern part of the site, would
adjoin the boundaries with the rear gardens of properties in Kennington Road and Walnut Tree
Walk.
2.3

The north western building would be composed of two parts, a two storey section with a flat roof
at its southern end and taller section with a pitched roof at the northern end comprising two full
storeys with a further floor of accommodation within the roof space. The south eastern building
would have a two storey section at the southern end. This would have a pitched roof adjoining
the boundary of the properties in Walnut Tree Walk, the remainder of the roof being flat. The
northern part of the building would again comprise two full storeys with a pitched roof providing
a further floor of accommodation at roof level.

2.4

The proposed buildings would be constructed of London stock brick with grey slate roofs.
Timber windows and doors are proposed. These would have a grey painted finish, with grey
powder coated steel balcony railings to match. Green roofs would be provided on the flat roof
sections of the buildings.
No car parking is proposed within the site and the existing access off Walnut Tree Walk would
be amended to provide pedestrian and cycle access only. Cycle stores and refuse stores would
be provided alongside the access.

2.5

Amendments
2.6

Since the application was submitted a number of amendments have been made. These include
the following:











2.7

Reduction in the number of units from 11 to 10;
Changes to the mix of units;
Removal of the previously proposed basement accommodation;
Reduction in the footprint of the block in the south eastern part of the site;
Reconfiguration of internal layouts;
Introduction of rooflights to the flat roof of the north western building;
Timber cladding to window boxes changed to oxidised copper cladding;
Addition / enlargement of balconies;
Reconfiguration of the communal amenity space;
Relocation of the proposed refuse and cycle stores.
The current proposals are shown in Figures 2 – 8 below (note drawings are not to scale).

Figure 2: Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 3: South West Elevation

Figure 4: North East Elevation

Figure 5: North West Elevation
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Figure 6: South East Elevation

Figure 7: Courtyard Elevation North Block

Figure 8: Courtyard Elevation South Block
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3

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

15/04489/FUL: Demolition of office building and redevelopment to provide a 2.5 storey building
(comprising ground floor, first floor and second floor within the roof space) to provide 10 flats of
1 ,2 and 3 bedrooms dwellings. – Pending consideration

3.2

15/04355/P3O: Prior Approval for the Change of use from Office (Use Class B1(a)) to 8 self
contained flats (Use Class C3) comprising 4 x 1 bed, 3 x 2 bed and 1 x 2 bed maisonette
together with the provision of cycle, waste and recycling storage – Prior Approval Approved
22.10.2015

3.3

15/04343/FUL: Removal of 1 existing rooflight and installation of 13 new rooflights – Permitted
21.09.2015.

3.4

14/05670/FUL: Redevelopment of the site involving the demolition of the existing office buildings
and the erection of a linked residential building rising to three-storeys above ground level which
will contain twelve self-contained flats (3 x2-bed; 7 x 2-bed and 2 x 3-bed) together with
associated refuse and cycle storage – Refused 30.01.2015 – Appeal lodged but later withdrawn.

3.5

13/05154/P3JPA: Prior approval for the change of use of existing offices (Use Class) B1 to
residential use, comprising 4 x 1 bed flats and 2 x 2 bed duplex maisonettes cycle, waste and
recycle storage (Use Class) C3. Prior Approval Approved. 19.12.2013

3.6

05/03548/FUL: Installation of fume extract ducting at roof level sited at the roof junction of Units
3 and 4 together with associated alterations. Permitted 24.11.2015

3.7

89/00228/PLANAP: Redevelopment by the erection of a 1 and 2 storey courtyard building
comprising four Class B1 units (light industry on the ground floor office use above), together
with the provision of 5 car parking spaces and landscaping. Permitted 23.04.1990.

4

CONSULATIONS

4.1
4.1.1

Statutory Consultees
Environment Agency: No objection to the planning application as submitted, subject to
conditions being imposed on any planning permission granted. Without these conditions, the
proposed development on this site may pose an unacceptable risk to the environment. Advice
was provided in respect of flood risk, flood mitigation measures and groundwater and land
contamination. See section 6.7 below.

4.1.2

EDF Energy: No response received

4.2

Other Consultees

4.2.1

The following did not provide comments:

-

Vauxhall Society
Kennington, Oval, Vauxhall Forum
Association of Waterloo Groups
Friends Of Lambeth High Street Rec
Friends Of Archbishop's Park
Friends Of Hatfield Green
Friends Of Jubilee Gardens
Friends Of St John's Churchyard
Kennington Association Planning Forum
Kennington Cross Neighbourhood Association
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-

Lambeth Estates Residents Association
South Bank Employers Group
Waterloo Community Development Group
Waterloo Quarter BID
South Bank Employers Group
Waterloo Community Development Group

4.2.2

Conservation and Design: No objection to the current proposals. Raised no objection to the
amended drawings showing the location of the proposed Photo Voltaic panels. Recommended
conditions in relation to materials and construction details.

4.2.3

Transport: No objection subject to a S106 to secure car free permits for all units except the three
bedroom family unit, provision of car club membership and conditions in relation to cycle parking,
closure of the existing vehicular access, Delivery and Servicing Management Plan, Construction
Management Plan. An on-site fire hydrant or details of an alternative means of access by fire
appliances to the rear of the site should be provided.
Further comments have been received which confirm that the width of the pedestrian access
within the site is acceptable, and that the submitted Construction Management Plan is
acceptable as a draft as it contains sufficient information to demonstrate that impacts of the
construction works can be managed in a satisfactory way (subject to a condition to secure a
final version). It has also been clarified that a Delivery and Servicing Management Plan will not
be required for a residential development of this scale.

4.2.4

Housing: Advised that a financial contribution would be preferable in this instance as the small
number of units would make it difficult to find a Registered Provider to purchase and manage
the units.

4.2.5

Tree Officer: Advised of the need to avoid potential conflict between the retention of the trees
adjacent to the site boundary and the amenity of future occupants of the development.
Recommended conditions in relation to tree protection and an Arboricultural Method Statement.
Further information has been provided in relation to the methodology used in preparing the tree
survey and in relation to the proposed tree protection measures. The Tree Officer is satisfied
with this information.

4.2.6

Flood Risk Officer: The submitted details are acceptable. No objection.

4.2.7

Sustainability Consultant: –
Following the submission of a revised Energy Statement, and further information in relation to
the installation of photo voltaic panels the proposals are considered to be acceptable subject to
conditions.

4.2.8

Design out Crime Officer: Initial comments raised concerns about the location of the cycle stores
close to the site entrance and the need for improved surveillance. It was also recommended
that a secondary controlled access door is provided at the entrance and lighting to Secured by
Design standards is provided to the access.
Following the submission of a revised Secured by Design statement the Design out Crime
Officer has confirmed that the document covers the required security standards for Secured by
Design. The officer suggests working with the developer at the build stage to ensure that any
site specific security issues or vulnerabilities are not overlooked.
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4.2.9

Thames Water: No objections but recommended informatives be added to any permission in
relation to water pressure and connections to the mains sewer.

4.2.10 Neighbourhood Regeneration Project Manager: No response received.
4.2.11 Parks Project Officer (Ecologist): Advised that the area in which this application is situated is
particularly sensitive in terms of biodiversity. Following the submission of a Phase 1 Habitat
survey report he confirmed that the report has followed the standard and design expected for a
preliminary ecological assessment and statement. Confirmed that he would be happy to support
the application based on the findings of the report. Advised that although the site doesn’t appear
to have any substantive evidence of bats using the buildings, and certainly not the trees, the
applicants should assume the ‘precautionary principle’ approach in terms of how they proceed,
such as having robust protocols in place as to what to do if they do find any evidence bats are
using the development site once demolition and clearance works actually commence.
Further comments were provided in relation to the removal of the Rowan trees within the site:
Unless these Rowan trees can be equivocally shown to provide suitable bat roosting habitat,
either active or with potential, then it would be difficult to justify retaining them on that basis
alone. Likewise, for wild birds, if works to remove the trees are undertaken outside the normal
bird nesting season, then there would be no significant ecological impacts.
There should be to be suitable mitigation for the removal of any trees, such as new trees or
acceptable external landscaping, and additional mitigation which can be new bird and bat boxes,
and the installation of features within the building’s design that attract and can house birds.
4.2.12 Lambeth Working: No objection to the proposed Heads of Terms in relation to local employment
and training but advised that the Employment and Skills Plan should include a completed
‘Worksmart’ template.
4.2.13 London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority: Confirmed that the proposals in relation to fire
precautionary arrangements are satisfactory.
4.3

Adjoining owners/occupiers

4.3.1

A site notice was displayed from 18 August to 25 September 2015 and the application was
advertised in the local paper on 4 August 2015.

4.3.2

A further consultation was carried out in relation to the amended plans. Site notices were
displayed from 15 February to 11 March 2016 and a press advertisement was published on 19
February. In response to these consultations a total of 173 letters of representation have been
submitted.

4.3.3

173 letters of objections were received. A summary of the concerns raised is set out below:
Summary of objections
Response
Land Use
Loss of commercial floorspace
See section 6.1
Shortage of commercial floorspace in area
No marketing has been carried out
Building has not been used for residential purposes since the
prior approval was granted
Argument in relation to credible fallback position of prior
approval conflicts with viability argument
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Summary of objections
Will result in the overcrowding / overfilling of the site
Proposals do not comply with the council’s backland policy
Affordable Housing
Affordable housing should be provided
Viability arguments questioned
Development of two high end houses would be viable
Vacant building credit is not relevant
Conservation and Design
Proposed building not in keeping with area
Scale, massing and height of buildings in appropriate
Proposed design conflicts with planning policies
Boundary treatments exceed 2 metres in height

Window detailing inappropriate – lack of glazing bars
Limited architectural detailing
Limited materials palette / cheap materials
Green roofs / flat roofs not in keeping with surrounding
properties
Balconies are not characteristic of the area
Proposed building is ugly and makes no architectural sense
Powder coated aluminium windows not appropriate in a
conservation area
Adverse impact on conservation area and listed buildings
Draft Walcot Conservation Area statement contradicted
Concerns about alterations to garden walls to adjacent listed
properties
Demolition of existing buildings inappropriate

Response
See section 6.2
See section 6.2

See section 6.1

See section 6.3

Existing
boundary
treatments are to
remain
See section 6.3

Windows will be
timber
See section 6.2
See section 6.2
See section 6.2

Standard of Residential Accommodation
Basement level amenity spaces will provide poor levels of light

Basements no
longer proposed
Balconies and other amenity spaces do not provide good quality See section
private space
Cramped communal courtyard
Poor outlook for future occupants
Front gardens should not count towards amenity space
Not included in
calculation
of
amenity space
Amenity
Overbearing impact upon houses in Walnut Tree Walk and See section 6.4
Kennington Road
Loss of light to adjacent properties in Kennington Road and
Walnut Tree Walk
Loss of light at 58 Walnut Tree Walk
Overlooking of adjacent properties
See section 6.4
Loss of privacy to gardens (Kennington Road, China Walk and
Walnut Tree Walk)
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Summary of objections
Direct overlooking of 53 /59 Walnut Tree Walk
Overlooking from balconies
Potential use of green roofs as a terrace
Increased cooking smells and odours from additional bins
Proposals will result in light pollution to neighbouring properties
Increased noise and activity from additional flats
Extension of activity on the site to 24 hours per day
Use of access will detract from amenity of gardens of adjacent
properties
Nuisance from movement of bins for collection
Need for soft closing gate at site entrance
Transport
Proposal will exacerbate existing on street parking problems
The applicant is not offering a legal agreement to restrict access
to parking permits
The submitted parking survey is flawed
Narrow access due to siting of bike store
Concerns about parking of construction vehicles
Concerns about content of Construction Management Plan
specifically in relation to the narrow access to the site
Risks to safety resulting from construction traffic
Concerns about waste management and refuse storage
capacity
Loading of refuse vehicles on street

Response

See section 6.4
See section 6.4
See section 6.4

See section 6.5

See section 6.5
See section 6.5

See section 6.5

Trees, Biodiversity and Wildlife Habitats
See section 6.11
Impact upon trees in neighbouring gardens
Loss of protected Rowan tree from the site
Impact upon Willow tree in neighbouring
Damage to neighbouring properties and gardens and plants /
trees during construction
Impact upon wildlife habitat
Community Safety
Increased security risks to adjacent properties
See section 6.6
Loss of security from reduction in height of boundary walls
Location of bin adjacent to garden wall would enable access
into garden
Secured by Design Standards not met
Other
Impact of basement excavation on neighbouring properties and Basements no
boundary walls
longer proposed
Impact of vibrations from excavation on structural stability of
listed buildings
Concerns about how roofs are to be drained
Addressed
by
condition 17
Noise and disturbance during construction – conditions needed Addressed
by
to control hours of works
condition 5
Existing nuisance from foxes will be increased
See section 6.4
Insensitive siting of balcony overlooking playground and See section 6.6
potential impact on future development of China Walk Estate
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Summary of objections
Non-compliance with policies of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015

Submitted reports not updated to reflect changes to proposals

Not material planning considerations
Reduction in height of boundary wall to the adjacent estate
Lack of consultation by applicant

Response
Addressed
throughout
report
Reports
considered
satisfactory

the

No
reduction
proposed
Not a statutory
requirement

4.3.4

Following the publication of the 12 April agenda, additional comments were received (including
comments from Cllr Kind). The comments are summarised and responded to at Appendix 1.

4.3.5

Following the deferral of the application a further period of public consultation was carried out
which ran from 5 May until 3 June 2016. This included a site notice and press advertisement as
well as letters to neighbours. Letters were sent to neighbours on 5 May and a site notice was
posted and a press notice published on 13 May. The application was advertised as a departure
from the development plan as part of this process (by means of the site notice and press
advertisement, noting that reference to the departure was also included in the letters to
neighbours). The comments received in response to this consultation are summarised and
responded to at Appendix 2.

5

POLICIES

5.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions
to be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise.

5.2

The National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2012. This document sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour of sustainable
development and is a material consideration in the determination of all applications.

5.3

The development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2015) and the Lambeth Local Plan
(September 2015). The Local Plan contains detailed development management policies and
site allocations and supersedes the Core Strategy (2011) and saved UDP policies (2007).

5.4

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional and
local planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. Set out below are those policies most
relevant to the application, however, consideration is made against the development plan as a
whole.

5.5

The London Plan (2011) (as amended)
Policy 3.3: Increasing Housing Supply
Policy 3.4: Optimising Housing Potential
Policy 3.5: Quality and Design of Housing Developments
Policy 3.8: Housing Choice
Policy 3.9: Mixed and Balanced Communities
Policy 3.12: Negotiating Affordable Housing on Individual Private Residential and Mixed Use
Schemes
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Policy 4.4: Managing Industrial Land and Premises
Policy 5.2: Minimising Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Policy 5.3 - Sustainable Design and Construction
Policy 5.7 - Renewable Energy
Policy 5.12: Flood Risk Management
Policy 6.3: Assessing Effects of Development on Transport Capacity
Policy 6.9: Cycling
Policy 6.13: Parking
Policy 7.1: Lifetime Neighbourhoods
Policy 7.3: Designing Out Crime
Policy 7.4: Local Character
Policy 7.6: Architecture
Policy 8.2 - Planning Obligations
Policy 8.3: Community Infrastructure Levy
5.6

Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
Policy ED2: Business, industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs
Policy EN1: Open space and Biodiversity
Policy EN4: Sustainable Design and Construction
Policy EN5: Flood Risk
Policy EN6: Sustainable Drainage Systems and Water Management
Policy EN7: Sustainable Waste Management
Policy H1: Maximising Housing Growth
Policy H2: Delivering Affordable Housing
Policy H5: Housing Standards
Policy Q2: Amenity
Policy Q3: Community Safety
Policy Q5: Local Distinctiveness
Policy Q6: Urban Design: Public Realm
Policy Q7: Urban Design: New Development
Policy Q8: Design Quality: Construction Detailing
Policy Q9: Landscaping
Policy Q10: Trees
Policy Q12: Refuse/Recycling Storage
Policy Q13: Cycle Storage
Policy Q14: Development in Gardens and on Backland Sites
Policy Q15: Boundary Treatments
Policy Q20: Statutory Listed Buildings
Policy Q22: Conservation Areas
Policy T1: Sustainable Travel
Policy T3: Cycling
Policy T8: Servicing
Policy T7: Parking

5.7

Supplementary Planning Documents
Lambeth S106 Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document 2012
Lambeth Draft Revised S106 Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document July
2013
London Plan Housing SPG (2016)
Housing Standards Minor Alterations to the London Plan March 2016
Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014)
Mayor of London’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction and Demolition
2014
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5.8

Additional Guidance:
Lambeth Refuse and Recycling Storage Design Guide (2013)
Lambeth Parking Survey Guidance Note

6

ASSESSMENT

6.1

Land Use

6.1.1

Loss of Employment Floorspace

6.1.2

The site is not located within a designated Key Industrial or Business Area (KIBA) but it has
previously been in use as offices (Class B1(a)). Parts of the building have since that time come
into residential use. The nature of that residential use and the circumstances in which it has
come about are explained in more detail at paragraph 6.1.22 below. Although the building is
presently de facto in residential use, officers have considered it appropriate nonetheless to
assess the proposal against development plan policy relating to loss of employment floorspace,
in particular Local Plan Policy ED2. Local Plan Policy ED2 states that the loss of land or
floorspace in business, industrial or storage (B class) use, or in employment-generating sui
generis use, will not be supported, unless clear and robust evidence is submitted which shows
there is no demand for the floorspace.

6.1.3

No marketing evidence was submitted to demonstrate that there is no demand for the continued
use of the premises for employment generating uses. Officers had requested the submission of
marketing evidence. The applicant did not submit marketing evidence because they believed
this not to be necessary in view of the fallback position provided by the prior approvals for
change of use from office to residential.

6.1.4

Acceptability of Residential Use

6.1.5

Local Plan policy H1 sets out the requirement to provide additional dwellings across the borough
in line with London Plan targets. The provision of additional residential units is therefore
supported in principle.

6.1.6

The site is located within a predominantly residential area and directly adjoins the gardens of
nearby residential properties. The proposed residential use is therefore considered to be
generally compatible with surrounding uses.

6.1.7

Local Plan Policy H4 refers to the housing mix in new developments and states that the council
will support proposals which offer a range of dwelling sizes and types to meet current and future
housing needs. It goes on to state that for market housing, a balanced mix of unit sizes including
family-sized accommodation should be provided. The supporting text to this policy at paragraph
5.21 states that in proposals will be expected to demonstrate that the provision of family –sized
units (having three or more bedrooms) has been maximised. The current proposal for 10 units
would provide the following mix of unit sizes: 3 x one bed; 6 x two bed; 1 x three bed. This mix
is considered to be acceptable having regard to the constraints of the site. The provision of a
greater number of three bedroom or more units would place additional demands upon parking
on street and therefore in this instance one family sized unit is considered to be the maximum
that could reasonably be provided on this site.

6.1.8

Affordable Housing

6.1.9

Local Plan Policy H2 seeks the provision of affordable housing on sites of at least 0.1 hectares
or capable of accommodating 10 or more homes. It is considered that the site is capable of
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accommodating 10 or more units and therefore the provisions of Policy H2 are applicable in this
instance. Part (ii) of the policy states that on sites providing fewer than 10 units a financial
contribution towards the delivery of off-site affordable housing will be sought in line with the
council’s preferred methodology. Local Plan policy relating to the provision of affordable
housing is expressly subject to consideration of the viability of the scheme.
6.1.10 Since the application was deferred from the April Committee there has been a change in national
level planning policy in relation to affordable housing contributions in relation to sites defined
under that policy as ‘small’. This follows the judgment of the Court of Appeal on 11 May 2016
in the West Berkshire litigation. Following the judgment of the Court of Appeal, the government
amended the Planning Practice Guidance to provide that the Written Ministerial Statement of 28
November 2014 (which had originally introduced the ‘small site’ policy) should be taken into
account when determining planning applications. Paragraph 031 of the guidance now states
that contributions should not be sought from developments of 10 units or less, and which have
a maximum combined gross floorspace of no more than 1000 sqm. Under the Lambeth Local
Plan, proposals with 10 units or more are not treated as ‘small sites’ for the purposes of the
relevant development plan policy. As noted elsewhere in this report, it is not considered feasible
in this case to have sought on-site provision of affordable housing, given the relatively small
scale of the site and the likely difficulties in finding a registered provider to take on any units that
were to be provided. Local Plan policy H2(b) contemplates that an in lieu contribution may be
considered in exceptional circumstances. For this reason, the viability of the scheme was
examined by reference to the provision of an in-lieu contribution. However, in the light of officers’
assessment in relation to viability (as explained below) it is not considered necessary to have to
address further the question of the interaction between the Written Ministerial Statement and
the application of Local Plan policy H2 when assessing whether the scheme as approved would
need to include provision for on-site affordable housing or a financial contribution in lieu of such
provision.
6.1.11 The applicant has sought to demonstrate, through a viability assessment, that the provision of
affordable housing would not be financially viable. The submitted report has been reviewed by
BNP Paribas. Some of the assumptions made by the applicant, including the Baseline Land
Value, were queried by BNP Paribas and alternative values were adopted to represent a more
realistic assessment. The construction costs cited by the applicant have been reviewed by a
specialist cost consultant. This review has shown that the costs cited in the appraisal are
reasonable. The viability appraisal contains two scenarios one with a level of developer profit
that is generally accepted as standard in such appraisals and one with a lower level of profit.
The outcome of the appraisal indicates that the scheme would result in a deficit in both scenarios
but with a reduced deficit in the case of the lower profit level.
6.1.12 The viability assessment submitted by the applicant included an off-site affordable housing
contribution of £100K. In view of the outcome of the viability assessment showing the scheme
to be in deficit allowing for a contribution of £100K, officers considered whether a lower financial
off-site contribution would be able to be supported and asked BNP Paribas to advise
accordingly. The result of this analysis is that the scheme is not considered able to support any
affordable housing contribution, even if the lower profit percentage were to be applied (and
neither would the scheme be able to support any level of on-site provision, had this been
sought). In those circumstances, in view of the outcome of the viability assessment and the
independent review of this, it is not considered that the failure to provide affordable housing in
the form of either on-site affordable housing or an off-site financial contribution would amount to
a valid reason for refusal of planning permission. The recommendation does not therefore
extend to the provision of affordable housing or a contribution in that respect.
6.1.13 Supporting paragraph 5.14 of the Lambeth Local Plan states that review mechanisms may be
used to maximise affordable housing output by putting in place provisions for re-appraising the
viability of schemes or phases in order to capture any uplift in value due to a delayed planning
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implementation and / or a phased build out of a major scheme or other changes affecting
financial viability. In this instance the scheme is not of such a scale that it would be implemented
in phases however it is considered appropriate to consider any uplift in value that might arise
from a delay in implementing the permission. Consideration of the use of review mechanisms
is also supported by the London Plan. Having regard to the additional statement provided by
the applicant in relation to viability review mechanisms and the advice subsequently received
from BNPP on this matter it is recommended that a review clause is included in the S106
agreement. The applicant would be willing to agree to such a review clause. In view, though,
of the points of difference between the development plan and the Written Ministerial Statement
as regards provision of affordable housing relating to a site of 10 units, as noted above,
Members are advised to satisfy themselves that the inclusion of the review clause would not be
a ‘critical factor’ in deciding whether or not to resolve to grant planning permission. The review
mechanism would need to be expressed to operate subject to prevailing development plan
policy at the relevant time, and would operate as follows:
-

If the construction of the new development has not been commenced within 18 months of
the date of the permission a review of the scheme’s viability and ability to provide an offsite affordable housing contribution shall be carried out.

-

If as a result of this review it is found that the scheme would generate a surplus (above the
developer’s profit) a contribution shall be provided of an amount equivalent to 50% of the
surplus.

6.1.14 Density
6.1.15 London Plan Policy 3.4 provides guidance in relation to the density of development and sets out
recommended density ranges at Table 3.2. For an Urban area with a PTAL of 4 to 6 the
recommended density ranges are 70 - 260 units per hectare (for units of 2.7 – 3 habitable rooms)
and 200-700 hr/ha.
6.1.16 The proposed scheme lies within an area with a PTAL of 4 and would provide 10 units with 28
habitable rooms (2.8 habitable rooms per unit on average) on a site area of 0.077ha. This would
yield a density of 129.87 units per hectare or 363.63 habitable rooms per hectare. The density
of development therefore falls comfortably within the recommended range.
6.1.17 The Fallback Position and the Weight to be Attached to It
6.1.18 As indicated in the relevant planning history section (3) of this report, prior approval was given
in 2013 and in 2015 for the change of use of the buildings from office to residential use under
the permitted development rights applying at the time of each application (13/05154/P3JPA
permitted on 19.02.2013 and 15/04355/P3O permitted on 22.10.2015). The permitted
development rights that applied in 2013 were contained in Class J of the 1995 General Permitted
Development Order. The permitted development rights that applied in 2015 were contained in
Class O of the 2015 General Permitted Development Order. The basic principle of both classes
of these permitted development rights is that a change of use from office use to residential use
would be allowed to proceed in certain circumstances without an application for full planning
permission having to be submitted and approved. Provided that the requirements for the
exercise of the relevant class of permitted development rights are satisfied, the local planning
authority cannot object to the principle of the change of use. The local planning authority’s role
is restricted to those matters for which prior approval is required to be given in order for those
permitted development rights to be exercised. Further, the scope of the matters that can be
considered in connection with a prior approval application is limited to the matters stipulated in
the relevant legislation.
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6.1.19 The ability of the applicant to change the use to residential (C3) under permitted development
rights were planning permission not to be granted, that is, the ‘fallback’ position, is capable of
being a material planning consideration in the determination of the present application.
6.1.20 In order to determine whether the fallback position constitutes a material consideration in this
case, and if so, the degree of weight that should be attached to it, it is first necessary to consider
whether there is a realistic prospect of the fallback position coming into being, or whether it is
no more than a theoretical possibility..
6.1.21 The position in relation to the two prior approval schemes is considered below.
6.1.22 A site inspection was carried out on 24 March 2016 which indicated as follows. The building
has been subdivided into units in accordance with the approved plans under the 2013 Prior
Approval with the exception that in part of the building there is a single unit over two floors rather
than two units on separate floors as shown on the approved plans for the 2013 Prior Approval.
Three of the units had been fitted out but the internal layouts were not as shown on the approved
plans for that prior approval. The remaining unit had not been fitted out at all at the time of the
site visit and was being used for storage. The units that had been fitted out were occupied at
the time of the inspection by live-in ‘guardians’ who were understood to be occupying pursuant
to licence arrangements. In the view of officers, the works that would be required to bring the
internal configuration of the building fully into accordance with the approved plans for the 2013
Prior Approval, namely the installation of further internal partitions and other minor works, would
not be onerous and would be readily able to be carried out. .
6.1.23 The 2015 Prior Approval was granted in respect of Class O permitted development rights. In
April 2016 the government amended the duration of Class O permitted development rights to
require schemes for which prior approval is given to be carried out within 3 years of the date of
the prior approval. This was in place of the original ‘long stop’ requirement to have exercised
Class O rights before 31 May 2016. It is officers’ understanding that this amendment to the
legislation needs to be read as extending back to prior approvals that have been granted in
connection with Class O before the date of coming into force of the amending legislation in April
2016. The 3 year period in the case of the 2015 Prior Approval would not expire until 22 October
2018. Given (i) the nature and extent of the works that have been carried out to date in
comparison with the terms of the 2013 Prior Approval (ii) that as at 24 March 2016 all but one
of the units in the building were noted on inspection to be being occupied by live-in guardians
with the remaining unit in use for storage and (iii) officers’ understanding of the life span of the
Class O rights, in officers’ view, the fallback position, as it exists under either the 2013 Prior
Approval or the 2015 Prior Approval, must be regarded as more than a theoretical possibility
and is therefore a material consideration in the determination of the application.
6.1.24 In considering the degree of weight to be attached to the fallback position as a material
consideration, it is necessary to compare the merits of the two prior approval schemes with
those of the current proposal.
6.1.25 The table below shows the number and size of the units in each of the prior approval schemes
and the current application:
6 Unit Prior Approval
8 Unit Prior Approval
Current Application
13/05154/P3JPA
15/04355/P3O
4 x 1 bed flats and 2 x 2 bed 4 x 1 bed, 3 x 2 bed and 1 x 2 bed 3 x one bedroom units, 6 x two
duplex maisonettes
maisonette
bedroom units and 1 x three
bedroom unit.
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6.1.26 The current proposal would provide 10 units compared with either 6 or 8 units in the prior
approval schemes. The current application would also provide one family sized unit whereas
both prior approval schemes would provide only one and two bedroom units.
6.1.27 In both of the prior approval schemes all but one unit would be single aspect with windows facing
into the courtyard only, however it is noted that permission has also been granted for rooflights
to provide additional light to these units. The current application would provide dual aspect
accommodation and is supported by an assessment which indicates that satisfactory levels of
sunlight and daylight would be provided in all units.
6.1.28 In the 2015 Prior Approval scheme one unit would have an undersized kitchen/ living / dining
area when compared with London Housing standards and some units would have awkwardly
shaped rooms. The current scheme would meet all of the relevant unit and room size standards
including provision for storage. In addition all of the units in the current scheme would have
access to a private external amenity space, whereas no such provision was included in either
of the Prior Approval schemes.
6.1.29 In the current scheme one unit would be designed to be fully wheelchair accessible and the
remainder of the units designed to wheelchair adaptable standards. In the prior approval
schemes it would not be possible to secure these standards.
6.1.30 Whilst not specific to the application site there are a number of additional benefits that could be
secured through an application for planning permission as compared with a prior approval
scheme. These include energy efficiency and water efficiency measures, sustainable drainage
systems and compliance with Secured by Design standards. It is also possible to secure
planning obligations which are necessary in planning terms but which are outside the scope of
the matters that the legislation allows to be addressed under a prior approval scheme.
6.1.31 In view of the above considerations it is considered that the current proposal would provide a
better quality of development overall than either the 2013 Prior Approval scheme or the 2015
Prior Approval scheme.
6.1.32 Further, in officers’ view, the extent of the differences between the current proposal and the
2013/2015 Prior Approval Schemes, as evaluated above, is such as to mean that substantial
weight should be attached to the fallback position as a material consideration. Whether, overall,
there are material considerations in this case that are sufficient to outweigh any non-compliance
with development plan policy is returned to below after other aspects of the current scheme
have been assessed. On the question of loss of employment floorspace specifically, one further
matter needs to be considered, as set out below.
6.1.33 Differences Between the Current Scheme and Application 14/05670/FUL in Relation to Loss of
Employment Floorspace
6.1.34 As can be seen from the relevant history section (3) of this report; planning permission was
refused for the change of use of the property to residential on 30.1.2015, following a Prior
Approval decision relating to the use of the property as 8 flats on 22.10.2015 (para 3.2). There
were nine reasons for refusal, including:
o
o
o

lack of affordable housing and demonstration to show that the scheme was unviable;
poor outlook/privacy for the proposed units, and inadequate private and communal
amenity space;
overbearing impact on neighbouring occupiers at 57, 58 and 59 Walnut Tree Walk and
22 Kennington Road;
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o
o
o
o
o

loss of privacy to the gardens of properties at 60 Walnut tree Walk and 22 Kennington
Road;
poor and cramped layout, dominance of walkways and poor detailing;
absence of a comprehensive tree survey;
insufficient information in relation to energy efficiency;
absence of a legal agreement to secure restrictions on eligibility for parking permits.

6.1.35 Reason nine for refusal stated as follows:
‘The proposed conversion of the building would result in the loss of floorspace last used for
employment purposes and it has not been adequately demonstrated, through marketing
evidence, that this floorspace is surplus or unsuitable for continued employment use. The
proposal is therefore contrary to Lambeth Core Strategy Policy S3 and Policies 21 and 23 of the
Lambeth Unitary Development Plan (2007) Policies saved beyond 5 August 2010 and not
superseded by the Core Strategy (2011).’
6.1.36 At the time of determination of this application, the terms of Class O were still subject to the
‘long stop’ date requiring the change of use to have begun by 31 May 2016. The present
application needs to be considered against the matters outlined at 6.1.21 and 6.1.22, which
were not matters that fell to be addressed at the time of consideration of the earlier application.
With regard to the other reasons for refusal, it is considered that these have been addressed
through the current scheme and the amendments that have been made in the course of the
application. These issues are discussed in more detail in the relevant sections of this report.
6.2

Design and Conservation

6.2.1

Local Plan Policy Q5 seeks development which reflect the local distinctiveness of the area and
states that proposals should respond to the positive aspects of the local context in terms of
urban block and grain, pattern of space and relationship, townscape/landscape character; built
form (bulk, scale, height and massing) including roofscapes; siting, orientation and layout and
relationship with other buildings and spaces; materials; and quality of architectural detailing.
Where development proposals deviate from locally distinct development patterns, applicants will
be required to show in their design statements that the proposal clearly delivers design
excellence; and will make a positive contribution to its local and historic context.

6.2.2

Policy Q7 of the Lambeth Local Plan seeks new development of a high quality design, with a
bulk, scale/mass, siting, building line and orientation which preserves or enhances the prevailing
local character. The policy also requires that the development is built of durable, robust, lowmaintenance materials; includes well considered windows and doors, and any vehicular access,
parking or servicing is designed so as to be well related to the adjacent area and minimise
impact on amenity and be visually attractive.

6.2.3

Local Plan Policy Q14 sets out the requirements of development on backland sites. The policy
states that new buildings will only be supported where the replacement buildings are sited to
maintain or improve upon existing neighbour relationships; any increases in height (in relation
to existing development on the site) will not have any adverse impact; forms and heights remain
subordinate to the built context; existing accesses are maintained and adequately provide
pedestrian access, vehicle turning and access for fire appliances and that access arrangements
will cause no nuisance.

6.2.4

Whilst the proposal comprises a backland development in respect of the site’s relationship with
surrounding properties, the site has been previously developed and the current proposal relates
to the replacement of these existing buildings. The site is currently occupied by a building which
ranges in height from one to two storeys with a variety of roof forms. The part of the building
located in the south eastern corner of the site is single storey with a pitched roof and the part of
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the building located adjacent to the eastern boundary provides two floors of office
accommodation with the upper floor contained within a steeply pitched mansard style roof with
dormer windows facing into the centre of the site. At the northern end of the site the building is
one storey in height with a pitched roof and the part of the building which adjoins the north
western boundary is two full storeys in height with a pitched roof. Surrounding properties to the
north, east and south of the site, in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road, are mostly three
storey terraced houses, many containing accommodation in the roof space served by dormer
windows and accommodation at lower ground floor level. The buildings to the north west of the
site are four storey flat blocks with mansard style roofs.
6.2.5

The proposed development would comprise two buildings of predominantly two storeys in
height. The massing of the buildings would be varied by the use of flat and pitched roof sections.
At the south eastern corner of the site the eaves of the building would step down to single storey
level on the boundary with properties in Walnut Tree Walk. The southern part of the building on
in the north western part of the site would comprise two storeys with a flat roof, with part of the
first floor set in from the site boundary. The northern sections of both buildings would comprise
two storeys with pitched roofs and accommodation within the roof spaces.

6.2.6

The increase of approximately 2.9m in overall roof heights on parts of the site is largely due to
the introduction of more steeply pitched roofs than those of the existing buildings. It should also
be noted that the built mass at the northern end of the site has been reduced, when compared
with the existing building, by siting the buildings further away from the boundary, with a gap
between the two buildings, and the creation of private gardens in this area. In the south eastern
corner of the site the extent of built development has also been reduced compared with the
footprint of the existing building. This now allows space between the proposed building and the
eastern site boundary. The overall bulk, scale and mass of the building is considered appropriate
to the site context.

6.2.7

The proposed buildings would adopt a simple design approach and would make use of stock
brickwork and slate roofs. The roof forms are considered to be sympathetic to the context
provided by surrounding developments. The detailing of the building in terms of window, doors
and balconies is understated and contemporary. This reflects the long-established principle that
contextual contemporary design can be successful in sensitive heritage locations. Indeed, the
government’s national planning policy framework (2012) states that local planning authorities
should not dictate the architectural style of a development. The detailed design approach is
therefore considered acceptable. Should planning permission be granted it is recommended
that further drawn details of the proposed materials, windows and other construction detailing
are secured by a condition.

6.2.8

The impact upon the amenity of neighbouring occupiers is discussed in more detail in Section
6.5 below. It is considered that the proposed development would maintain a satisfactory
relationship with neighbouring occupiers and therefore complies with Policy Q14.

6.2.9

The existing access to the site would be retained as part of the development scheme but would
be closed to vehicular traffic. The proposed access arrangements for the development are
considered acceptable and the cessation of vehicular access into the site would remove the
impacts upon residential amenity that current vehicular access into the site could have. The
suitability of the access is also discussed in more detail under Transportation below.

6.2.10 Policy Q15(a) of the Local Plan states that the council will seek to retain boundary treatments
that are characteristic of the immediate locality, are historically unique or contribute to local
distinctiveness. Clause (b) of the policy sets out the requirements for replacement boundary
treatments and states that the council will expect (i) replication of positive locally distinct
boundary treatments and a sympathetic response to its context in terms of height, design and
appearance. Points (ii) – (v) set maximum height requirements for new boundary treatments
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including a requirement that boundaries between rear gardens and yards are not to exceed 2
metres. Part (c) goes on to state that the raising in height of existing boundaries will only be
supported where it is undertaken in a well designed and carefully detailed manner which is
consistent with local character and not discordant.
6.2.11 The application site adjoins the gardens of properties in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road
and also has a boundary with the New China Walk Estate. The boundaries to all of these
properties comprise brick walls of varying heights. The applicant has confirmed that it is not
proposed to demolish any of the existing boundary walls. There is therefore no conflict with part
(a) of policy Q15.
6.2.12 It is noted that the walls of the proposed building would directly abut the existing boundary walls.
However, it is not considered that the requirements of Policy Q15 in relation to the height and
design of replacement boundary treatments are applicable in relation to situations where the
walls of a building form the boundary treatment or are located close to the site boundary. The
increase in the height of the proposed buildings compared with that of the existing building has
been considered in the context of the relevant policies in relation to both design and amenity.
6.2.13 Policies Q12 and Q13 set out the requirements for refuse and recycling storage and cycle
storage respectively. The location and layout of the proposed refuse and recycling and cycle
storage is shown on drawing 4393/P/221 L. This shows two bike stores and a refuse store and
a recycling store located adjacent to the pedestrian path providing access to the proposed flats.
The location and layout of these facilities is considered to be generally acceptable in terms of
capacity and ease of use for residents of the development. The storage facilities would be set
back approximately 9.5m from the site entrance and planters would be provided as part of the
design in order to soften the appearance of the structures. It is therefore considered that the
visual impact of the structures is satisfactory subject to the submission of further details in
relation to the proposed materials and construction which can be secured by conditions. The
submission of such details would also ensure that the storage facilities are of robust construction
and meet the relevant requirements in terms of security and maintenance.
6.2.14 It is noted that reason for refusal 6 of application 14/05670 stated that ‘due the cramped layout
of the development, the dominance of the proposed walkways and stair structure within
courtyard and the poor detailing of the proposed building, the proposal would not provide the
high standard of design expected in new developments’. The current design is substantially
different in its design approach and detailing and it is considered that this reason for refusal has
been addressed.
6.2.15 Impact on Heritage Assets
6.2.16 The site is located within the Walcot Conservation Area and adjoins the Lambeth Walk and
China Walk Conservation Area. The location and extent of these conservation areas is shown
below:
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Figure 9: Walcot Conservation Area (9); China Walk & Lambeth Walk Conservation Area (50)
6.2.17 The site also lies in close proximity to the Grade II listed buildings at 53, 54 and 55, 56 - 63, 64
- 65 and 66 Walnut Tree Walk and 104-112, 114-116, 118-120, 122 and 124 and 126 and 128
Kennington Road.
6.2.18 In accordance with S72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990,
and reflecting the applicable case-law including the Barnwell Manor case, it is necessary to have
special regard to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the
conservation area. Local Plan policy Q22 states that development proposals affecting
conservation areas will be permitted where they preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of conservation areas by respecting and reinforcing the established, positive
characteristics of the area in terms of the building line, siting, design, height, forms, materials
joinery, window detailing and protecting the setting (including views in and out of the area).
6.2.19 In accordance with S66 of the of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 and reflecting the relevant case-law noted above, where the setting of a listed building
may be affected, it is necessary to have special regard to the desirability of preserving the setting
of these buildings. Local Plan Policy Q20 states that development affecting listed buildings will
be supported where it would conserve and not harm the significance / special interest or setting.
6.2.20 An assessment of the impact of the proposals on each heritage asset or group of heritage assets
is set out below.
Walcot Conservation Area
6.2.21 The Walcot Conservation Area is characterised by residential development with attractive
garden squares. Examples of residential development in the conservation area include the
grand houses in Kennington Road dating from around 1800 and the early mid-18th century
properties in Walnut Tree Walk. The whole of the site lies within this conservation area.
6.2.22 It is considered that the existing building is modern, modest and understated. Due to its siting
and screening, views of the current building from public vantage points within the Walcot
Conservation Area are limited. Furthermore the building is relatively modern which means it
does not have historic interest. It is considered that the building on the site neither harms nor
enhances the special interest of the Walcot Conservation Area – it makes a neutral contribution.
There is no objection in principle to their demolition and replacement so long as the replacement
buildings make no worse an impact and are otherwise acceptable.
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6.2.23 The scale and massing of the proposed buildings including the increased height of the buildings
in close proximity to the site boundaries are considered to respect the scale of development
within the surrounding area and the roof forms would be sympathetic to their context. The
contemporary design approach and choice of detailing is also considered to be appropriate,
including the changes to the proposed balconies which were introduced in the most recent
amendments to the scheme. The proposed design approach would allow the scheme to be read
as a discrete contemporary element when viewed against the backdrop provided by the
surrounding historic buildings within the Walcot Conservation Area.
6.2.24 A draft character appraisal for the Walcot Conservation Area was recently prepared by the
Conservation & Urban Design team. That document is guidance only and should not be
considered to have the same weight as planning policy. The draft document has been out to
consultation and is expected to be finalised in the autumn of 2016. Until finalised the document
has limited weight. Comments have been received from local residents which state that the
proposals conflicts with the draft document. However, officers do not agree. Paragraph 4.1 of
the draft character appraisal in relation to capacity for change in the conservation area states:
“There are no significant development opportunities within the conservation area, and the
absence of vacant sites means opportunities for development are limited. Opportunity for
enhancement lies with the sensitive restoration of lost or inappropriate boundary treatments,
architectural detailing, the replacement/refurbishment of buildings that have been deemed to
make a neutral contribution”.
Officers do not consider the site at 52 Walnut Tree Walk provides ‘significant development’
opportunities. Whilst the site is considered to be capable of accommodating 10 residential units
its scale is not considered to be significant in the broader context of development within the
borough. It is however considered that the scheme would replace a building that makes a neutral
contribution to the character of the conservation area as referred to above and as such
represents the type of development opportunity identified by the draft character appraisal.
Lambeth Walk and China Walk Conservation Area
6.2.25 The Lambeth Walk and China Walk conservation area is predominantly residential in character
and represents an important part of the historic working class quarter of North Lambeth. It is
characterised by examples of 19th century townscape and interwar council housing. The part of
the conservation area immediately adjoining the application site contains the China Walk Estate,
which comprises six five storey blocks of neo-Georgian design. The boundary of the
conservation area aligns with the north west boundary of the application site.
6.2.26 The existing building presents a blank flank wall to the edge of the Lambeth Walk and China
Walk Conservation Area together with a high brick wall along the remaining part of the boundary.
The projecting dormer features of the existing building are visible in oblique views from the open
areas within the adjacent estate. The existing building is considered to make a neutral
contribution to the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China Walk Conservation Area. The bulk,
scale and massing of the proposed development are considered appropriate in the context of
the taller buildings within the adjacent estate and in comparison with the elements of the existing
building which are visible from the adjacent conservation area. The contemporary design
approach is also considered appropriate in this context.
Grade II Listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road
6.2.27 The relevant listed buildings to be considered nos. 53, 54 and 55, 56 - 63, 64 - 65 and 66 Walnut
Tree Walk and nos. 104-112, 114-116, 118-120, 122 and 124 and 126 and 128 Kennington
Road. The location of these listed buildings is shown below:
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Figure 10: Location of Listed Buildings
6.2.28 The adjoining listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk comprise nos. 54 and 55 (early – mid 19th
Century), nos. 56 – 63 (early 19th Century). All of these properties are three storeys in height,
with semi -basements, the properties at nos. 56– 63 also having attics. The listed properties in
Kennington Road include the pairs of mid-18th century properties at nos. 104-112, 114 -116,
118-120 all of which are three storeys in height with attics and semi-basements. The property
at no. 122 comprises a large scale 18th century property of three storeys with attic and semibasement. The group of properties at nos.124, 126 and 128 are also from the 18th century and
comprise three storeys with basements noting that no. 124 has a slated mansard roof with
dormers. The dates referred to above are as stated in the relevant list descriptions.
6.2.29 The listed buildings form two rows of development situated to the south east (Walnut Tree Walk)
and west (Kennington Road) which are substantially taller than the existing and proposed
building on the site. The upper floor windows of listed buildings therefore overlook the
application site. In these views the proposed development would mainly be viewed in the
established mature garden setting with taller buildings beyond. The bulk, scale and massing of
the development is considered to be appropriate in this context. As noted above the
contemporary design approach is considered to be an appropriate design response for the site.
6.2.30 Concerns have been raised by neighbouring occupiers regarding the potential loss of boundary
walls adjoining the site during construction – especially within the curtilage of the listed buildings
where the boundary walls may also be protected by that listing. However, the applicant has
confirmed that the boundary walls are to be retained. Should planning permission be granted it
is recommended that a condition is applied requiring the submission and approval of detailed
drawings showing the interface between the proposed development and the retained boundary
walls together with details of any works of making good. If a scenario arises where a listed wall
will be affected the demolition or alteration listed building consent will be required.
Evaluation of Heritage Statements
6.2.31 A heritage statement by The Architectural History Practice Ltd (referred to hereafter as the AHP
statement) has been commissioned by local residents who object to the proposals. It has been
provided by a heritage consultant and provides a critique of the applicant’s Heritage
Statement. The AHP statement submitted on behalf of local residents notes that the applicant’s
heritage statement (prepared by the Heritage Collective and referred to hereafter as the HC
statement) considers the existing building on the site to make a neutral contribution and agrees
with this conclusion however the findings of the HC statement in relation to the impact of the
proposed building are disputed. The AHP statement argues that the proposed development
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would detract from the heritage assets due to its inappropriate scale and that the additional
height and massing would challenge the heritage assets and cut off views towards and between
them. The statement disagrees with the HC statement in respect of its conclusion that the
development would enhance the conservation area and setting of listed buildings.
6.2.32 The AHP statement argues that Photo Voltaic panels are inappropriate and that the proposed
landscaping would not mitigate against the negative impacts of the development. The AHP
statement also argues that views across the conservation area have not been addressed and
that the HC statement understates the significance of the backs of the listed building. The
statement also states that the dates of some of the buildings quoted in the list descriptions are
incorrect.
6.2.33 That document has been assessed by the Conservation & Urban Design team who have
concluded that it raises no issues that have not already been identified through the application
assessment. Officers have reviewed the points raised in the AHP assessment and analysis of
these is provided below.
6.2.34 Officers agree that the existing buildings on the site make a neutral contribution to the character
of the Walcot Conservation Area in which it sits and so would not accept the applicant’s
contention that the proposals would enhance the character and appearance of the conservation
area. However, for the reasons set out above officers have concluded that the proposed
development would preserve the character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area
and the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China Walk Conservation Area. Officers consider the
proposed buildings to be subordinate to the surrounding buildings and appropriate in their bulk
scale and massing and do not agree with the AHP statement’s assertion that these would
challenge the surrounding heritage assets. Whilst the proposed buildings would be visible in
views towards and between the nearby listed buildings this impact is not considered to be
harmful.
6.2.35 With regard to the Photo Voltaic panels these would be installed on a contemporary building
and would be seen in the context of the roof of this building. Whilst these would be visible in
views from the upper floors of some neighbouring properties they would not be prominent from
public viewpoints, being set behind the roof parapets. As such it is not considered that the
proposed PV panels would be harmful to the character and appearance of the Walcot
Conservation, the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China Walk Conservation Area or the setting
of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road. In relation to the use of
landscaping to mitigate the impacts of the development, officers have concluded that the
development does not result in harm to any of the identified heritage assets and as such
mitigation measures are not required, however the proposed landscaping is considered to
provide an appropriate setting to the development. It is noted that the AHP statement considers
that the HC assessment understated the importance of the backs of the listed buildings, however
Officers have given equal weight to the importance of the backs of the buildings in the
assessment of the impact of the proposals upon the heritage assets. With regard to the accuracy
of dates of buildings referred to in the list description this is a matter which should be taken up
with Historic England.
6.2.36 Having regard to the above, the content of the AHP statement does not change officers’
conclusions with regard to the impact of the proposals upon the identified heritage assets.
Conclusions in Respect of Impact upon Heritage Assets
6.2.37 In view of the secluded back-land location of the development and the care taken with the design
it is considered that the proposal would not result in harm to the character and appearance of
the Walcot Conservation Area including views into or out of the conservation area. The
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character and appearance of the conservation areas would therefore be preserved. It is also
considered that the bulk, scale, massing and design of the proposed development would
preserve the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China Walk Conservation Area. It is not
considered that the proposals would harm either conservation area when considered individually
or in terms of the cumulative impact when considering the two adjacent conservation areas
together. Furthermore, it is considered that no harm would arise in relation to the Walcot
Conservation when assessed in combination with the listed buildings that lie within that
conservation area.
6.2.38 Having regard to the bulk, scale, mass, design and appearance of the proposed development
and the physical relationship between it and the listed buildings it is considered that no harm
will result to the setting of the listed buildings in either Walnut Tree Walk or Kennington Road.
6.2.39 In view of the above conclusions it is considered that the relevant statutory tests have been met
and that the proposals comply with policies Q20 and Q22 Local Plan Policy.

6.3

Standard of residential accommodation

6.3.1

Local Plan policy H5 states that proposals for new residential development should accord with
the principles of good design and will be expected to provide dual aspect accommodation unless
exceptional circumstances are demonstrated.

6.3.2

Policy 3.5 of the London Plan, together with the Mayor of London Housing Supplementary
Planning Guidance 2016, seeks to encourage high standards of accommodation in new
residential developments. The 2016 Minor Alterations to the London Plan adopted the nationally
described space standard.

6.3.3

All of the proposed units meet or exceed the minimum unit sizes set out in the nationally
described space standard. Dedicated storage space has been incorporated into each unit in
accordance with the standards. All of the proposed units would also be dual aspect. A sunlight
and daylight report has been submitted which demonstrates that satisfactory levels of sunlight
and daylight would be provided for all of the proposed units.

6.3.4

Policy 3.8 of the London Plan states that 90 per cent of new build housing should meet Building
Regulation requirement M4 (2) ‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’ with the remaining 10 per
cent meeting Building Regulation requirement M4(3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’. Unit 2 has
been designed as a wheelchair accessible unit with the remaining units designed to be
accessible and adaptable. Should planning permission be granted a condition is recommended
to ensure that the scheme is implemented in accordance with these standards.

6.3.5

Policy H5 of the Local Plan requires that in flatted developments a private amenity space of at
least 10sqm should be provided for each unit together with a communal amenity space of
50sqm. The revised plans show that all of the ground floor units would have private amenity
spaces in excess of the above standard and all units on the upper floors would have balconies
which meet the standard. A communal amenity space of 50sqm, with seating, would be provided
within the courtyard between the buildings. The location of this space is considered acceptable
in terms of natural surveillance from the proposed units and availability of sunlight and daylight.
Should planning permission be granted a landscape management plan for this area could be
secured by condition. The amount and quality of the proposed amenity space is considered to
be acceptable.

6.3.6

Policy H5 requires the provision of children’s play space in developments of 10 or more units
where at least one family sized unit is proposed. This is to be provided in accordance with the
levels set out in the London Plan Supplementary Planning Guidance ‘Shaping Neighbourhoods:
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Play and Informal Recreation’ 2012. The policy states that in exceptional circumstances off site
provision may be acceptable. In view of the constraints of the site it would not be possible to
provide a satisfactory children’s playspace within the site without compromising the provision of
either private or communal amenity space. In addition there is an existing children’s playground
immediately adjacent to the site, accessed off Walnut Tree Walk. In view of these factors it is
considered that a contribution towards off site provision would be acceptable in this instance. If
planning permission were granted this would be secured by means of a S106 agreement.
Details of how this contribution is to be calculated are included in paragraph 6.11 below.
6.4

Amenity

6.4.1

Daylight and Sunlight

6.4.2

Local Plan Policy Q2 (iv) states that development will be supported if it would not have an
unacceptable impact on levels of daylight and sunlight on the host building and adjoining
property. A sunlight and daylight assessment has been submitted which assesses the impact of
the proposal upon surrounding properties in accordance with the guidance provided by the
Building Research Establishment guidance.

6.4.3

An initial assessment identified that the residential blocks Minton House and Wedgewood
House, forming part of the adjacent China Walk Estate, would not be materially affected by the
proposals due to their physical relationship with the proposed development. The initial tests on
these properties were passed and therefore no further assessment was required.

6.4.4

Detailed daylight assessments were carried out for residential properties at 53 – 61 Walnut Tree
Walk and 116 - 124 Kennington Road. The assessments show that all of the windows tested
would maintain VSC levels of at least 27% or at least 0.8% of their former value which means
there would be no noticeable reduction in daylight levels. The Daylight Distribution assessment
also concluded that there would be no change with the development in place other than in the
case of one window. The window in question (a window to a basement room at 58 Walnut Tree
Walk) would experience a reduction of 19.45% with the development in place which is below
the point at which reductions in daylight are likely to be noticeable. The reduction for this window
is therefore at a level which is considered to be acceptable. (It is noted that the earlier committee
report referred to a reduction of 20.54% for this window however this was an error as this figure
had been taken from the report in relation to an earlier version of the scheme).

6.4.5

With regard to sunlight, assessments were carried out for the relevant windows (those which
face within 90 degrees due south) of 116, 118, 120, 122, 124 Kennington Road. Windows in
other properties were not tested due to their north facing aspect. The results show that all but
one of the windows tested would continue to receive sunlight levels in excess of the
recommended minimum, and in the case of one window at 118 Kennington Road, would
experience a minor reduction (21.43% rather than the recommended maximum of 20%).

6.4.6

Updated information has been received relating to rear windows in Kennington Road. The
windows in the rear of nos. 116-124 Kennington Road are oriented almost directly due west. In
relation to the ground floor window of no, 122 the proposed development would result in a
difference in Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH) of 2% when compared with the existing
situation. The existing value is 8% whereas the proposed value is 6%. It is noted that this
property has a relatively low existing value which can be accounted for by the due west
orientation of the property and the existence of a rear extension adjacent to the window. The
2% loss is less than the criteria set by the BRE to establish an adverse effect on a property.
Given this it is considered that the effect to the existing amenity is considered to be satisfactory.

6.4.7

The revised sunlight and daylight report also includes corrections in relation to the assessment
of basement windows in properties in Kennington Road. The results for the different floors in
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these buildings were previously mislabelled which resulted in some basement windows being
labelled as ground floor windows. Following these corrections it is considered that the revised
report provides a comprehensive assessment of the impacts upon all relevant windows.
6.4.8

Objections were raised in relation to the possible overshadowing of the gardens adjacent to the
proposal. In relation to gardens, the BRE considers main rear gardens and sitting out areas in
terms of overshadowing. The rear gardens of properties in Walnut Tree Walk are situated to
the south of the proposed development. Potential shadow would be cast in a northerly direction;
therefore there would be no potential to cast any adverse shadows over these gardens.

6.4.9

The gardens of the Kennington Road properties are located to the east of the proposed
development; therefore in early morning and through to early afternoon, they would not be
aligned with the sun and there would therefore be no possibility of shadows casting over these
gardens in the most significant part of the day. There would be some shadow in the very late
afternoon, however, as the main part of the day would not experience additional overshadowing,
the recommendations of the BRE would be met.

6.4.10 From the above assessment it is concluded that the majority of the neighbouring properties
would continue to enjoy satisfactory levels of daylight and where relevant, sunlight, with the
proposed development in place. Whilst there would be some reductions in levels of daylight or
sunlight to a small number of windows these are within acceptable tolerances as set out in the
BRE guidance.
6.4.11 It is noted that there is an outbuilding within the garden of 116 Kennington Road situated close
to the site boundary. This was permitted under application 10/04035/FUL. The approved plans
show a wc / shower room and a sitting room. It is noted that there is a high level window situated
in the western elevation of the building which faces directly towards the pitched roof of the
existing building on the site. However, there are other windows serving the sitting room on the
northern and eastern side of the building and as such it is not considered that the proposals
would result in a significant loss of amenity to the accommodation within the building.
6.4.12 Privacy
6.4.13 Policy Q2 (ii) states that development will be supported where acceptable standards of privacy
are provided without a diminution of the design quality. A plan has been submitted which shows
the distances between windows and balconies in the development and the rear walls of
neighbouring residential properties. This includes measurements from the balconies in the
revised scheme. This demonstrates that the distances between windows in the proposed
development and those in neighbouring properties including those in Walnut Tree Walk,
Kennington Road and in the China Walk Estate would all be in excess of 20m. This is considered
to provide a satisfactory standard of privacy for existing occupiers and occupants of the
proposed development. There would be some views into adjacent gardens from windows and
balconies of the proposed development however such views would only affect the rear parts of
adjacent gardens rather than the areas closest to the rear of the neighbouring properties. Should
planning permission be granted a condition is recommended to ensure that the flat roof elements
of the building are not used as roof terraces or amenity areas. It is therefore considered that a
satisfactory standard of privacy for future occupants and occupants of neighbouring properties
can be achieved.
6.4.14 It is noted that there would be windows and balconies in the proposed development close to the
high level window in the western elevation of the outbuilding at 116 Kennington Road however
in view of the positions of the windows and balconies in the proposed development relative to
the window in the outbuilding it is not considered that these windows would permit direct views
into the accommodation within the outbuilding. As such it is not considered that this would result
in a significant loss of amenity.
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6.4.15 Reason for refusal 5 of application 14/05670/FUL stated that ‘due to the placement of windows
to habitable rooms in the close proximity to the site boundaries the proposal would result in an
unacceptable loss of privacy to the gardens of properties at 60 Walnut tree Walk and 22
Kennington Road which would be detrimental to the amenity of adjoining occupiers’. The
previous scheme included windows in the walls of the building directly adjacent to the garden of
22 Kennington Road and windows within 1.3m of the boundary with the garden of 60 Walnut
Tree Walk as well as dormer windows in the mansard roof facing the gardens of both of these
properties. In the current scheme there are no windows in the part of the building which directly
adjoins the garden of 22 Kennington Road. The part of the building closest to 60 Walnut Tree
Walk has been set back so that the windows would be approximately 4m away from the
boundary with the rear part of the garden of this property. It is considered that the current
proposal would maintain satisfactory levels of privacy and that the previous reason for refusal
has been overcome.
6.4.16 Outlook
6.4.17 Policy Q2 (iii) requires adequate outlooks to be provided, avoiding where possible any undue
sense of enclosure or unacceptable levels of overlooking or perceived overlooking. As noted
previously Policy Q14 (ii) requires that any increases in height (in relation to existing
development on the site) will not have any adverse impact. It is therefore necessary to consider
whether the bulk and mass of the proposed buildings would result in any significant loss of
outlook to occupants of neighbouring properties and whether the proposed buildings would be
overbearing or create an undue sense of enclosure, with particular reference to the differences
in height and massing compared with the existing building Properties in Walnut Tree Walk and
Kennington Road which have rear gardens adjoining the site would be most likely to be affected
by these changes.
6.4.18 The properties at 57, 58 and 59 Walnut Tree Walk have rear walls facing the site at a distance
of approximately 14m, noting that No. 58 has a rear addition which brings the rear of this
property to approximately 7.8m from the site boundary. The part of the development closest to
these properties would be two storeys in height with a flat roof the southernmost part of which
would slope downwards towards the site boundary. The height of the eaves would be
approximately 2.8m. This is slightly higher than the eaves height of the existing building which
are approximately 2.75m in height. The height of the flat roof and highest part of the pitched
roof would be approximately 6.1m compared with the highest part of the pitched roof of the
existing building which has an approximate height of 5.6m. It should also be noted that the
highest parts of the roof sections do not directly adjoin the site boundary. Whilst there would be
an increase in the overall height and bulk compared with the existing building it is considered
that the low eaves and sloping roof would minimise any adverse impact upon the outlook from
the adjacent properties. Furthermore it should be noted that the footprint of the building in this
part of the site would reduce when compared with the existing building which would result in a
slightly more open aspect in the south eastern corner of the site.
6.4.19 The part of the site that would be subject to the greatest increase in the height and bulk of built
development would be the section facing the rear gardens of 116 - 122 Kennington Road.
However, there is a greater degree of separation between the rear walls of these properties and
the site boundary than the properties in Walnut Tree Walk. The rear walls of these properties
are situated over 18m from the site boundary. The proposed building would rise to two full
storeys at the site boundary with a steeply pitched roof.
6.4.20 The eaves height would be approximately 6.01m and the ridge would be approximately 9.8m.
This would replace the existing building which has a steeply sloping slate clad section to the
upper part of the rear wall (with an approximate height of 5.8m) and a shallow sloping section
forming a mansard style roof (rising to a height of approximately 6.9m). The rear wall of the
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proposed building would have a broadly comparable height to that of the existing building, noting
that the upper section of the wall up to the eaves level would be vertical, compared with the
sloping wall of the existing building. Whilst the overall height of the roof would be greater the
increase in bulk would be relieved by the pitch of the roof. In addition the existing structures at
the northern end of the site would not be replaced in the proposed scheme resulting in a greater
degree of openness to this part of the site. There would also be an increase in the height of the
building adjoining the southwest boundary of the garden at 122 Kennington Road. The existing
single storey structure with a pitched roof (in the south eastern corner of the site) would be
replaced by a two storey structure with a flat roof. However, the proposed building would have
a reduced footprint when compared with the existing and the two storey element would extend
along only part of the site boundary.
6.4.21 Taking account of above factors, it is not considered that outlook from any neighbouring property
would be significantly affected by the proposed development. Furthermore, it is not considered
that the proposal would appear overbearing when viewed from surrounding properties nor would
it result in an unacceptable sense of enclosure.
6.4.22 Reason for refusal 4 of application 14/05670/FUL stated that ‘due to the height and mass of the
building in close proximity to the site boundaries the proposal would have an unacceptable
overbearing impact upon neighbouring properties at 57, 58 and 59 Walnut Tree Walk and 22
Kennington Road which would be detrimental to the amenity of adjoining occupiers’. The
previous proposal comprised two storey storeys plus a further floor of accommodation within a
mansard roof. The parts of the proposed building adjoining the boundaries with properties listed
above would have measured approximately 6.79m to the eaves, 8.06m to the lower pitch of the
mansard roof and 8.74m to the top of the mansard roof. The relevant part of this proposed
building is shown in Figure 11 below. The current proposal would have a slightly lower eaves
level (approx. 0.78m lower) but the overall height of the roof would be higher (approx. 1.06m
higher). (See Figure 4: North East Elevation) However, the previous scheme included a
mansard roof with dormers which would have added greater bulk to the roof. The roof of the
current scheme would slope back from the site boundary resulting in a reduced impact upon
neighbouring properties. It should also be noted that the part of the building in the south eastern
corner of the site would have comprised two full storeys and a mansard roof whereas in this has
been reduced to two storeys with a flat roof and a section of pitched roof which slopes down to
the boundary of properties in Walnut Tree Walk. This section of the building would also be set
further back from the eastern boundary of the site. Overall it is considered that the current
scheme improves upon the previous proposal in terms of its impact upon neighbouring
properties.

Figure 11: 14/05670 Elevation D – Facing Gardens in Kennington Road
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6.4.23 Noise
6.4.24 Policy Q2 (v) requires the adverse impact of noise to be reduced to an acceptable level through
the use of attenuation, distance, screening or internal layout / orientation. With regard to the
noise impact of the proposed development upon neighbouring properties, it is noted that the
proposed development would result in different patterns of activity than those associated with
the previous use of the site for offices, notably increased activity during the evenings. However,
it is not considered that this would result in such a significant increase in noise and disturbance
to adjacent residents as to justify the refusal of the application. It is also noted that the proposal
would result in the cessation of vehicular access to the site which would remove an existing
source of noise.
6.4.25 Concerns have been raised by neighbours regarding the noise impact arising from the increased
use of the metal gate at the entrance to the site. The applicant has agreed to provide a soft
closure device (which can be fitted to the existing gate) in order to reduce the noise impact. A
condition is recommended to ensure that this device is fitted prior to the occupation of the
residential units and is permanently maintained on site thereafter.

Visual Amenity
6.4.26 Policy Q2 states that development will be supported where visual amenity from adjoining sites
And from the public realm is not unacceptably compromised. Having regard to the
considerations set out above in relation to design and the scale massing of the development in
relation to neighbouring properties it is not considered that visual amenity from adjoining sites
or the public realm would be unacceptably compromised.
6.4.27 Other Matters
6.4.28 Concerns have been raised by neighbours in relation to the impact of light pollution from
windows in the development. These concerns are noted, however this impact would be similar
to that arising from existing properties in the vicinity of the site. It is noted however that the
provision external lighting could potentially impact upon the amenity of neighbouring occupiers.
If planning permission were granted a condition could be applied requiring details of all external
lighting to be submitted and approved. The issue of light pollution could be addressed through
the consideration of these details with reference to the guidance on minimising light pollution
contained in the Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG 2014
6.4.29 Concerns have been raised by neighbours regarding increased cooking odours and odours from
the additional bins to be provided within the site. There are also concerns in relation to the
potential for an increase in vermin. It is not considered that the cooking odours associated with
the additional residential units would result in such harm to residential amenity to justify refusal
of the application. In relation to the potential impact of the additional bins a condition is
recommended to ensure that the design of the bin stores is in accordance with the council’s
guidance and to secure a refuse management plan.
6.5

Transport

6.5.1

Policy T1 of the Lambeth Local Plan states that the Council will promote a sustainable pattern
of development in the Borough, minimising the need to travel and reducing dependence on the
private car.

6.5.2

Policy T6 states that planning applications will be supported where they do not have
unacceptable transport impacts including cumulative impacts upon highway safety; traffic flows;
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congestion of the road network; on-street parking; footway space, desire lines and pedestrian
flows; all other transport modes, including public transport and cycling unless contributions or
improvements are to be provided that would make the impact acceptable.
6.5.3

The proposal would remove the existing car parking spaces from the site and the existing access
would be closed to vehicular traffic. The application is supported by a Transport Assessment
which has been reviewed by the Transportation Officer. No objection is raised in relation to the
impact upon highway safety, traffic flows or congestion.

6.5.4

The site has a PTAL of 4 indicating good public transport accessibility and is located within the
Kennington Controlled Parking Zone which is in operation from 0830 to 1830. No car parking is
proposed within the site. The Transportation officer has stated that higher density residential
development can be supported in this location and that and permit free units are acceptable. If
planning permission is granted these would be secured by means of a S106 agreement.

6.5.5

Whilst the smaller units can be supported as car free units the Transportation officer has advised
that one space should be retained on street for the proposed three bedroom unit This unit will
therefore not be subject to the restriction on parking permits. As the vehicular access will no
longer be needed an area of pavement would be provided directly in front of the site entrance
and this would facilitate the provision of an additional on street parking bay. Concerns have
been raised about the loss of the cobbles at the entrance to the site in order to provide a new
area of pavement. These concerns are noted and it is therefore proposed that the cobbles from
the section immediately adjacent to the site entrance be re-used to repair the adjacent area of
cobbles which forms the access to the adjacent estate. The Conservation Officer has confirmed
that this approach is acceptable. The alterations to the access and the provision of an additional
on street parking bay can be secured by S278 agreement.

6.5.6

As the site has Good rather than Excellent access to public transport and due to the demand
for parking within the Controlled Parking Zone it is recommended that a requirement to provide
Car Club Membership for occupants of the development is included as part of the S106
agreement.

6.5.7

It is noted that objections have been received from local residents with regard to existing
pressures on parking in surrounding streets. A Parking Stress Survey has been submitted which
indicates a Parking Stress level of 80% in the streets surrounding the development with spare
capacity for 6-7 cars. (This survey was revised in response to concerns that the initial survey
was not in full accordance with the council’s adopted methodology and the Transport officer has
confirmed that the revised survey has been carried out in accordance with the correct
methodology.) Notwithstanding the current level of parking stress it is considered that the
demand for on street parking generated by the development can be met through a restriction on
access to residents’ parking permits (to be secured by a S106 agreement) and the provision of
an additional on street parking bay as set out above. The provision of car club membership will
also assist in reducing demand for parking on street.

6.5.8

Policy T3 of the Lambeth Local Plan requires development to provide cycle parking in
accordance with London Plan requirements. One space is required for each one bedroom unit
and two spaces for each unit of two or more bedrooms. A total of 17 cycle parking spaces is
therefore required. The submitted details indicate that 20 spaces would be provided within
stores located adjacent to the access. This level of provision is therefore considered acceptable.
Should planning permission be granted further details of the design of the cycle storage facilities
could be secured by a condition.

6.5.9

As noted above, the existing access would be closed to vehicular traffic in order to provide
pedestrian access only. The proposed pedestrian access from Walnut Tree Walk is considered
to be acceptable. The Transport Officer has noted that the width of access will be constrained
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by the cycle parking and refuse store – the width is shown as over 2.5m for most of the length
of the access, narrowing to a pinchpoint of 1.5m next to the refuse store. However, these widths
are comparable to footway widths on the public highway, and are not expected to impede
pedestrian / cycle access for a development of the proposed size.
6.5.10 The proposed access arrangements would not allow fire appliances to enter the site or achieve
a maximum service distance of 45m from the standing point of the fire appliance on the highway
to the entrance to the farthest unit. The Transportation officer has therefore recommended that
an on-site fire hydrant is provided or that an alternative means of access to the rear of the site
(for example from the adjacent estate road) is provided. The applicant has now provided details
of the provision of an on-site hydrant. The London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority has
been consulted and has confirmed that the proposed arrangements are satisfactory. Whilst the
submitted scheme is considered to be acceptable in principle it is recommended that further
details of the specific proposals for the site are secured by a condition. The Transportation
officer has stated that the location of the refuse stores is acceptable as they would be within the
maximum collection distance of 25m from the back of the pavement (approximately 18.5 m) and
the maximum carry distance of 30m from the entrance of the farthest dwelling.
6.5.11 The proposed stores would accommodate 1280 litres of refuse storage and the same for
recycling in two separate stores. This is in excess of the recommended requirement of 990 litres
for refuse and 605 litres for recycling for a development of this size set out in the council’s
Refuse and Recycling Storage Design Guide. Refuse collection would take place on Walnut
Tree Walk in a similar manner to collections from other properties in this street. A condition is
recommended which seeks further details in relation to the management of refuse collection
from the site. A condition is recommended to secure further details of the detailed design of the
refuse stores together with a waste management strategy.
6.5.12 Concerns have been raised by neighbours in relation to noise and disturbance during the
construction phase. However, adverse impacts of construction works are not in themselves
considered to constitute reasons to withhold planning permission. A revised Construction
Management Plan (Revision 4 dated April 2016) has been submitted. This explains that the
contractors will sign up to the Considerate Constructor’s scheme and that a community liaison
officer will be appointed. The Construction Management Plan also outlines the measures that
will be taken to minimise noise, dust and emissions during the works, noting that noise in relation
to construction sites is also covered by the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
8.5.13 Concerns have been raised about how the demolition and construction will be carried out in
view of the restricted nature of the access off Walnut Tree Walk. The revised Construction
Management Plan explains that small vehicles will enter and leave the site via the Walnut Tree
Walk entrance. All movements at the site entrance will be supervised by a banksman and turning
will take place within the site. Larger vehicles will not be able to enter the site and will pull up
adjacent to the site entrance (the suspension of parking bays in this area will be required). These
vehicles will not be permitted to turn within Walnut Tree Walk and will need to continue along
Walnut Tree Walk in the same direction to leave the site.
6.5.14 The Transport officer has reviewed the revised Construction Management Plan and considers
it be acceptable as a draft. A final version will be required once the contractor has been
appointed. A condition is recommended requiring the submission of a final Construction
Management Plan and that the development is carried out strictly in accordance with the
approved document. A condition is also recommended requiring that any non-road mobile
machinery used on the site is compliant with the low emissions requirements set out in London
Plan Policy 7.14 and the Mayor of London’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions During
Construction and Demolition.
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6.5.15 The applicant has provided a statement in relation to servicing arrangements at the site.
Servicing will be undertaken on the highway rather than within the site. Loading will take place
in Walnut Tree Walk where there are single yellow lines which allow loading for up to 20 minutes.
These servicing arrangements are similar to those for existing residential properties in Walnut
Tree Walk. It is not anticipated that deliveries to the residential units would be so frequent as to
be detrimental to traffic flows or highway safety. It is therefore not considered necessary to
require the formal submission of a Delivery and Servicing Plan for a residential development of
this scale In view of these considerations the servicing arrangements for the site are considered
to be acceptable.
6.6

Community Safety

6.6.1

Local Plan Policy Q3 states that in order to create a safe borough for all users, the council will
expect development to utilise good design to design out opportunistic crime, anti-social
behaviour and fear of crime in a site-specific manner, based on an understanding of the locality
and the likely crime and safety issues it presents. It also states that applicants should meet the
standards and objectives of the Secure by Design initiative.

6.6.2

In response to the initial comments received from the Design out Crime Officer the applicant
has provided a revised statement setting out how the development will meet the principles of
Secured by Design. This includes details of lighting to the accessway, details of security
measures for doors and communal entrances, windows, mail boxes, utility meters and bike
stores. It is also sets out that the seating within the communal amenity areas within the site will
be accessible to residents of the development only and will be overlooked by several windows
to provide natural surveillance. The Secured by Design Officer has confirmed that these details
are acceptable and that the development is capable of meeting the principles of Secured by
Design. A condition is recommended which will require the submission of a certificate to
demonstrate that the Secured by Design standard has been achieved. An informative is also
recommended to encourage the applicant to work with the Design out Crime Officer at the
construction stage to ensure that all site specific security and community safety issues are
addressed.

6.6.3

Concerns have been raised by neighbours about the use of the bin store structures to provide
access into the rear gardens of adjoining properties. However in the revised scheme the bin and
cycle stores would be located alongside the site access and would not directly adjoin the
boundaries with private gardens.

6.6.4

Concerns have also been raised regarding the placement of balconies overlooking the adjacent
playground and other communal spaces within the adjacent housing estate and the impact of
this on any proposals for development of the estate. It is considered that passive surveillance
of communal areas is generally beneficial to safety of the users of such spaces. With regard to
future development of the estate there are no windows to habitable rooms situated on the site
boundary and it is not considered that the siting of one balcony adjacent to the playground and
a further balcony adjacent to the site of the electricity substation to the north of the site would
significantly prejudice any future development.

6.7

Flood Risk

6.7.1

The site is within Flood Zone 3a as defined by the Environment Agency Flood Maps and the
proposal would introduce residential use into this area. However, the site benefits from the River
Thames tidal flood defences.

6.7.2

The Environment Agency has advised that more vulnerable residential accommodation,
particularly sleeping accommodation should be located at first floor or above or if this is
absolutely not possible no lower than 300mm above the 1 in 200 year flood level. The
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Environment Agency also recommended that the proposals be assessed against the criteria set
out in Lambeth Local Plan policy EN5 and that flood resistant and resilient construction
techniques are used, that occupants of the development register with the Floodline Warnings
Direct and that a flood response plan (or flood warning and evacuation plan) is prepared.
6.7.3

Policy EN5 of the Local Plan (part (a)) states that the council will seek to minimise the risk of
flooding in the borough through, amongst other things, permitting appropriate development in
Flood Zones 1,2,3a and 3b subject to meeting the criteria set out in Annex 5 of the Local Plan
(including the need to meet the exception test). Part (b) of the policy states that all development
in Flood Zones 2, 3a and 3b defined in the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, or identified as at
risk of flooding from other sources, should contribute positively to actively reducing flood risk
through avoidance, reduction, management and mitigation.

6.7.4

Part (e) of the policy states that for all developments, it must be demonstrated that the
development will be safe, and where required, it will reduce fluvial, tidal, surface run-off and
groundwater flood risk and manage residual risks through appropriate flood risk measures,
including the use of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) in accordance with policy EN6.

6.7.5

The Flood Risk Assessment submitted in support of the application, as amended, indicates that
the ground floor level of the proposed development would be above the modelled breach levels
in the nearby area for the period up to the year 2100 but not above the modelled upstream
inundation floor levels for the period beyond the year 2065. However, following further
discussions with the Environment Agency, as the flood risk is tidal rather than fluvial (and
protection is provided by the Thames Barrier) and, due to the fact that the upstream inundation
levels represent an extreme event, this risk is considered acceptable providing it can be properly
managed through flood resistant/ resilient construction and the implementation of appropriate
flood warning and evacuation procedures. Should planning permission be granted a flood
evacuation plan could be secured by a condition. An informative in relation to flood resistant
and resilient design is also recommended. Having regard to nature of the flood risk, the way in
which the risk would be managed and the sustainability benefits associated with the proposed
development, namely the redevelopment of a brownfield site and the contribution towards
meeting housing need, it is considered that the exception test has been met.

6.7.6

Management of the risks associated with surface water flooding and the provision of sustainable
drainage fall within the remit of the Lead Local Flood Authority (London Borough of Lambeth).
Advice was sought from the council’s flood risk officer who confirmed that the drainage
proposals for the site (including underground storage and the provision of green roofs) are
acceptable. Should planning permission be granted for the development a condition would be
required to ensure that these measures are implemented in accordance with the approved
details.

6.8

Contamination and Water Quality

6.8.1

The Environment Agency has advised that the site is situated over an aquifer and therefore the
impact of the development upon groundwater quality needs to be considered. The Environment
Agency has raised no objection to the proposal subject to conditions. A geotechnical report
submitted with the application indicates that further testing for ground contamination should be
carried out. Should planning permission be granted it is recommended that conditions are
applied to address these matters.

6.9

Sustainability

6.9.1

Local Plan Policy EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan requires all development to meet high
standards of sustainable design and construction, relating to the scale, nature and form of the
proposal.
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6.9.2

An Energy Strategy Report was submitted and was reviewed by the council’s Sustainability
Consultant. Further information was requested in relation to some aspects of the proposals
including further details in relation to solar panels and windows and in relation to the feasibility
of future connections to district heating networks. A revised Energy Strategy Report and
supplementary information in relation to the solar panels have now been submitted. Drawing
4393_P_255 PV Panels Study shows the number and proposed location of the solar panels on
the roof of the building and demonstrates that there will be sufficient space around the panels
to prevent shading. The Conservation and Design officer has raised no objections to the
proposed siting of the solar panels. Whilst the solar panels would result in a reduction in the
area of green roof it is noted from the Flood Risk Assessment that the development would not
rely upon the green roof to meet the required surface water attenuation levels.

6.9.3

The Sustainability Consultant is satisfied with the revised Energy Statement and additional
information in relation to solar panels and has recommended approval subject to conditions.
The recommended conditions will secure the implementation of water efficiency measures,
design stage calculations to ensure that the 35% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions is met
and further details of the proposed green roof.

6.10

Impact on Trees, Biodiversity and Wildlife Habitats

6.10.1 Local Plan policy Q10 states that proposals for new development will be required to take account
of existing trees on the site and on adjoining land and that development will not be permitted
where it would result in the loss of trees of significant amenity, historic or ecological / habitat
conservation value.
6.10.2 Local Plan policy Q9 requires that development retains and enhances existing planting and
landscaping features and protects them during construction. It also requires that development
protects existing designated habitats and create new habitats / areas of conservation interest
and biodiversity value. Policy EN1 also states that development proposals should wherever
possible protect, enhance, create or manage nature conservation and biodiversity interests in
accordance with the borough’s Biodiversity Action Plan and the Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy.
6.10.3 There are four small rowan trees within the site and there are a number of trees located in
adjacent gardens which are close to the boundaries of the site. There is a tree which is protected
by a Tree Preservation Order in the garden of 120 Kennington Road, although this tree does
not directly adjoin the site boundary. The other trees, although not protected by Tree
Preservation Orders, benefit from the protection afforded to trees within conservation area. An
arboricultural assessment has been submitted which assesses the value of these trees and the
likely impact of the proposed development upon them. This assessment has been revised during
the course of the application the most recent version being Revision 7. In response to concerns
regarding the accuracy of the tree report it has been confirmed that the positions and canopy
extents of trees within adjacent gardens were plotted using aerial photography, 3D modelling
and surveys taken from the roof of the existing building and that crown spreads were plotted to
the nearest metre. The Tree Officer has confirmed that this methodology is acceptable.
6.10.4 The rowan trees located within the site are not considered to be of significant amenity value,
given their limited visibility from the public realm. The Tree Officer has commented that the girth
of these trees is just over the minimum for trees which are covered by conservation area
protection and in the event that a notice was submitted for their removal no objection would be
raised. The Ecologist has also confirmed that the removal of these trees would not have any
significant ecological impact. The removal of these trees is therefore considered acceptable.
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The indicative landscaping shown on the submitted drawing 4393/P/221L shows that five
replacement trees will be provided.
6.10.5 With regard to the trees located adjacent to the site boundary, the Tree officer has highlighted
the importance of ensuring there is no conflict between the retention of these trees and the
amenity of future occupants of the development which could lead to pressure for their removal.
It is noted that windows in some of the units would have views towards trees in the adjacent
gardens however it is considered that there is a sufficient degree of separation to avoid any
such conflict. In any event the trees in question fall within private ownership and the consent of
the owners would be required for their removal. This is in addition to the consent of the council
in respect of trees located in a conservation area.
6.10.6 The Arboricultural Impact Assessment confirms that no part of the proposed building, including
the foundations, would extend beyond the footprint of the existing building. As such it is not
considered that the proposed building would have a significant impact upon trees within adjacent
gardens. The Arboricultural Impact Assessment has been revised to provide further detail in
relation to excavation in close proximity to tree roots and clarification of the extent of the
exclusion zone shown on the tree protection plan. The Tree Officer has advised that the report
is now acceptable, noting that there will be no need for tree protection within adjacent gardens
as the works are to be confined to the area covered by the footprints of the existing building.
Should planning permission be granted it is recommended that conditions are applied in relation
to tree protection and the submission of a detailed landscaping scheme.
6.10.7 With regard to the ecological potential of the site it is noted that the site is almost entirely covered
by buildings and hard surfacing with the exception of small areas of soft landscaping at the front
of the building, however, the council’s Ecologist has noted the site is situated within an area
which is particularly sensitive in terms of biodiversity because of the abundance of buildings,
back gardens and open spaces which contain habitats and other features which are of
considerable value to protected species such as bats and nesting wild birds. In addition he notes
that the application site is within a major “Area of Deficiency for Access to Nature” (AoD-AN)
and any developments which could impact upon existing biodiversity, or affect people’s access
to and appreciation of nature on their doorstep, need to give careful consideration to how
changes in the use of land could impact upon existing biodiversity or what mitigation may be
necessary to minimise such impacts.
6.10.8 A report in relation to a Phase 1 Habitat Assessment has been submitted. The council’s
Ecologist is satisfied with the findings of the report and the methodology used. However, he
advised that a precautionary approach should be taken with regard to actions to be taken in the
event that evidence of bats being present of site is found during the works.
6.10.9 If planning permission were granted it is recommended that a condition is applied to request
details of the precautionary measures and actions to be employed during construction works in
relation to bats. It is also recommended that an informative is applied advising of the
requirement to have regard to the protection of protected species during the construction works,
noting the legal protection that is afforded to bats and other protected species under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981. In addition it is recommended that a condition is applied requiring
details of measures to enhance the biodiversity of the site.
6.10.10 Indicative details of landscaping have been provided on drawing 4393/P/221L. This shows the
areas of the site which are to be soft landscaped areas together with locations for seating and
tree planting. The layout of the landscaped areas is considered to be acceptable. Further details
including details of tree and shrub species, numbers and sizes can be secured by a condition.
6.11

Conclusion in relation to the departure from the development plan
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6.11.1 As noted above, the application has been approached on the basis that it amounts to a departure
from the development plan, specifically Local Plan policy ED2 relating to loss of employment
floorspace. This is the only respect in which the application does not accord with development
plan policy.
6.11.2 As also noted above, legislation requires planning applications to be determined in accordance
with development plan policy unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The position
under the prior approval schemes is a material consideration to which it is considered that
significant weight should attach for the reasons explained earlier in this report. No other material
considerations have been identified that fall to be addressed in this respect.
6.11.3 In officers’ assessment, were the application to be refused on the basis of non-compliance with
policy ED2, there is a substantial likelihood of the site being in a residential use that would
generate an appreciably lower level of planning benefit than would be achieved under the
application scheme. The weight in those circumstances to be attached to the fallback position
is considered by officers to be such as to justify a departure from development plan policy ED2.
6.12

Planning Obligations and CIL

6.12.1 The Council adopted an updated S106 Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) in April 2012. This document pre-dated the introduction of the Lambeth CIL
and the preparation of a borough-wide local plan. During 2013 the Council consulted on a
revised draft SPD, prepared as at July 2013. The revised draft SPD reflected the anticipated
introduction of the Lambeth CIL in 2014. The revised draft SPD was prepared chiefly against
the background of the Core Strategy and the Saved UDP, although it also acknowledged the
(then) emerging Lambeth Local Plan. Consideration of what, if any, planning obligations are
appropriate in relation to the application has been guided by the approach set out in the July
2013 revised draft SPD. The final package of obligations put forward reflects current
circumstances and the individual facts of the application.
6.12.2 If the application is approved and the development is implemented, a liability to pay the Lambeth
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will arise.
6.12.3 The Lambeth CIL contribution is estimated, on the basis of information supplied with the
planning application, to be £33,450.00.
6.12.4 Allocation of CIL monies to particular infrastructure projects is not a matter for consideration in
the determination of planning applications. Separate governance arrangements are being put
in place for Borough Infrastructure needs, and locally through the Cooperative Local Investment
Plan initiative.
6.12.5 The London Mayoral CIL would also be applicable and the estimated contribution would be
£7,805.00. The London Mayoral CIL will be applied towards the cost of Crossrail.
6.12.6 Contributions towards education, libraries, open space and other local infrastructure are now
collected through CIL. Only site specific contributions, or matters that are not infrastructure, may
be secured by means of a S106 agreement. It has been identified that a number of site specific
contributions and obligations will be required in order to make the development acceptable.
6.12.7 Further to the assessment in relation to affordable housing it is recommended that a review
clause be included in a S106 agreement to enable a financial contribution to be secured in the
event of a future uplift in sales values. The details of the review mechanism are set out at
paragraph 6.1.13 above.
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6.12.8 As discussed in 6.3 a contribution towards improvements to children’s play facilities will be
required. This has been calculated in accordance with the formula set out at Annex 10 of the
Lambeth Local Plan and a contribution of £990.00 is required (based on a child yield of 1 x
10sqm x £99 per sqm).
6.12.9 In accordance with the provisions of the draft SPD clauses will be required to ensure that the
development meets the council’s objectives for local employment and training in construction.
A financial contribution towards the coordination, identification and preparation of trainees of
£5000.00 will be required (based on £2500 per £1m of capital construction costs).
6.12.10 As set out in section 6.5 a restriction on parking permits is recommended to secure a car capped
development. In addition the applicant will be required to provide car club membership for
occupants of the new development.
6.12.11 A S278 agreement will also be required in order to secure the closure of the existing vehicle
access and the provision of a new on street parking space.
7

CONCLUSION

7.1

Having regard to the above assessment it is considered, on balance, that a departure from the
development plan in respect of Policy ED2 is justified on this occasion, having regard to the
fallback position provided by the prior approval schemes and the quality of the development
provided by the current proposals when compared with the prior approval schemes. Subject to
the conditions and S106 clauses set out below it is considered that the proposed development
would comply with the remaining policies of the development plan relevant to this development.
Accordingly the application is recommended for approval.

8

RECOMMENDATION

8.1
That planning permission be granted subject to conditions and a Section 106 agreement to
secure the following:
Affordable Housing:
-

A review of the scheme’s viability and ability to provide affordable housing if the construction
of the new development is not commenced within 18 month of the date of permission
An offsite contribution to be secured in the event of a surplus being identified by the viability
review (contribution to equal 50% of the surplus)

Children’s play:
-

Off-site contribution of £990.00

Employment and training in construction clauses / contributions to secure:
-

An Employment and Skills Plan (to include a completed ‘Worksmart’ template)
Notification of vacancies
Trainee/apprenticeship placements (one trainee/ apprentice per 10 construction workers on
site)
Financial contribution to support coordination, identification and preparation of trainees
£5000.00
Accredited training

Transportation:
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-

Restriction on parking permits for all units except the three bedroom unit (Unit 4)
Car club provision
S278 agreement to secure provision of a new section of pavement at the site entrance, repairs
to the adjacent cobbled area and creation of an additional on street parking bay

Conditions(s) and Reasons(s)
1
The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than three years from
the date of this decision notice.
Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91(1) (a) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.)
2
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in complete accordance with the
approved plans listed in Schedule A of this decision notice, other than where those details are altered
pursuant to the requirements of the conditions of this planning permission.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3
A) No demolition or development shall commence until the following components of a scheme
to deal with the risks associated with contamination of the site have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority:
i) A site investigation scheme, based on previous findings to provide information for a detailed
assessment of the risk to all receptors that may be affected, including those off-site;
ii) The site investigation results and the detailed risk assessment resulting from a);
iii) An options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation measures
required and how they are to be undertaken;
iv) A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to demonstrate that the
works set out in iii) are complete and identifying any requirements for longer-term monitoring of pollutant
linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
The development shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the details and measures
approved.
B) Prior to occupation of any part of the development, a verification report demonstrating completion of
the works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the effectiveness of the remediation shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The report shall include results
of sampling and monitoring carried out in accordance with the approved verification plan to demonstrate
that the site remediation criteria have been met. It shall also include any plan (a “long-term monitoring
and maintenance plan”) for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and
arrangements for contingency action, as identified in the verification plan, and for the reporting of this
to the local planning authority.
C) If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the site then
no further development shall be carried out until the developer has submitted, and obtained written
approval from the Local Planning Authority for, an amendment to the remediation strategy detailing how
this unsuspected contamination will be dealt with.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to safeguard future
users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from irreversible risks associated with the
contaminants which are present (including risks to controlled waters (as the site is located over a
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secondary aquifer) by ensuring that the contaminated land is properly treated and made safe before
development. Depending on the outcome of any ground investigation and subsequent risk assessment,
it may be necessary for remediation to be carried out. If this is the case, it will be necessary to
demonstrate that any work has been carried out effectively and the environmental risks have been
satisfactorily managed (policies 5.21 of the London Plan (2015) and EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015)).
4
No infiltration of surface water drainage in to the ground is permitted other than with the express
written consent of the Local Planning Authority, which may be given for those parts of the site where it
has been demonstrated that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to controlled waters. The
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approval details.
Reason: In order to prevent the spread of pollution to groundwater through infiltration (Policy 5.21 of
The London Plan (2015)).
5
Notwithstanding the approved documents demolition or development shall commence until full
details of the proposed construction methodology, in the form of a Method of Construction Statement,
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The Method of
Construction Statement shall include details regarding:
a) The notification of neighbours with regard to specific works;
b) Advance notification of road closures;
c) Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
d) Details regarding dust mitigation;
e) Details of measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public highway and
f) Any other measures to mitigate the impact of construction upon the amenity of the area and the
function and safety of the highway network.
No demolition or development shall commence until provision has been made to accommodate all site
operatives', visitors' and construction vehicles loading, off-loading, parking and turning within the site
or otherwise during the construction period in accordance with the approved details. The demolition
and development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures approved
in the Method of Construction Statement.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to avoid hazard and
obstruction being caused to users of the public highway and to safeguard residential amenity from the
start of the construction process (policies 7.14 of the London Plan (2015); and policies T6 and T8 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
6
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved, details of all Tree Protection
Monitoring and Site Supervision (where arboricultural expertise is required) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall thereafter be implemented
in strict accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the retention of, and avoid damage to, the retained trees on the site which represent
an important visual amenity to the locality (policies Q2, Q10 and of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
7
The completed schedule of supervision and monitoring for the arboricultural protection
measures as agreed under tree protection details submitted as part of the approved plans and
documents under condition 6 above shall be submitted for approval in writing by the Local Planning
Authority within 28 days from completion of the development hereby permitted.
Reason: In order to ensure compliance with the tree protection details submitted under condition 6
above. (Policies Q2, Q10 and of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
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8
No development shall commence until a drawing showing the confirmed route of all service and
drainage routes outside of all retained tree root protection areas (BS5837:2012) has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall thereafter be
implemented in strict accordance with the approved details.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to ensure the retention
of, and avoid irrevocable damage to, the retained trees adjacent to the site that represent an important
visual amenity to the locality and the wider surrounding area (policies 7.21 of the London Plan (2015)
and Q10 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
9
Notwithstanding the approved drawings, prior to the commencement of the use hereby
permitted, details of waste and recycling storage for the development together with details of how the
collection of bins from the site will be managed shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority. The waste and recycling storage shall be provided in accordance with the
approved details prior to the commencement of the use hereby permitted, and shall thereafter be
retained solely for its designated use. The waste and recycling storage areas/facilities should comply
with the Lambeth’s Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide (2013), unless it is demonstrated in the
submissions that such provision is inappropriate for this specific development.
Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the
sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area and to preserve
the character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area (policies Q2, Q12 and Q22 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
10
Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved drawings prior to the occupation of the
development hereby permitted, detailed drawings showing the design and appearance of the proposed
cycle stores shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The cycle
parking shall thereafter be implemented in full in accordance with the approved details before the use
hereby permitted commences and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated use.
Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to promote sustainable modes of
transport and to ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and to preserve the character
and appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area. (Policies T1, T3, Q2, Q7, Q8, Q13 and Q22 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
11
The development shall be constructed and operated thereafter to ‘Secured by Design
Standards’. A certificate of accreditation to Secured by Design Standards shall be submitted to the local
planning authority for approval in writing prior to the residential occupation of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development maintains and enhances community safety (policy Q3 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
12
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, a landscaping scheme shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development hereby
permitted shall be thereafter carried out in accordance with the approved details within 6 months of the
date of occupation. All tree, shrub and hedge planting included within the above specification shall
accord with BS3936:1992, BS4043:1989 and BS4428:1989 (or subsequent superseding equivalent)
and current Arboricultural best practice. The submitted details are expected to demonstrate the
following:
a) The quantity, size, species, position and the proposed time of planting of all trees and shrubs to be
planted;
b) An indication of how they integrate with the proposal in the long term with regard to their mature size
and anticipated routine maintenance and protection;
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c) Specification of which shrubs and hedges to be planted that are intended to achieve a significant size
and presence in the landscape;
Reason: In order to ensure high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the interests of the
ecological value of the site and in the interests of visual amenity (policy Q2, Q9 and Q10 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
13
Any trees, shrubs or hedges included in the landscaping scheme for the development hereby
permitted that die, are removed, become seriously damaged or diseased, within five years of planting,
shall be replaced within 6 months of death, removal, damage or disease.
Reason: In order to ensure long term retention of the landscaping in and around the site in the interests
of the ecological value of the site and in the interests of visual amenity (policies Q9 and Q10 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
14
Prior to the installation of the green roof, a detailed specification of the green roof shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The specification shall include
details of the quantity, size, species, position and the proposed time of planting of all elements of the
green roof, together with details of their anticipated routine maintenance and protection. The green
roof shall only be installed and thereafter maintained in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q9 of the London Borough of
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
15
If within 5 years of the installation of the green roof any planting forming part of the green roof
shall die, be removed, or become seriously damaged or diseased, then either this planting shall be
replaced in the next planting season with planting of a similar size and species, or otherwise the green
roof shall be entirely removed from the site.
Reason: To safeguard the visual amenities of the area (policies Q2 and Q9 of the London Borough of
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
16
No building hereby permitted shall be occupied until the sustainable drainage scheme for the
site has been completed in accordance with the submitted details. The sustainable drainage scheme
shall be managed and maintained thereafter in accordance with the agreed management and
maintenance plan.
Reason: To manage the water environment of the development and mitigate the impact on flood risk,
water quality, habitat and amenity value (policies EN5 and EN6 of the London Borough of Lambeth
Local Plan (2015)).
17
Prior to the commencement of development, excluding demolition, hereby permitted, detailed
drawings including sections at 1:1, 1:5 and 1:20 scale (as appropriate) shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development hereby permitted shall be
thereafter built in accordance with the approved details. Details of the following elements are required:
-

All materials to be used on the external surfaces of the building (to be made available for
inspection on site)
Windows and external doors (to be constructed of timber);
Balconies
Soffits, cills and copings
Rainwater goods

Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the development is satisfactory and to preserve
the character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area, the setting of the Lambeth Walk and
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China Walk Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and
Kennington Road. (Policies Q7, Q8 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015))
18
No development or demolition shall commence until detailed drawings showing the interface
between the proposed development and the existing boundary walls together with details of any
necessary works of making good to the boundary walls, have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority.
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the boundaries of the site and to ensure that the development
preserves the character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area, the setting of the Lambeth
Walk and China Walk Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk
and Kennington Road. (Policies Q15 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015))
19
The works of demolition hereby permitted shall not be carried out before a contract for the
carrying out of the works of redevelopment detailed in this planning permission has been made.
Reason: To ensure that the works do not result in a partially demolished building or a prolonged site
vacancy to the detriment of the character and amenity of the area and to preserve the character and
appearance of the Walcot Conservation Area, the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China Walk
Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington Road.
(Policies Q2 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
20
Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted a fire hydrant shall be provided
on site in accordance with details which shall be first agreed in writing by the local planning authority in
consultation with the London Fire and Civil Defence Authority (notwithstanding the approved
documents) and shall be thus maintained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure satisfactory access arrangements for fire service vehicles. (Policy Q14 of the
London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
21
Prior to the first occupation of the residential units hereby permitted a flood response plan (or
flood warning and evacuation plan) for the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority.
Reason: To minimise the risk to residents of the development in the event of flooding. (Policy EN5 of
the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).
22
At least ten per cent of the residential units hereby permitted shall be constructed to comply with
Part M4(3) of the Building Regulations. Any communal areas and accesses serving the M4(3) compliant
Wheelchair User Dwellings should also comply with Part M4(3). All other residential units, communal
areas and accesses hereby permitted shall be constructed to comply with Part M4(2) of the Building
Regulations.
Reason: To secure appropriate access for disabled people, older people and others with mobility
constraints (policies 3.8 of the London Plan (2015) and Q1 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local
Plan (2015) and the guidance in the Housing Standards Minor Alterations to the London Plan March
2016).
23
Prior to the first occupation of the residential units hereby permitted a soft closure device shall
be fitted to the gate at the entrance to the site in accordance with details which shall be first submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The device shall thereafter be maintained for
the lifetime of the development.
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Reason: To mitigate the noise impact arising from increased used of the entrance gate in order to
safeguard the residential amenity of existing and future occupiers (policies Q2 of the London Borough
of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
24
The flat roofs of the buildings hereby permitted (shown on drawing 4393/P/224F) shall not be
used as a roof terrace, sitting out area or other amenity space.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the area (policy Q2 of the London Borough
of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
25
Prior to the commencement of the relevant works full details of all external lighting to the
development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The lighting
shall be installed and thereafter maintained in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the development is satisfactory, to preserve the
character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation area, the setting of the Lambeth Walk and China
Walk Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and Kennington
Road to protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the area and to prevent disturbance to bats
(policies Q2, Q7, Q8, Q22 and EN1 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and the
Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG 2014).
26
No plumbing or pipes, other than rainwater pipes, shall be fixed to the external faces of the
buildings, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the development is satisfactory and to preserve
the character and appearance of the Walcot Conservation area, the setting of the Lambeth Walk and
China Walk Conservation Area and the setting of the listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk and
Kennington Road (policies Q7, Q8, and Q22 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
27
No non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) shall be used on the site unless it is compliant with the
NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements (or any superseding requirements) and until it has been
registered for use on the site on the NRMM register (or any superseding register).
Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development in line with London
Plan policy 7.14 and the Mayor’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction and
Demolition.
28
Prior to the first occupation of the residential units hereby permitted a landscape management
and maintenance plan for the communal amenity areas within the development shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Following completion of the development the
amenity areas shall be managed in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory and continuing standard of amenities are provided and maintained in
connection with the development (policies H5 and Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015.)
29
Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (schedule of fittings
and manufacturer's literature) should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and approved in
writing to show that the development has been constructed in accordance with the approved internal
water use calculations and achieved an internal water use of <105L/person/day.
Reason: To reduce the consumption of potable water in the home from all sources, including borehole
well water, through the use of water efficient fittings, appliances and water recycling systems in
accordance with London Plan Policy 5.15.
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30
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved Energy Strategy and
shall not commence until full Design Stage calculations under the Standard Assessment Procedure
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local planning Authority to show that the
development will be constructed in accordance with the approved Energy Strategy (Price & Myers –
13th April 2016) and achieved a 35% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.
Reason: To ensure that the development makes the fullest contribution to minimising carbon dioxide
emissions in accordance with London Plan Policy 5.2 and Lambeth Local Plan September 2015 Policy
EN3.
31
Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (e.g. photographs, installation contracts and
as-built certificates under the Standard Assessment Procedure) should be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority and approved in writing to show that the development has been constructed in
accordance with approved Energy Strategy (Price & Myers – 13th April 2016) and achieved a 35%
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.
Reason: To ensure that the development makes the fullest contribution to minimising carbon dioxide
emissions in accordance with London Plan Policy 5.2 and Lambeth Local Plan September 2015 Policy
EN3.
32
No development shall take place until full details of an extensive green roof which shall be
compliant with GRO Green Roof Code 2011 has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority prior to the implementation of the relevant part of the development hereby approved.
The submission must provide/comprise the following information:
a)
Details on materials used in the design, construction and installation of the green roof based on
the Green Roof Code and the use of biodiversity based extensive/semi-intensive soils;
b)
Details on substrate and plants used in the green roof, based on a commercial brick-based
aggregate or equivalent with a varied substrate depth of 80 -150mm planted with 50% locally native
herbs/wildflowers in addition to a variety of sedum species;
c)
Details on additional features to the proposed green roof, such as areas of bare shingle, areas
of sand for burrowing invertebrates and individual logs or log piles.
d)
An ecological management and maintenance plan including landscape features and a cross
section of the green roof.
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the green roof details approved, shall
be maintained as such thereafter and no alterations to the approved scheme shall be permitted without
the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence that the green roof has been installed in accordance
with the approved details should be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority prior to
first occupation.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan September 2015).
33
Prior to the commencement of development, excluding demolition, hereby permitted details of
measures to enhance the biodiversity of the site (including bird and bat boxes and appropriate planting
species) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and the measures
shall be implemented on site prior to the first occupation of the development.
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Reason: In order to enhance the biodiversity of the (Policies Q9 and EN1 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015)).
34
No development or demolition shall take place until details of precautionary measures and
procedures to be employed in the event that evidence of bats is discovered during the construction
works and in relation to the avoidance of disturbance to nesting birds have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to ensure that proper measures are in place to prevent harm to bats and nesting birds
during the construction works. (Policy EN1 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
Informatives(s)

1
This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under any
enactment, by-law, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.
2
Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations, and related legislation
which must be complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building
Control Officer.
3
You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council’s Highways team prior to the
commencement of construction at drw@lambeth.gov.uk in order to obtain necessary approvals and
licences prior to undertaking any works within the Public Highway including Scaffolding,
Temporary/Permanent Crossovers, Oversailing/Undersailing of the Highway, Drainage/Sewer
Connections, Hoarding, Excavations (including adjacent to the highway such as basements, etc),
Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licences etc.
4
Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 with regard to
protected species. You are advised to seek specialist advice with regard to the implementation of
appropriate measures for the protection of nesting birds and bats during the construction works.
5
Surface Water Drainage - With regard to surface water drainage it is the responsibility of a
developer to make proper provision for drainage to ground, water courses or a suitable sewer. In respect
of surface water it is recommended that the applicant should ensure that storm flows are attenuated or
regulated into the receiving public network through on or off site storage. When it is proposed to connect
to a combined public sewer, the site drainage should be separate and combined at the final manhole
nearest the boundary. Connections are not permitted for the removal of groundwater. Where the
developer proposes to discharge to a public sewer, prior approval from Thames Water Developer
Services will be required. They can be contacted on 0800 009 3921. Reason - to ensure that the surface
water discharge from the site shall not be detrimental to the existing sewerage system.
Legal changes under The Water Industry (Scheme for the Adoption of private sewers) Regulations 2011
mean that the sections of pipes you share with your neighbours, or are situated outside of your property
boundary which connect to a public sewer are likely to have transferred to Thames Water's ownership.
Should your proposed building work fall within 3 metres of these pipes we recommend you contact
Thames Water to discuss their status in more detail and to determine if a building over / near to
agreement is required. You can contact Thames Water on 0800 009 3921 or for more information
please visit our website at www.thameswater.co.uk
Thames Water will aim to provide customers with a minimum pressure of 10m head (approx 1 bar) and
a flow rate of 9 litres/minute at the point where it leaves Thames Waters pipes. The developer should
take account of this minimum pressure in the design of the proposed development.
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6
It is recommended that flood resistant and resilient measures are incorporated into the building
where practicable. The Department for Communities and Local Government document “Improving the
flood performance of new buildings: flood resilient construction” provides advice on this. Practical
measures may include provision of raised floor levels, where these can be accommodated without
external alterations to the building, raising electrical sockets above floor level and avoiding the use of
low level air bricks. An alternative scheme incorporating duplex units should also be considered.
7
It is recommended that residents of the development register with the Environment Agency’s
Floodline Warnings Direct service.
8
You are advised that any works to the boundary walls forming part of the curtilage of the adjacent
listed building may require an application for Listed Building Consent.
9
For information on the NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements and to register NRMM, please
visit “http://nrmm.london/”.
10
The applicant is advised to contact the Design out Crime Officer during the construction stage
to ensure that all relevant security and community safety issues are addressed.
11
As part of any new development where tree planting is proposed, the council would expect to
see trees of a heavy standard size or larger planted. This is to ensure that the trees make a positive
contribution to their surroundings and also provide wider ecological and environmental benefits. All tree
selection, planting and maintenance should be carried out in accordance with BS8545: 2014 Trees:
From Nursery to Independence in the Landscape Recommendations.

Background documents – Case file (this can be accessed via the planning Advice Desk, Telephone
020 7 926 1180).
For advice on how to make further written submissions or to register to speak on this item, please
contact Democratic Services, 020 796 2170 or email.
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Appendix 1: Comments received following the publication of the 12 April agenda
Summary of objections
Need for office space has not been tested
Position of the bin and cycle stores not
shown
The construction plan is not included with
the application. All demolition would need to
go beneath an existing building, through a
very small access
The report states that the pavement will be
reinstated; however, there has never been
a pavement in this location, only a cobbled
road
Q20 and Q22 have not been included in the
list of most relevant policies

Residents previously stated that they
consider the existing buildings on site to
make a positive contribution to the CA –
this comment was omitted from the officer’s
report –objector states that para 4.3.3 is
inaccurate
Residents previously stated that the
proposed landscaping is poor and that the 5
existing trees to be removed should be
replaced like with like as required by
policies Q9 and Q10. – this comment was
omitted from the officer’s report - objector
points to 4.3.3

Residents previously raised concern about
the raised high blank walls facing the rear
of properties on Walnut Tree Walk and
Kennington Road and the resulting lack of
compliance with policy Q15. This comment
was omitted from the officer’s report.

Residents previously raised the issue of
views into and out of the proposed
development being harmed and contravene
policies Q20 and Q22. – this comment was
omitted from the officer’s report – points to
4.3.3

Response
This matter is addressed in detail at paras
6.2.2 – 6.1.3 and 6.1.18 – 6.1.32
The position of the bin and cycle store is
shown on drawing 4393/P/221L.
A revised Construction Management Plan
(Revision 4 dated April 2016) has been
submitted. This explains how access to the
site will be managed and is discussed in
more detail in paragraphs 6.5.12 - 6.5.14.
This matter has been clarified at paras
6.5.5

These policies were omitted from the list at
paragraph 5.2.5 in error but were referred
to in the relevant section of the report. See
revised para 5.1.5
Agreed - comment was omitted however
the Council’s Conservation Design Officer
considers that the building makes a neutral
contribution to the conservation area. See
para 6.2.22
Agreed - the comments in relation to the
quality of the landscaping and the like for
like replacement of trees were omitted.
However, the concerns about the loss of
the Rowan trees within the site were
reported. The council's tree officer has
raised no objection to the removal of the
trees. The indicative landscaping shown in
drawing 4393/P/221L shows five
replacement trees. These issues are
discussed in more detail in para 6.10.4
The comment was omitted however the
impact of the walls of the building adjoining
the boundaries upon the amenity of
neighbouring properties was discussed
under the heading of 'outlook'.
An assessment against Policy Q15 is
included at paras 6.2.10 – 6.2.12.
However, Policy Q15 is not considered to
apply to situations where the building
directly adjoins the site boundary and
where the boundary wall is to be retained.
It is acknowledged that reference to this
was omitted. This has been addressed at
paras 6.2.18 and 6.2.37
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Summary of objections
Residents have raised the issue of the
scheme contradicting the draft Walcot
Conservation Area appraisal (and indeed
other conservation area appraisals which
make similar points in the Kennington area)
as well as the resulting contravention of
policy Q22. As this opinion and the
associated policy elements are
inconvenient, the solution adopted is simply
to omit the objections and not deal with the
point raised.- points to 4.3.3
A Member site visit was requested to
include a visit to the garden of neighbouring
properties.
Also requested that Members inspect the
wall that forms the boundary
It is unclear from the report whether PAC
members, officers or the applicants have
viewed the site from the adjacent private
properties. If Members are being asked to
consider this application based upon the
technical drawings alone, they do not
demonstrate sufficiently the proximity
between the buildings – especially at the
point where those distances are
significantly reduced.
The report recognises that the application
breaches Local Plan Policy ED2 on the loss
of office space (6.1.1), but then dismisses
this policy because there are existing prior
approvals for the site under Permitted
Development rules. Lambeth’s local policy
was clearly written to protect the decreasing
amounts of office space within the Borough
– whilst the Permitted Development rights
were designed to permit the conversion of
offices to residential without planning
permission (as long as major changes were
not made). The argument within the report
suggests Lambeth no longer needs Policy
ED2 as an applicant simply needs to secure
the change under Permitted Development
and then submit a second application for
the full demolition of the offices knowing
that LBL will accept that second application
because of the existing prior approval.
Waterloo is lacking in small/medium sized
office spaces. The low level of
small/medium offices spaces has lead
demand to be so high that local

Response
The comment was omitted however this
issue is now addressed at para 6.2.24

A site visit has been arranged for 27 July
2016 and Members will view the site from
adjacent properties in line with residents'
requests.
The case officer viewed the site from
neighbouring properties in Walnut Tree
Walk and Kennington Road during the initial
assessment of the application.
The distances between the proposed
building and neighbouring properties are
shown on drawing 4393/P/250D.

Please see revised paras 6.18 -6.1.32 in
relation to the fallback position provided by
the prior approval schemes.

Noted, however given the above mentioned
considerations in relation to the potential for
the building to change from office to
residential it is not considered that the
refusal of the application on grounds
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Summary of objections
organisations are struggling to find local
alternatives.

The applicants purchased the site a number
of years ago, it would have been possible
for them to market the property as office
space for the twelve month period to
demonstrate that there is no demand in the
area.
The report fails to mention that a similar
application was submitted for consideration
in October 2014 and was refused in
January 2015 in part because of "The
proposed conversion of the building would
result in the loss of floorspace last used for
employment purposes and it has not been
adequately demonstrated, through
marketing evidence, that this floorspace is
surplus or unsuitable for continued
employment use.” This was the first of nine
reasons for refusal. The report would
suggest that it is acceptable to LBL to
ignore Local Plan Policy ED2 because of
the prior approval for development on
site – however, this prior approval
also existed in January 2015 when LBL
previously enforced this policy on this very
site.

Response
relating to a shortage of office space would
be sustainable. As noted in paras 6.11.1 6.11.2 the proposal is considered to be a
departure from policy ED2 but it is
considered that this is justified in light of the
fallback position afforded by the prior
approval schemes.
As above see paras 6.11.1 - 6.11.2 in
relation to the fallback position provided by
the prior approval schemes.

At the time of the previous application
permitted development rights for a change
of use from office to residential were
available for a limited period only. These
rights were amended by the 2016
amendments to the Town and Country
Planning (General Permitted Development
Order whereby the previous requirement for
prior approval schemes to be implemented
by 30 May 2016 was removed and these
rights have now become permanent. In
addition steps have been taken by the
applicant towards the implementation of
one of the prior approval schemes. These
changes in circumstances are considered
to give more weight to the extant prior
approval applications as a fallback position.
Furthermore a number of amendments
have been made to the scheme which have
improved the quality of accommodation and
overall design when compared with the
scheme that was refused.
The proposed units are also considered to
provide a better quality of accommodation
than that provided by the prior approval
schemes.

The site has had a history of applications
that included a range in the number of
properties and this application is at the
smaller end of the scale. I am not aware at
any point that the developer has sought to
ensure that their application includes on site
affordable housing. It is clear, however, that
in their viability study the applicants had
made provision for a payment of £100k in
lieu of onsite provision. We must rely on

Please see paras 6.1.34 – 6.1.36
An assessment of the scheme’s ability to
provide affordable housing is included at
paras 6.1.9 – 6.1.13
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Summary of objections
officers to judge whether the amount is fair
given the application only just meets the
threshold for providing affordable housing.
Why have officers rejected the offer of
payment in lieu of onsite provision? This
unconditional payment was offered by the
applicant, however the report suggests that
LBL is prepared to accept that the viability
study from BNP Paribas which states that
despite the developer making between 17%
and 20% profit from the scheme, they
cannot afford to make the £100k. Whilst I
appreciate that the review mechanism
could see payment made should the
numbers change post development, it
seems odd that we would put the
profitability of the scheme for the developer
ahead of the provision of affordable
housing. Officers should be taking the
goodwill of the developer in proposing the
£100k and accepting it whilst also insisting
on a review mechanism that can check if
the amount is sufficient following
completion?

Response

Whilst the report argues that the height of
the building is mitigated by the lowering of
the eaves on the Walnut Tree Walk side of
the property, the steep angle of the pitched
roof (in order to accommodate a further
property) is visually intrusive and at so
close a proximity will create a canyon-like
effect in the gardens of the Walnut Tree
Walk properties.
There has also been an attempt to
circumvent problems with party walls and
LBL Local Plan requirements on boundary
treatments (Q15). The report suggests that
the boundary treatment will be unchanged
because the existing wall will remain in situ.
Whilst this may be technically correct, the
development in this application will be a
matter of only centimetres (at the most)
from the existing boundary wall. It is difficult
to therefore see how these walls should not
be subject either to the boundary treatment
rules (as they will form the boundary
between the site and properties along
Kennington Road and Walnut Tree Walk) or
should be consider as being too tall given
their proximity to the neighbouring
properties.

It was noted at para 6.4.18 that there would
be an increase in the overall height and
bulk of the building in this part of the site
however due to the low eaves and sloping
roof the impact upon adjacent properties
was considered to be acceptable.

See response above in relation to the
contribution.
In relation to the review clause further
analysis is now provided at para 6.1.13 and
details of the review clause have been
included in the recommended heads of
terms for the S106 agreement.

Issues relating to party walls are covered by
the Party Wall Act which is separate from
planning legislation.
As noted above policy Q15 is not
considered to apply to the provision of walls
of a building adjacent to the site boundary.
An assessment of the impact of the height
of the proposed buildings in relation to
neighbouring properties is included at paras
6.4.17 and 6.4.20
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Summary of objections
The report fails to mention that in the
previously refused application on this site,
officers argued that the application should
be rejected "Due to the height and mass of
the building in close proximity to the site
boundaries the proposal would have an
unacceptable overbearing impact upon
neighbouring properties at 57, 58 and 59
Walnut Tree Walk and 22 Kennington Road
which would be detrimental to the amenity
of adjoining occupiers” and "Due to the
placement of windows to habitable rooms in
the close proximity to the site boundaries
the proposal would result in an
unacceptable loss of privacy to the gardens
of properties at 60 Walnut Tree Walk and
22 Kennington Road which would be
detrimental to the amenity of adjoining
occupiers.” This application is only
marginally lower in height than that
previous application and it seems unlikely
that the difference between refusal and
acceptance re the height of a property in
close proximity is the small difference
between these two applications.
Due to the rejection of the
previous application, the wall along the
boundary with Kennington Road properties
is now a two-story high blank wall with no
redeeming features, where currently the
residents look out on to the pitched roof of
the existing building, resulting in a negative
contribution to the residential amenity of
those properties.
Many of the reports required for the
application relate to the original proposals
which included a different design/layout for
the building. These reports should be
updated to reflect the current version of the
scheme.
The parking survey has used the wrong
data.

The application fails to provide clear
information to prove that the bin and cycle
store is “inconspicuous” as this is the only
part of the site people will see from Walnut
Tree Walk

Response
These matters have been addressed at
paras 6.4.22

The difference between the existing and
proposed situation with regard to outlook
from properties in Kennington Road is
discussed at paragraphs 6.4.19 – 6.4.20

Revised documents, as listed at the
beginning of this report, have now been
submitted and have been made available
on the council's website. These documents
have been subject to a further consultation
period of 21 days.
The Parking Survey was revised prior to the
application being reported to the 12 April
Committee and was found to be
acceptable. This is outlined at paragraph
6.5.7 of the report.
An assessment of the design and
appearance of the refuse and cycle stores
is provided at para 6.2.13
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Summary of objections
The following documents were not
submitted and were required to make the
application valid, as per LA’s guidance:
Landscape Strategy
waste storage/management/collection

It is unacceptable to condition the
landscaping as at this stage it is unclear as
to whether the proposed landscaping meets
policies Q2 Amenity, Q9 Landscaping or
Q10 Trees. It is also unacceptable because
there will be no public scrutiny of the
landscaping once details have been
submitted.
In relation to the siting of the waste bins
and the narrowing of the access, and the
smells. Officers propose condition 9. Given
this no-one knows whether the proposal will
comply with Q2 Amenity, Q12
Refuse/recycling or Q22 Conservation
Areas. Concern is raised at the lack of
public scrutiny. The proposed siting of the
bins conflicts with policy Q6 (iii) which
requires improved legibility, permeability
and convenient access via direct routes for
all users (avoiding alleyways and back
lanes). Concern is also raised in relation to
security.
The objector points to the inadequacy of the
Construction Management Plan, given the
site restraints. The objector considers that

Response
The Local Planning Applications
Requirements list, sets out the information
that the Council requires to be able to
register, assess and determine planning
applications. The information required will
depend on the type of application which the
application relates.
The National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG) issued by the Department of
Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) in March 2014, provides that a local
list should be reviewed and revised or updated at least every two years. The Council
last published a local list in April 2008. The
existing list is therefore out of date and must
be reviewed having regard to current
statutory requirements, national planning
policy guidance, the adopted local
development plan and published
supplementary planning guidance. This
process is currently underway. However,
given that the Council’s current list is out of
date, it would be difficult to insist that this
information was submitted to make the
application valid. Whilst the application is
technically a major application, it is
considered that the final details can be
conditioned.
Indicative details of landscaping including
the proposed location of new planting have
been included on the submitted drawings.
This level of detail is considered to be
sufficient to enable the application to be
determined.

The acceptability of the siting of the bin
stores in relation to the site access is
discussed at revised para 6.2.13
In relation to security additional details have
now been provided and the Design out
Crime Officer considers the proposals to be
acceptable. See para 6.6.2

A revised Construction Management Plan
has been submitted which addresses the
constraints of the site and proposes
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Summary of objections
the solution of adding a condition (5)
seeking additional information is
unacceptable, as currently no-one is aware
whether London Plan Policy 7.14 Improving
Air Quality and Policy T6 Assessing
impacts of developments and transport
capacity and T8 Servicing are to be
complied with. It is unacceptable for the
report to state ‘reports considered to be
satisfactory’. There will be no public scrutiny
of the condition.
Secured by Design statement does not
relate to the revised scheme. Para 6.5.14
notes the inadequacy of the report –
concerns raised in relation to mugging
opportunities due to the siting of the bins,
ability to scale up to the enlarged balconies,
additional concerns raised by residents
have been ignored. The solution to add a
condition (11) means that at this stage it is
unclear whether the proposal meets Q3
Community Safety. The addition of a
condition means that there will be no public
scrutiny of this issue
Energy report still under review

Daylight Sunlight report not based on actual
observations – no mention of basement. No
assessment of the current scheme

Design & Access statement does not relate
to the revised scheme
Flood Risk Assessment does not relate to
the revised scheme
Sustainability report contains reference to
old policies not Lambeth Local Plan
therefore cannot state that it complies with
current policies
Heritage Statement not updated in relation
to balcony enlargements, screening and the
view of the site being blocked by the bin
and cycle stores

Response
measures to control construction vehicle
movements and address dust and
emissions. This is discussed in more detail
at paras 6.5.12 – 6.5.14

A revised Secure by Design statement has
been submitted. This has been reviewed by
the Designing out Crime officer who
considers this to be acceptable. This is
addressed at para 6.6.2

A revised Energy Statement has been
submitted. This has been reviewed by the
Sustainability Consultant and is now
considered satisfactory. This is discussed at
revised para 6.9.2 and 6.9.3
A revised sunlight and daylight assessment
has been submitted in respect of the
current proposals. It has been confirmed
that the basements of properties in Walnut
Tree Walk and Kennington Road have been
examined as part of this assessment. See
paras 6.4.7
As set out above amended reports have
now been received.

The Heritage Statement has been updated
to refer to the revised scheme and includes
reference to the proposed balconies and
screens. Whilst the refuse / cycle stores are
not referred to specifically in this document
these have been assessed by officers and
their siting is considered to be satisfactory
in principle subject to conditions to secure
further details of their design.
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Summary of objections
Arboricultural report not based on a site
inspection. Report contains material
inaccuracies about the trees in the gardens
of 60 Walnut Tree Walk and 122
Kennington Road.
Considers that due to amendments, the
scheme should have been given a new
planning application number.

The application was submitted when the
Council’s previous policies were in force.
Given this, the application should have
been revalidated to ensure it met the
normal processes.

Q2 Amenity – the siting of the bins and
cycle store have not been sufficiently
considered, nor has the narrowing of the
entrance. In particular, the objector refers to
Q2 (Vii) service equipment.

Q5 Local Distinctiveness – the objector
states that the fenestration is out of keeping
with the wider Walcot and China Walk
Conservation Area and contrary to Q2 (v)
and jar with the window details of the
surrounding buildings
No analysis of Q6 (ii) – objector considers
the development unattractive, cluttered and
uncoordinated.
Q6 (iii) objector considers the development
is add odds with this part of the policy, as

Response
The methodology used in the tree survey
has been explained and the Tree Officer
has agreed this approach. See para 6.10.3

As a result of public consultation and other
responses, the officer advised the applicant
of the concerns raised. The applicant made
amendments in an attempt to overcome
these concerns. Whilst the current proposal
differs from that originally submitted, it is
noted that paragraph 187 of the NPPF
states that "local planning authorities should
look for solutions rather than problems, and
decision takers at every level should seek
to approve applications for sustainable
development where possible. Local
planning authorities should work proactively
with applicants to secure developments that
improve the economic, social and
environmental conditions of the area'.
There is no requirement under the
legislation for the application to be
revalidated in these circumstances.
However, the local planning authority is
obliged to consider the proposals against
the policies in force at the time of
determination (in this case the Lambeth
Local Plan 2015).
Policy Q2(vii) refers specifically to lift plant,
air handling/extract, boiler flues, meter
boxes, gas pipes, and fire escapes and
does not refer bin stores/cycle stores.
Policies Q12 and Q13 relate to refuse
storage and cycle storage respectively. An
assessment of the design and appearance
of these stores is included at para 6.2.13.
The Transport Officer has confirmed that
sufficient space will be provided for
pedestrian access – see para 6.5.9
The Conservation Officer considers that
contemporary design can be successful in
heritage situations. Officers do not consider
that the building needs to replicate the
windows of surrounding buildings given that
the design takes a contemporary approach.
See para 6.2.7
Officers consider the simple design
approach using brick and pitched roof forms
to be an appropriate design response to the
site context.
As set out above the access to the
development is considered to be
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Summary of objections
the cycle stores and waste bins on an
already narrow entrance way creates a
modern alleyway/back lane where mugging
crime is likely to thrive.
Q6 (v) This proposal creates tall and
overbearing buildings which narrow the
existing open space on the site.

Q6 (viii) modestly sized infrastructure
cabinets in unobtrusive locations and
places them below ground in conservation
areas and adjacent to heritage assets. The
waste bin and cycle store cabinets are in an
obtrusive location, taking up a material
portion of the entrance route and narrowing
it to an alley.
Q6 (ix) At 6.2.6 the officers’ report admits
this is not met but simply proposes the
scheme proceeds - “The detailing is
considered appropriate for a building which
adopts a modern style and does not seek to
replicate the style of surrounding historic
buildings.”
Q6 (x) pedestrian and cycle-priority
environments which are not dominated by
vehicles moving or parked. The entrance
way to this scheme under the flying
freehold of 53 Walnut Tree Walk is to have
its dropped kerb and yellow line restriction
removed and substituted with an additional
parking space. This will ensure all cycle
movements are likely to commence
(illegally) on the pavements of Walnut Tree
Walk.
Q8 Design Quality - referenced in condition
10, 17, 25, 26 but not listed in 5.1.5
Q8 (a) list of materials do not relate to those
in Walcot and China Walk Conservation
Areas. Drawings show design unrelated to
the local environment.
Q8(b) objector states that value engineering
means cheap materials and states that the
materials are the cheapest on the market
Q12 Refuse/recycling storage - objector
states that there is no analysis in the body
of the report

Response
acceptable in terms of width and security.
These matters are addressed at paras 6.5.9
and 6.6.2
The massing of the building is considered
to be appropriate in relation to its
surroundings. It is accepted that some parts
of the scheme would include taller
elements. Parts of the site would also be
more open than at present with the
introduction of a space between buildings at
the northern end of the site and a reduced
building footprint in the south eastern
corner of the site. See para 6.2.6
This clause in the policy is relates to
infrastructure placed in the street such as
telecommunication equipment rather than
bin stores within private developments.

As set out above it is not considered
necessary for a contemporary building to
replicate the design features of its
surroundings.

Cyclists will need to negotiate the entrance
gates and so are likely to wheel their
bicycles out of the site onto the road rather
than ride directly out of the site onto the
street.

This policy is now included at para 5.1.5
The use of brick and slate are considered
appropriate in this setting. The images of
buildings in the Design and Access
Statement are examples of where similar
materials have been used.
Further details of the materials to be used
will be sought by a condition to ensure that
they are of appropriate quality.
Additional analysis has been provided at
para 6.2.13
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Summary of objections
Q15 Boundary treatments – policy is
included in 5.1.5 and condition 8 but there
is no analysis in the report. Objector states
that the proposal does not comply with Q15
(b) as the boundary will be 8.4m and Q15
(c) as the boundary has no architectural
merit where it bounds 122 Kennington
Road.
g. Q20 (ii) Statutory listed buildings objector states that it does not matter what
angle the proposed scheme can be viewed
from, it harms the current quiet setting
which the present buildings produce. When
viewed from China Walk, Walnut Tree Walk
and Kennington Road, it clearly would harm
the setting of the rear of rare Georgian
terraces. The preservation of such rear
views is a particular concern of the draft
Walcot Conservation Area appraisal yet this
proposal would entail the destruction of one
such highly prized heritage asset.
h. Q22 Conservation areas – the objector
states that when viewed from 90% of
possible angles, the current buildings make
a positive contribution to the character and
appearance of the China Walk and Walcot
Conservation Areas. Compare this to the
100% of views that will be spoilt by the
proposed jumble of buildings in this
application.
i. T8 Servicing (a) the objector states
With no temporary parking provision
immediately outside the proposed scheme,
blockages to Walnut Tree Walk immediately
opposite Walnut Tree Walk School are
inevitable and they will create danger for
both parents and children accessing the
school.
T8 (b) the objector states that as the site is
to be car free and gated; servicing will have
to take place off-site and in direct
contravention of this policy.
Given the above omissions in relation to
Local Plan policies it would be unsafe and
open to challenge, should committee make
a decision. Objector recommends that
Committee undertake an external audit of
the documentation, comments received and
officer’s reporting on this scheme and, on
the basis of that report, to determine
appropriate internal action.

Response
Analysis in relation to Policy Q15 is now
included at paras 6.2.10 – 6.2.12

The impact upon the setting of the listed
buildings is discussed at paras 6.2.27 –
6.2.30

The Conservation and Design Officer
considers the existing buildings to make a
neutral contribution to the character of the
conservation area. See para 6.2.22

Policy T8 relates more specifically to nonresidential and mixed use development.
However, the applicant has provided details
of how deliveries to the proposed
residential units will be managed. Serving
arrangements will be similar as those of
other residential properties in Walnut Tree
Walk. See para 6.5.13
As above see para 6.5.15.

The omissions that have been identified
have now been addressed within this
report.
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Summary of objections
Para 6.11.8 states that the contribution
towards children’s play facilities had not
been published on the website
Aitch/Mura failed to consult on the revisions

Executive summary fails to mention that
although amendments have been made,
the report omits to mention that residents
are still objecting to the scheme
Para 1.1 Misleading. Omits to state that the
northern edge of the scheme and the
enlarged balconies look directly at the flats
on the China Walk Estate.
Para 1.4 Misleading. Omits to state that the
buildings abutting the site on Walnut Tree
Walk and Kennington Road are midGeorgian and some of the oldest in
Lambeth. Most were built soon after the
opening of Westminster Bridge in 1750.
They are prized heritage assets.
Para 2.2 Misleading and disingenuous.
Fails to distinguish the four faces of the site
– north, north-west, south and south-east.
The northern face of the site with its
enlarged balconies directly looks into the
flats of China Walk Estate. The south-east
edge contains an 8.4 metre boundary
treatment which exceeds the permitted
height by 6.4 metres.
Para 2.3 Inaccurate. The published
description of an earlier application
(15/00116 FUL) was changed to “3 storeys”
at the insistence of officers. It was
essentially the same height as this scheme.
For this application, officers clearly lost their
nerve and did not insist on the necessary
description change despite being pressed
to do so by residents and Cllr Ben Kind.
Even the developer in his wildest dreams
did not dare to describe this proposal as
anything less than 2.5 storeys (and there
has never been any suggestion that the
proposed accommodation will not be fit for
adults on all three floors). All of the reports
accompanying this application from the
applicant’s professional advisers describe
the proposal as “3 storey”. Clearly, the
professionals know what they are talking
about and the applicant is engaged in
“planning application hype”. Why the
officers should suddenly decide the

Response
This has been confirmed as £990.00 and
this has been inserted at para 8.1
There is no requirement for the applicant to
consult residents on the revisions. The
Council has carried out consultation when
revised plans have been received
The objections to the proposals have been
summarised in para 4.3.3.Officers have
addressed these within the report.
This paragraph contains a description of the
site as existing and does not describe the
proposed development.
This paragraph acknowledges that the site
adjoins listed buildings in Walnut Tree Walk
and Kennington Road. The objector's
additional observations on these buildings
are noted.

This paragraph gives a brief overview of the
scheme. The impact of the balconies upon
neighbouring properties is discussed at
paragraph 6.4.5 which now includes
specific reference to the impact upon flats
within the China Walk Estate.
The boundary treatment to the south east
edge of the site is discussed below.
Whether the proposal is described as two
or three storeys depends upon how 'storey'
is defined. The report refers to 'two full
storeys with a further floor of
accommodation in the roof'. For the
purposes of this description the 'full storeys'
are the floors within the building which are
contained by vertical walls rather than a
roof. Notwithstanding this the report (in the
proposal section at the beginning of the
report and at para 2.3) makes it clear that
within the buildings there is accommodation
at ground and first floor level, and at second
floor level, where accommodation within the
roof is provided.
Drawings included in this report and in the
committee presentation will provided
Members with visual information in relation
to the number of storeys.
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accommodation is only 2 storey when going
to Planning Applications Committee only
they will know (the applications database
description is 2.5 storeys) but it cannot be
interpreted as a rational or warranted
description. The pitching of the roofs is
unusually steep to accommodate the third
level of accommodation. They are not
normal shaped roofs but a simple cover for
something which, to all intents and
purposes, has most of the characteristics of
a flat roof to a 3 storey block.
Para 2.5 Inaccurate. “the existing access off
Walnut Tree Walk would be amended to
provide pedestrian and cycle access only.”
When it was pointed out that such an
amendment would require listed building
consent, the applicant submitted new
drawings and indicated the existing caraccommodating double gate would be
retained. The Planning Applications
Committee is being misled
Para 3.1 Inaccurate. “15/04489/FUL
pending consideration”. Officers have
indicated that they were going to determine
this application in the negative in January.
Only the officers can explain why they have
not acted as they confirmed in writing to
residents.
Para 3.6 Inaccurate.
“05/03548/FUL…Permitted 24.11.2015”.
This minor amendment to the existing
buildings was approved in 2005.
Para 4.2 Misleading. “Transport
…conditions in relation…to Delivery and
Service Plan”. The conditions attached to
the scheme do not contain the requirement
of the Transport team.

Para 4.3.3 Inaccurate “Existing boundary
treatments are to remain”. In the worst
instance, the boundary abutting 122

Response

The access off Walnut Tree Walk will be
closed to vehicular traffic, by removing the
dropped kerb, notwithstanding the retention
of the double gates.

The statement in this paragraph is correct.
The application is still pending. Officers will
determine this application, following the
determination of the application on this
agenda.

This is an error. The date of the decision
should read 18.01.2006.

The Transport Officer's comments
recommended a condition in relation to a
Delivery and Servicing Management Plan
however this is not normally required for a
residential development, as has been
confirmed in later comments from the
Transport team, and the condition was not
included in the recommendation. However,
it is acknowledged that this was not fully
explained in the previous report.
Notwithstanding this the applicant has now
submitted information in relation to the
servicing of the proposed residential units
and this is considered to be satisfactory.
This is discussed at para 6.5.15
The existing boundary walls are to be
retained although it is noted that the walls
of the proposed buildings will be
constructed in close proximity to the site
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Kennington Road is to be raised to 8.4
metres, well above its current height.

Para 4.3.3 Inaccurate. “Windows will be
timber” – does not form any part of the
applicant’s submission. Para 3.1 of the
revised Planning Statement dated January
2016 states: “The building is to be finished
in brickwork construction with slate roof tiles
and fenestrated with grey powder coated
metal windows.”
Para 4.3.3 Disingenuous. No response to
objection regarding “balconies and other
amenity spaces do not provide good quality
private space.” The easiest way to deal with
an inconvenient objection is to ignore it.

Para 4.3.3 Inaccurate. Objection – “Loss of
privacy to gardens.” Not addressed in
section 6.4 as specified here. The issue is
just ignored despite the requirements of
Policy Q1 Inclusive Environments.
Para 4.3.3 Inaccurate. Objection – “Use of
access will detract from amenity of gardens
adjacent to the property.” Not addressed in
section 6.4 as specified here. The issue is
just ignored despite the requirements of
Policy Q1 Inclusive Environments.

Para 4.3.3 Inaccurate. Objection – “Loading
of refuse vehicles on street.” Not addressed
in section 6.5 as specified here. The issue
is just ignored despite the requirements of
Policy T8 Servicing.

Response
boundaries. The wall of the building
adjoining the boundary with 122 Kennington
Road is shown on the submitted drawings
as being approximately 6.01m to the eaves
compared with the rear wall of the existing
building which has a height of
approximately 5.8m. See para 6.4.20.No
wall adjoining any part of the site will be
raised to 8.4m
It was confirmed in an e-mail from the agent
dated 29 March 2016 that the windows
would be timber. This e-mail is now
included in the list of submitted documents
and has been published on the council's
website. Reference to the use of timber
windows has been added to condition 17 in
relation to construction details.
The proposed communal amenity space
meets the size requirements set out in
Policy H5 and is considered to be of an
acceptable quality, as stated in paragraph
6.3.5. The proposed balconies are also of a
sufficient size and acceptable levels of
outlook. Noting that it is often not possible
to provide private gardens for all units in
flatted schemes this is considered to be an
acceptable form of private outdoor amenity
space as referred to in policy H5.
The impact on the privacy of gardens is
covered at para 6.4.6. Policy Q1 does not
include any criteria in relation to the privacy
of gardens. The issue of privacy is dealt
with by Policy Q2 and this is noted at para
6.4.13
The issue of noise and disturbance arising
from the proposed residential use is
discussed at para 6.4.24 where it is noted
that the cessation vehicular access to the
site would remove an existing source of
noise. It is not considered that the proposed
access arrangements would result in a
significant reduction in amenity to users of
adjacent gardens when compared with the
existing situation. As set out above the
issue of noise is covered by policy Q2
rather than Q1.
This is addressed at para 6.5.13
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Para 6.1.2 Inaccurate. Purports to cross
refer to sections 6.4 and 6.5 where “the
specific material circumstances at this site”
are to be explained, thus supposedly
justifying the judgement that no marketing
evidence for commercial is required. But
there is no such link in 6.4 and 6.5. The
recommendation to forego marketing
evidence is not justified at all. The report
contains a circular nonsense. The
requirement to market for commercial
should be re-instated.
Para 6.1.3 Disingenuous. The applicant has
known for over a year that the council
wanted evidence of marketing for
commercial use – it was one of the reasons
for rejecting 15/00116/FUL. Instead of
sticking with an unchallenged position, the
officers are now recommending
capitulation. The applicant has done
nothing to address this requirement in the
intervening year – they only have
themselves to blame for the situation. The
officers’ capitulation on this point is
inexplicable in rational terms.
Para 6.1.4 Misleading. No mention of the
stance previously adopted by the officers
on the need for marketing as commercial
on 15/00116/FUL which was never
challenged. The stance of the applicant has
not changed, nor has the applicant’s
wording. All that has changed is the
officers’ recommendation to capitulate.

Para 6.1.7 Disingenuous. No mention of
para 5.21 in the Lambeth Local Plan
(adopted September 2015) which states “In
all cases proposals will be expected to
demonstrate that the provision of familysized units has been maximised”. 1 flat out
of 10 as family accommodation is not the
required maximisation. The scheme, as
proposed, is tantamount to collusion with a
developer to provide buy-to-let
accommodation.
Para 6.1.10 Disingenuous. “It should be
noted that the viability assessment included
provision for an off-site affordable housing
contribution of £100,000.” What this report
does not tell committee members is that this
£100,000 was an unconditional offer made
by the developer to address the question of

Response
As above see paras 6.1.18 – 6.1.32 in
relation to the fallback position provided by
the prior approval schemes.

As above see revised 6.1.18 – 6.1.32 in
relation to the fallback position provided by
the prior approval schemes.

At the time of the previous application
permitted development rights for a change
of use to residential were available for a
limited time only. These rights have now
been made permanent which adds weight
to the fallback position.
The current scheme provides a better
quality of design and standard of
accommodation than the previous scheme.
With regard to the issues of dwelling mix
further analysis is now provided at para
6.1.7
In relation to buy-to-let there are no policies
in the Local Plan which preclude the
provision of units for the buy-to-let market.

The reasons why officers are not
recommending that the off-site contribution
is accepted are set out at paras 6.1.11 and
6.1.12. As set out above officers are
recommending a review clause to enable a
contribution to be sought in the event that a
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social housing contribution. Committee
members have not been given the chance
to consider the implications of this
extraordinary fact and to consider whether
the officers’ recommended post-facto reassessment might lead to a better outcome.
Para 6.2.4 Inaccurate. “The proposed
development would comprise two buildings
of predominantly two storeys in height”.
Even the developer described them as “two
and a half storeys”. The developer’s
professional advisors (without exception)
describe the proposal as 3 storeys. Why
have the officers mischaracterised the
height of this proposal?
Para 6.2.5 Disingenuous. Manages to avoid
discussion of the south eastern boundary
abutting the garden of 122 Kennington
Road – which has a boundary height of 8.4
metres.
Paras 6.2.1 and 6.2.6 Disingenuous. 6.2.1
quotes policy Q5 Local Distinctiveness and
all of its facets. 6.2.6 then contradicts all of
the requirements of policy Q5 without any
comment apart from “The detailing is
considered appropriate for a building which
adopts a modern style and does not seek to
replicate the style of surrounding historic
buildings”. But policy Q5 says that just such
a building should not be permitted.
Para 6.2.8 Inaccurate. A repetition of the
assertion “the existing access to the site
would be retained but would provide
pedestrian and cycle access only”. The
revised Planning Statement dated January
2016 states in para 3.2 - “Access to the
development will reuse the existing carriage
arch in the Walnut Tree Walk frontage that
previously served the former office
development.” In other words – no change
proposed because of the problem with
Listed Building Consent.
Para 6.2.10 Disingenuous. Quotes policy
Q22 “development proposals affecting
conservation areas will be permitted where
they preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of conservation areas by
respecting and reinforcing the established,
positive characteristics of the area in terms
of the building line, siting, design, height,
forms, materials joinery, window detailing
and protecting the setting (including views
in and out of the area).” And then proceeds

Response
surplus is generated by a future
improvement in sales values.

The point in relation to the description of the
height of the buildings is discussed above.
Whilst paragraph 6.2.4 refers to the
buildings having a height of two storeys it
also refers to the presence of
accommodation within the roofspace in
parts of the buildings.

Para 6.4.20 in relation to outlook discusses
heights of the buildings at the boundary. No
wall adjoining any part of the site will be
raised to 8.4m
This is addressed at para 6.2.7.

The existing access will be closed to
vehicular traffic. See para 6.5.5

An assessment of the effect on the
conservation areas is provided at paras
6.2.21- 6.2.26
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to recommend a scheme which does none
of these things.
Para 6.2.11 Disingenuous. Residents have
explained clearly how the existing buildings
make a positive contribution to the Walcot
and China Walk conservation areas and
there is no mention of these
views/objections anywhere in this report.
The draft Walcot Conservation Area
appraisal does not list 52 Walnut Tree Walk
as a building which makes a “neutral”
contribution and is ripe for redevelopment.
Rather the draft area appraisal lauds the
back views of Georgian properties in the
area and emphasises their unique heritage
value.
Para 6.2.11 Disingenuous. Omits any
consideration of the impact of the enlarged
balconies and the high walls enabling
inaccurate conclusions to be drawn.

Response

Para 6.4.1 Inaccurate. Partial quote of
policy Q2 omitting problematic detail.

This policy was paraphrased to include a
general summary of the requirements in
relation to amenity. This paragraph has
been deleted and specific clauses of policy
Q2 have been quoted where they are
directly relevant to the issue discussed.
Revised para 6.4.2 quotes the relevant
clause of policy Q2 in relation to daylight
and sunlight
A revised sunlight and daylight assessment
has been submitted which clarifies that the
relevant basement windows have been
assessed.

Para 6.4.2 Inaccurate. Misquote of policy
Q2 changing its sense.
Para 6.4.3 Inaccurate. Fails to identify that
daylight/sunlight measurements have not
been taken for most of the basements of
properties on Kennington Road and Walnut
Tree Walk.
Para 6.4.4 Inaccurate. Does not address
daylight/sunlight readings for residential unit
at the foot of the garden of 116 Kennington
Road which is immediately adjacent to the
site boundary.
There are no measurements of
daylight/sunlight loss in gardens as is
required in a conservation area.
Para 6.4.6 Misleading. Fails to mention the
enlarged northern balconies overlooking the
China Walk Estate and back gardens on
Kennington Road. Another case of ignoring
a difficult issue and pretending it doesn’t
exist.

In circumstances when buildings are not
identified in a character appraisal the
Conservation and Design team will make
an individual assessment. They did so in
this case and concluded the existing
buildings make ‘neutral’ contribution to the
character and appearance of the
conservation area.
Officers agree with this statement but do
not think that the views will be adversely
affected by the scheme.

This paragraph in the original report related
to the scale and massing of the overall
scheme however further detail has been
added acknowledging the enlarged
balconies and the height of the buildings in
close proximity to the site boundaries. See
para 6.2.23

This is structure is an ancillary outbuilding
and the impact upon this structure is
addressed at para 6.4.11

An assessment in relation to the over
shadowing of gardens is included at paras
6.4.8 and 6.4.9
The enlarged balconies to Units 6 and 9 in
the revised scheme would be located
approximately 20m away from the nearest
residential block in the China Walk Estate
at the closest point. Paragraph 6.4.6 notes
that there would be some views into
adjacent gardens but these would only
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Para 6.4.8 Misleading. Makes light of the
steep pitching on the first floor roof which,
within about a metre from the boundary,
creates a boundary of 8 metres high. Fails
to mention the 8 metre figure (but mentions
everything else).
Para 6.4.9 Misleading. Fails to mention the
boundary treatment facing 122 Kennington
Road with a wall rising to 8.4 metres and
then a steep pitched third storey which,
within about one metre of the boundary,
rises to 12.2 metres. Fails to mention either
the 8.4 metre and 12.2 metre figures (but
mentions everything else which seems to
minimise the problem).
Paras 6.4.8 and 6.4.9 Inaccurate. Fails to
mention policy Q15 Boundary Treatments
which specifies that rear garden treatments
should not exceed 2 metres.

Para 6.4.10 Misleading. Draws a conclusion
having carefully ignored salient facts (actual
heights of boundary treatments and the
relevant policy Q15 Boundary Treatments.
Para 6.4.11 Misleading. Residents have
expressed concerns about the noise from
the site which, under these proposals,
would extend hours of use from 9am to
6pm to 7am to 12 midnight. Point ignored
and not addressed.
Para 6.5.3 Inaccurate. There is no proposal
to amend access to pedestrian and cycle
access only.

Para 6.5.5 Disingenuous. Fails to deal with
the issue of how waste bins can get from
the development onto the road when their
path is blocked by the anticipated parked
car and the drop-kerb is removed.
Para 6.5.9 Inaccurate. Repeats the
inaccurate statement that the access is
pedestrian only.
Para 6.5.11 Disingenuous. Mentions getting
bins out of the gate but not how they would
get onto the road. Also fails to mention the
narrowing of the alleyway approaching the

Response
affect the rear parts of the gardens and as
such the impact upon privacy is considered
to be acceptable.
The pitched roof of this part of the building
rises from approximately 2.8m at the eaves
to approximately 6.01m at the point where it
joins the flat roof. The flat roof would start
approximately 2.7m from the site boundary.
The building adjacent to the boundary with
122 Kennington Road would have an eaves
height of approximately 6.01m and a ridge
height of approximately 9.8m as measured
from the submitted drawings. See para
6.4.20

The new external walls of the building
would be constructed adjacent to the
existing boundary walls. Notwithstanding
this it is not considered that policy Q15 was
intended to preclude situations where the
wall of a building also forms the boundary
to the site.
As above

It is acknowledged that residential
occupiers would be on site for a longer
period than those working within the current
buildings, however, residential use should
not give rise to unacceptable level of noise.
The access to the site would be closed to
vehicular traffic. As noted above it is likely
that cyclists would pass through the
entrance gate on foot due to the need to
open and close the gate.
Refuse bins will be collected in the same
way as other residential refuse bins are
collected from Walnut Tree Walk, or any
other street which does not have a dropped
kerb.
This paragraph has been amended. As
stated above vehicular access to the site
would cease.
These issues have been addressed at para
6.5.11
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property caused by the placement of the
bins and the cycle store.
6.5.16 Inaccurate. There are two balconies
overlooking the China Walk Estate on the
northern boundary, not one. The conclusion
about not prejudicing future development
because there is “only one” balcony is thus
unsound.

6.10.2 Disingenuous. The five “small”
rowan trees actually qualify for protection
as they have substantial trunks. They are
protected within the Walcot Conservation
area and the committee is not being asked
to approve their destruction in appropriate
terms.
6.10.3 Disingenuous. Five trees can be
destroyed because they have “limited
visibility from the public realm”. The entire
existing building complex which, from 90%
of viewpoints makes a positive contribution
to the Walcot Conservation area, is to be
demolished because its fascia (easily
amended to blend in) is considered
“neutral” even when this too has limited
visibility from the public realm. Officers’
arguments on this point are self-defeating.
6.10.4 Inaccurate. The windows of units 4
and 8 face the tree in the garden of 60
Walnut Tree Walk. The windows in units 6
and 9 face the tree in the garden of 114
Kennington Road. The windows of units 1
and 5 face the trees in the gardens of 53-56
Walnut Tree Walk. The conclusion of the
Tree Officer is thus invalid that “no conflict
could arise”.
6.10.5 Disingenuous. The Tree Officer
cannot have any conclusions on the trees in
the gardens of 60 Walnut Tree Walk and
122 Kennington Road because the
Arboricultural report states they have not
been examined. Their location is
approximately represented as best.

6.10.6 Disingenuous. The conclusion is
recorded that the area is an “Area of
Deficiency of Access to Nature” and yet the
destruction of 5 mature trees is

Response

The balcony referred to in paragraph 6.5.16
is the one serving proposed Unit 5 which
would directly overlook the adjacent
playground. The balconies to proposed
Units 6 and 9 each have one edge that
would adjoin the triangular piece of land
occupied by an electricity substation which
lies between the application site and the
communal areas of the adjacent estate.
The Tree Officer has confirmed that the
stems of these trees are just over the
minimum size that would qualify for
protection within a conservation area.
Notwithstanding this the trees are
considered to be of limited amenity value.
See para 6.10.3
Officers remain of the view that the trees
have limited visibility from the public realm.
As stated above officers remain of the view
that the existing buildings make a neutral
contribution to the character of the
conservation area.

It is acknowledged that some windows in
the proposed development would face
towards trees in adjacent gardens however
it is considered that the degree of
separation is sufficient. See paragraph
6.10.5

The methodology used in the tree survey
has been explained and the Tree Officer
has agreed this approach. Furthermore the
proposed buildings would not encroach
beyond the footprint of the existing
buildings and at the south eastern corner of
the site the built area would be reduced. As
such it is not anticipated that the
construction would have any significant
impact upon trees within the adjacent
gardens. See para 6.10.3
The proposals, including the removal of
these trees, have been assessed by the
Council’s Ecologist and have been found to
be acceptable. See paras 6.10.4 and 6.10.7
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recommended. There is no logic to these
arguments.
7.1 Inaccurate. Draws the conclusion that
policy ED2 should be overridden without
providing any “material considerations” to
support the case.

Response

This paragraph has been amended to
reflect the material considerations that have
been taken into account in making the
recommendation.
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Appendix 2: Comments received following consultation commenced on 5 May
2016
Summary of objections
Garden walls should be maintained to the
existing height and the development should
not afford easier access to trespassers
The mass and height of the scheme
damages the setting of the conservation
area, and views into, and out of the site, and
its distinctiveness, contrary to Lambeth Plan
policy Q5, and the requirement that any
development must "preserve or enhance" a
conservation area, policy Q 22.
Lambeth produced a Draft Character
Appraisal of the Walcot Conservation Area
(this 770 sqm site is part of it) in January
2016, inviting comments by mid-March. We,
and others commented on the draft. We
pointed out that the writer was not aware of
this site, stating (para 4.1) "there are no
significant development opportunities within
the conservation area", and invited the
Conservation Team to visit. They have not
taken up this invitation.
In the Officer's report supporting this
application, the Conservation team "has no
objection" to the proposal, requiring
conditions relating to materials. This is very
thin as a professional Conservation
judgement on such a sensitive area and we
request the PAC seek supporting data.
It also appears procedurally wrong. A
significant site is proposed to be developed
before it has even been described in an
Appraisal, or (as far as we can see) visited
and evaluated as to its character and
distinctiveness.
Architectural History Practice report (May
2016) commissioned by local residents notes
with surprise that the Heritage Statement
considers the proposals will enhance the
conservation area and states (section 4.7) "It
is not clear how a significant increase on the
existing scale, previously acknowledged to
be appropriate for this location, would
constitute enhancement"
The Executive Summary of this report
emphatically concludes: In summary, the

Response
The applicant has confirmed that the
garden walls will be retained.
An assessment of the impact of the
development upon the conservation
areas is included at paras 6.2.21 –
6.2.26

The term ‘significant’ in this context
is
a
major
development
opportunity. Officers do not consider
the application site to be a major site
for the purposes of the conservation
area character appraisal. The team
leader of the Conservation and
Design team has visited the site.

The team leader of the Conservation
and Design has provided advice on
this case. He knows the site and has
already visited. There has been
extensive pre-application discussion
and the scheme has evolved over
that period in response to officer
advice.
The character appraisal is separate
from planning policy. There is no
requirement for a site to be included
in the appraisal before it can be
developed.
Officers do not agree that the
scheme results in a ‘significant
increase on the existing scale” would
result.

Officers do not agree that harm will
result.
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proposal would have a harmful impact on
heritage assets and their setting. It offers no
public benefits that could not be achieved by
other, less harmful means. The proposals do
not therefore accord with the development
plan, or with national legislation and policy
governing heritage assets and their setting.
Accordingly, planning permission should be
refused."
The Daylight and Sunlight report by GVA has
tables showing the light effects of the scheme
on various floors of houses on Kennington
Road. In all cases on Kennington Road it
completely omits the lower or garden floor,
which can be expected to suffer the greatest
light diminution. This is an incomplete report.
Nor does it measure the effects of the greater
built mass on light in the rear gardens of
Walnut Tree Walk. It correctly states that no
overshadowing would occur, but the rise to 2
stories on our boundary would mean
significant ambient light would be lost
resulting in a loss of amenity and sense of
enclosure.
A secondary controlled access door is
recommended in the officer's report. Is a
revised plan to be submitted? This
particularly affects the siting of the bike and
refuse shelters (which should be elsewhere)
and the congestion in the entrance way.

The siting contravenes Lambeth Plan
policies Q6 and Q 12, which require a store
to be in an "enclosed, lockable space", and
"fully integrated into the building".
Arboricultural Report 23 March 2016. The
Report wrongly claims (section 4.11) that the
proposed building will be further from the
Walnut Tree ("T 10"), than the current

Response
As no harm will result no public
benefits are required by planning
policy.
Officers consider this is a complaint
scheme.

The report has been updated and it
has been confirmed at para 6.4.7
that the impact on the basements at
Kennington Road have been
assessed.

The assessment carried out in
respect of loss of light to gardens
has been carried out in accordance
with the BRE guidance and it has
been concluded that there would be
no significant loss of amenity. The
impact upon outlook and sense of
enclosure has been assessed at
paras 6.4.17 – 6.4.21
The comments of the Design out
Crime officer in relation to an earlier
version of the Secured by Design
statement noted that ‘as the post
strategy is not stated, a secondary
access
controlled
door
is
recommended at the communal
entrance area to create a secure
foyer’. However further details of
security measures have since been
provided including details of mail
delivery facilities and the Design out
Crime officer is satisfied with these
details. As such the secondary door
will not be required.
An assessment of the suitability of
the proposed cycle stores is
included at para 6.2.13. Further
details of the cycle storage would be
secured by condition.
Noted. The part of the building in
question would be no further away
from tree T10 however as the
proposed building would not extend
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Response
building. This is not the case as the plans beyond the footprint of the existing
show. The proposed building directly abuts building at this point is not
the boundary.
considered that there would be an
unacceptable impact upon this tree.
The
Arboricultural
Impact
Assessment has been updated to
correct this point.
Drainage. The proposed building has a very Details of rainwater goods would be
steeply pitched roof, to the South West, requested by condition.
directly giving onto the boundary wall of our
property, and drainage would be a problem.
This needs to be addressed and is omitted.
PV panels are an added feature from the last The visual impact of these panels
application, compromising the planned living has been assessed and has been
roofs on the south west of the development. found to be satisfactory. The
Such panels are not characteristic of the Conservation and Design officer has
area. The PAC and officers have already raised no objection,
been advised in the Energy Strategy Report
that "as the application site is located in a
conservation area, PVs may not be suitable
due to aesthetic reasons". Indeed, a Walnut
Tree Walk resident was not permitted to put
solar panels on their house roof in 2007, until
it was demonstrated that they would not be
visible. This rule should also apply to the
Applicant. These panels, within the
conservation area, would be visible to
residents in Minton, Derby and Wedgewood
houses, and to Walnut Tree Walk; that is, up
to 80 residents. They would also raise the
profile of the building. PAC may wish to
refuse permission for these panels.
The officer's report (section 6.5.5) This has been clarified at para 6.5.5
recommends the "reinstatement of the kerb
at the entrance to the site". First, this is a
Victorian, or earlier, cobbled carriageway,
and no kerb would be "reinstated". Second, it
is not clear whether this would affect the
adjacent China Walk Estate carriageway,
part of the same stretch of cobbled way. The
cobbled way has own heritage value. There
has been no Conservation comment on this.
The PAC should not infer that there used to
be a kerb there or that the removal of the
cobbled way would be of benefit.
A diagram has been submitted which A full assessment of the impact of
assesses the massing of the proposal. This the scale and mass of the proposals
raises issues of loss of daylight / visible sky; and the on the amenity of
overbearing impact especially in lower floors
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and gardens; loss of subordination as
proposal level with mansard roof of adjacent
properties; overall scale and mass is just too
big for the site; setting of listed building and
conservation area harmed by scale of the
proposed development; notes sloping
gardens to Walnut Tree Walk properties; rear
extension to 59 Walnut Tree Walk not shown.

Response
neighbouring occupiers is provided
in the report.
The presence of the extension at No
58 is noted in para 6.4.18 of the
report.
Revised sections have been
submitted which show the ground
levels adjacent to the site
boundaries.
A comparison between the massing
of the existing and proposed
buildings is provided at paras 6.2.4 –
6.2.6 in relation to design and at
paras 6.4.18 – 6.4.21 in relation to
outlook. The assessment of the
impact upon heritage assets has
been expanded. See paras 6.2.16 –
6.2.39

Mura's heritage statement contains many
inaccurate and misleading statements e.g.
that:
- "The overall scale is not dissimilar to the
existing development on the Site, although
the massing is decreased slightly". In fact, the
scale is significantly increased; the footprint
may be slightly reduced, but the overall
massing/perception of bulk is substantially
increased on account of the new two and
three storey elements (see the images of the
computer model used for the daylight
readings);
- "The new buildings will be a marked
improvement in quality and form on the
existing buildings without any notable change
to height and less overall massing." No: there
is no such improvement - but there is a very
notable increase in the height and the
massing/overall perception of bulk is greatly
increased.
The conclusion of the officer's report (last
time round) - that the proposed development
would result in no harm to the conservation
area - seems to be predicated on its backland
setting meaning that any harm will not be
seen. It does not properly take into account
the merits of the existing buildings, or the
issues of setting generally or the importance
of views from within the site, across it or from
public spaces and passages in and through
the China Walk Estate.
The draft character appraisal recognises the Accepted. Officers the scheme will
contribution made by the houses on Walnut cause no harm.
Tree Walk - "the earliest buildings in the
conservation area" - and Kennington Road
and also by the mature gardens to the front
and rear of them which "are an important
feature of the conservation area and make a
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highly positive contribution". It also
recognises the value of rear elevations. If the
current appraisal were to be settled as a
conservation statement, this development
would be contrary to it.
Strangely, 52 Walnut Tree Walk is not
mentioned. It seems as if it is being excluded
so that it can be sacrificed to development.
That
is
completely
unacceptable.

Response

The site was not deliberately
excluded but appears to have been
overlooked in drafting the appraisal.
As set out above the site is not
considered to constitute a significant
development site for the purposes of
the draft character assessment.
We have commissioned an independent A full response to this heritage
heritage impact assessment from the assessment is provided at paras
Architectural History Practice. That report is 6.2.31 – 6.2.36.
being submitted directly to Lambeth's
planning and conservation officers. It
concludes that the proposed scheme does
not accord with the local development plan or
with national legislation and policy governing
heritage assets and their setting - and that
accordingly planning permission should be
refused.
The increases in height - of between 2 and 3 A comparison between the massing
metres - have a material adverse impact. For of the existing and proposed
example, by numbers 57-58 Walnut Tree buildings is provided at paras 6.2.4 Walk the existing buildings are one storey 6.2.6 in relation to design and at
rising to a single point under a slightly pitched paras 6.4.18 – 6.4.20 in relation to
pyramid roof. The proposed development is outlook.
two storey, steeply pitched and offers up a
bulky flank right up to the boundary of the
site. Because of the steep pitch, the
proposed development is already 2 metres
higher than the existing building, just 2
metres in from the boundary. This results in
unacceptable overbearing (as well as loss of
visible sky and daylight).
At the back of the Kennington Road See response above in relation to
properties
(especially
116-122),
the overbearing impact. The impacts
proposed development is approximately one upon sunlight and daylight are
and half times the height of the existing assessed at paras 6.4.4 – 6.4.10
buildings. Again this leads to considerable
overbearing, as well as loss of visible sky and
afternoon sunlight.
Mura's section drawings are misleading. Revised sections have been
None of them show the basements of the submitted
which
show
the
properties on Walnut Tree Walk or basements and extensions of
Kennington Road or their outbuildings/rear neighbouring properties.
extensions. Please compare section G-G
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with the more faithful representation that I
have prepared (attached).
The proposed scheme is not secure by
design because it presents a low wall at the
boundary with the public space/thoroughfare
through the China Walk Estate which could
easily be scaled, allowing access to the site
and - through back gardens - all the
properties on Walnut Tree Walk and
Kennington Road. Ann Burroughs of the Met
Police commented that "the design of these
buildings creates a number of areas that are
vulnerable to easy climbing access".
The vast majority of site traffic would be too
large to access the site (and change
direction). Therefore, nearly all the traffic will
end up going all the way down Walnut Tree
Walk (largely single lane), round the tight
corner with Lambeth Walk (where there has
already been an incident) and down Fitzalan
Street, right past the main entrance to the
Walnut Tree Walk primary school and the
public play areas and open spaces opposite
it. Even if peak drop off/collection times at the
school are avoided, this is an accident
waiting to happen.
Mura's own energy statement acknowledges
that "As the application site is located within
a conservation area and is overlooked by
listed buildings, PV's may be visually
unacceptable due to aesthetic reasons". On
what basis are they deemed acceptable for
the conservation area and the setting of the
listed buildings in it?
The top elevation Proposed Elevations 1 4393/P/230 G - is inaccurate. The top
elevation specifically states by the portion of
wall shown at the back of no 59 Walnut Tree
Walk "existing brick wall to be retained to
original height". But this wall (which
continues along the boundary of the site with
no 60) is approximately 3.9 metres high - and
is shown in Mura's elevation and other
images at about half that height.
No basement readings are provided for the
Kennington Road properties; and, on the
basis that the reduction in the basement of 58
Walnut Tree Walk is stated to be 19.45% how
can the reduction in the basement of 57

Response

Additional information in relation to
security has been provided and the
Design out Crime Officer is satisfied
with the proposals.

A construction management plan
has been submitted which details
how the construction operation will
be managed. The Transport officer
has confirmed that this is acceptable
as a draft subject to a final version
being secured by a condition.

This issue has been addressed
above.

The applicant has confirmed that the
boundary walls shown on the
submitted drawings are based on
surveys of the existing walls and
these are drawn to their full height.
The applicant has reiterated that the
walls to neighbouring properties will
be retained to their original height.

The
basement
windows
to
properties in Kennington Road have
been assessed. Please see para
6.4.7.
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Walnut Tree Walk be only 1.64%? Given that
there is currently no building at the boundary
of 57, but under the proposed scheme there
would be two storey element right across the
back of the property, this cannot be correct.

Response
A further letter has been provided by
the applicant’s consultants which
confirms that the difference between
the readings for the two properties is
due to a difference in the internal
layouts of the properties namely the
depths of the rooms tested.
As was demonstrated prior to the Planning The report has been amended to
Applications Committee on 12th April, address these issues.
numerous resident comments on this
scheme were ignored in the Officers' Report
presented to the Committee. I believe the
objections I have made remain valid and I will
expect to see them all properly considered
and analysed when this matter returns for the
Committee's further consideration.
I believe the Departure from the The reasons why the application is
Development Plan relates to the requirement being recommended for approval as
to market these commercial premises for a departure from the development
employment use for at least a year prior to plan are explained at paras 6.11.1 applying for change of use. If that is the case, 6.11.3 of the report.
the community is entitled to know the
rationale and legality of this Departure which
would be perverse when there is such urgent
demand for employment and employment
space in this area.
The new Mayor has said he intends to An assessment of the scheme’s
impose the 40% affordable housing ability to provide affordable housing
requirement in new developments. I trust is provided at paras 6.1.9 – 6.1.12 of
therefore that, if this development is the report.
approved, it will be conditional upon the
provision of 40% of affordable housing.
The Architectural History Practice has
submitted a detailed Heritage Impact
Assessment which concludes: "in summary,
the proposal would have a harmful impact on
heritage assets and their setting. It offers no
public benefits that could not be achieved by
other, less harmful means. The proposals do
not therefore accord with the development
plan, or with national legislation and policy
governing heritage assets and their setting.
Accordingly, planning permission should
be refused."
This developer has now made six
applications for different developments of this
site but has not once consulted either the

This matter has been addressed
above

Whilst it is good practice for
developers to carry out preapplication
consultation
with
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immediate neighbours or the local community
prior to submitting the applications
My house in Walnut Tree Walk backs directly
onto the site and shares a boundary wall with
it, but the developer has not surveyed the
wall or consulted on the plan to put a two
storey building slap up against the listed
boundary wall where there is now an open
space. And yet their website says: "After
consulting with community residents and
other stakeholders we design energy efficient
homes that enhance their surroundings, both
aesthetically and environmentally." There
has been no consultation prior to application.
It is not the case that the proposed homes
would enhance their surroundings. The new
buildings would spoil the visual amenity of the
Walnut Tree Walk residents abutting onto the
site whose gardens would be sandwiched
between the long standing, tall Georgian
terrace and the proposed new building. Being
nearly 3 meters higher than the existing
building, it would block the view of the backs
of the Kennington Road houses, the China
Walk estate and many of the backland and
garden trees as well as looming over their
back gardens. This is contrary to Policy Q2
para 10.3 of the Lambeth Local Plan.
The loss of privacy which will result from the
balconies and windows overlooking the back
gardens and the backs of the terrace houses
is contrary to Policy Q2.
The developer claims (Planning Statement
6.13) that "the hard play space and parking
courts of
Minton and Wedgewood
House...are not considered to be private
spaces that warrant protection" from
overlooking, but doesn't explain why that is
their opinion. A playground should have the
same entitlement to privacy as a back garden
in Walnut Tree Walk.
The developer has proposed a pathetic offsite contribution of £100,000 instead of
providing urgently needed affordable housing
as required by the Lambeth Local Plan Policy
H2. If the site is to be redeveloped for
residential use, I urge the Council to insist on
the proper amount of affordable housing
within the site or, if not, a financial

Response
neighbours there is no statutory
requirement for them to do so.
Noted. See comment above in
relation
to
pre-application
consultation.

Whilst planning policies do not seek
to protect private views the impact
upon visual amenity is a planning
consideration. This is addressed at
para 6.4.26.

The issue of privacy is addressed at
paras 6.4.13 – 6.4.15

This is addressed at para 6.6.4 of
the report.

An assessment of the scheme’s
ability to provide affordable housing
is provided at paras 6.1.9 –6.1.12 of
the report.
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contribution equivalent to 40% of the units
per the Lambeth Local Plan Policy H2.
The developer claims in its Planning
Statement 6.1 that the office use of the
existing building is "somewhat discordant
with the prevailing residential character of
this neighbourhood" but provides no
evidence for this. On the contrary, this
backland area has never been residential
and its recent use by the Imperial War
Museum for offices and archive storage
following on from the dairy which preceded it,
was entirely harmonious.
Prior to permission being given to rebuild for
residential use the site would have to have
been be marketed for commercial use as
required by Policy ED2 of the Lambeth Local
Plan but this has not happened.
The proposed building being inelegant and
significantly larger than the existing building
would completely change the character of the
backland destroying the sight lines, blocking
light and introducing light and noise pollution.
The design of the proposed building is not
distinctive and befitting of a conservation
area. The design is clearly compromised by
the limitations of the site and is
inappropriately bulky and looks random
rather than coherent and imaginative. For
example there appears to be no design
rhythm to the placing of the balconies which
are perhaps positioned to satisfy a planning
rather than a design need.
Lambeth Planning Policy Q12 (b) says refuse
storage areas should (i) "be fully integrated
into the building ..or be located well away
from residential accommodation to avoid
harm to amenity and outlook." The proposed
plan does not meet this requirement.
Narrowing the entrance way by lining up bins
against the neighbouring garden wall and
away from the proposed new building is not
acceptable. It would be unsightly, unsafe and
simply dumps the problem on someone
else's
doorstep.

Response

These comments are noted however
this does not affect the assessment
of the scheme which has concluded
that the principle of residential
development is acceptable.

This is discussed at paras 6.1.2 6.1.3 and paras 6.11.1 -6.11.3 paras
of the report.

An assessment of the design of the
building is included at para 6.2.1 –
6.2.14 of the report and officers
consider the design to be
acceptable.

The design of the refuse storage
areas is discussed at para 6.2.13 of
the report.

Lambeth Planning Policy Q14 (e) says that An assessment against policy Q14 is
new buildings in backland sites will only be included at paras 6.2.3 – 6.2.8 of the
supported if (i) "the replacement buildings are report.
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sited to maintain or improve upon existing
neighbour relationships, (ii) any increases in
height (in relation to existing development on
the site) will not have any adverse impact (iii)
forms and heights remain subordinate to its
built context (iv) existing accesses are
maintained
and
adequately
provide
pedestrian access, vehicle turning and
access for fire appliances". The proposed
plan does not meet any of these
requirements - the replacement buildings
would be oppressive and unwelcome, they
would be significantly larger than the existing
buildings, they would not be subordinate to
the surrounding buildings and the only
access would be impeded by rubbish bins
potentially introducing bad smells, vermin
and general mess.
The first objection is to the scale of the
buildings planned for the site. They are
simply too big. They dwarf surrounding
houses, and from Kennington Road would
resemble a great prison wall looming over the
back gardens
Not only is the scale inappropriate so is the
design. This development bears no
relationship to the Georgian character of the
neighbourhood, and in addition it presents a
grave threat to the security of the surrounding
houses.
The adjoining balconies can be easily scaled,
giving access to the gardens and back doors
and windows of nearby houses

The development would also block light from
the people in the basement flats of these
buildings

In short the development is ugly, out of
proportion, and a security hazard.
A proposal to convert the existing buildings to
residential use would be acceptable to most

Response

These matters have already been
discussed in the responses above.

These matters have already been
discussed in the responses above.

The only access into the site would
be via a controlled access point at
the entrance in Walnut Tree Walk.
The balconies which are close to the
site boundaries would only be
accessible from the private amenity
spaces within the development. As
such it is not considered that there is
a significant risk of entry to adjoining
gardens from these balconies.
The
sunlight
and
daylight
assessment has included an
assessment of the impact upon
basements
in
neighbouring
properties.
These matters have already been
discussed in the responses above.
The applicant has confirmed that the
walls are to remain in place.
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if not all of the residents affected. But what
their demolition would mean is the
destruction of old garden walls, trees and
flowerbeds that in the case off number 122,
have been more than twenty years in the
making.
Advice from the Environment Agency dated
18/2 (existence of which unaccountably and
totally omitted from report to PAC on 12 April)
states clearly "We strongly recommend that
more vulnerable residential accommodation,
particularly sleeping accommodation, is
located on the first floor level and above."
This point has just been ignored by officers
and the latest plans show 6 bedrooms at
ground floor level. Numerous other points
raised by the Environment Agency have been
similarly
ignored.
The
Flood
Risk
Assessment - a "required" document for any
application (updated April 2016) - does not
address the Environment Agency's points
and it is thus not fit for purpose.
Advice from the Metropolitan Police dated
29/10 (existence of which unaccountably and
totally omitted from report to PAC on 12 April)
states clearly "The design of these buildings
creates a number of areas that are vulnerable
to easy climbing access" and "the cycle
storage has minimal natural surveillance from
the properties - recommended relocation to
an area within view of the majority of the
dwellings". There are other points. None of
these points is addressed in the updated
Secure by Design Statement (April 2016)
and, indeed, some are fundamental design
issues which just remain unaddressed. The
Secure by Design Statement and the scheme
itself are not fit for purpose.
A letter from the applicant's advisors (Savills
12/4)
demonstrates
clearly
the
inappropriateness of the Social Housing
review mechanism proposed for this
application. Officers failed to mention this in
their report to PAC of 12/4 alongside failing to
inform the PAC of the £100k unconditional
cash contribution offered by the applicant.
Officers are hiding key information from the
PAC.

Response

The
Environment
Agency’s
comments
on
sleeping
accommodation are noted at para
6.7.2 of the report and further
analysis is in relation to flood risk is
provided at para 6.7.5. The
Environment Agency raised no
overall objection to the scheme and
measures recommended by the
Environment Agency to manage the
flood risk will be secured by
condition.

The Design out Crime Officer’s initial
comments on the scheme were
summarised in the report. As set out
above additional information has
been received and the scheme is
now considered to be satisfactory in
this regard.

The letter was received after the
report was published. The issue of
the affordable housing review
mechanism is discussed at para
6.1.13
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Sections drawings submitted are totally
misleading (4393/P/242) as all the distances
measured for "overlooking" calculations are
not the shortest distances between the
vantage points from the proposed scheme to
the surrounding buildings. They are also
inaccurately labelled "no window or
overlooking" when the exact opposite is the
case.
Internal consultations on this project
generally make no reference to the relevant
Planning Policies contained in the Lambeth
Local Plan and thus Planning Officers,
Councillors and concerned residents have no
way of knowing whether officers from other
Lambeth Departments have considered all
the relevant issues
The Design and Access Statement (updated
28/4 and a "required" document for any
application) contains material inaccuracies describing the entrance way as "safe and
attractive for all residents" when it is narrow
and full of bins and cycle racks, and is directly
criticised by the Metropolitan Police (see B
above), containing a drawing (page 19) which
materially misrepresents the distances to
Wedgwood House on the China Walk Estate
and stating of the existing building "This
building is of no architectural or townscape
merit" in direct contradiction of the Heritage
Statement also submitted by the applicant.
This "required" document is not fit for
purpose.
Two supplementary letters (24/3 & 7/4) have
been obtained on Daylight/Sunlight matters
from GVA yet nothing has been done about
their main report's failure to assess basement
accommodation
in Kennington Road
properties nor the inaccuracies of the model
they are using (does not reflect plan changes
made). This is a "required" document and it
is not fit for purpose.
The "update" to the Construction Logistics
Plan of April 2016 involved only appending
updated drawings. It has been demonstrated
that this plan is not fit for purpose and fails to
address the specific problems presented by
this site. This cannot be rectified by attaching
a condition to a planning approval.

Response
Revised sections have been
submitted. Officers have assessed
the distances between windows in
the
development
and
in
neighbouring properties.

There is no requirement for internal
consultees to make reference to
planning
policies.
Consultees
provide advice based upon their
specialist areas and planning
officers use this advice to decide
whether proposals comply with the
policies.
Comments received in relation to the
revised proposal confirm that access
to the site is acceptable from a
security point of view.
Officers have assessed the merits of
existing building and consider that it
makes a neutral contribution to the
character of the conservation area.
The
submitted
drawings
are
considered to accurately represent
the distances between the proposed
development
and
surrounding
buildings.
This has been addressed in a
revised sunlight and daylight report.
This is addressed at para 6.4.7 of
the report.

As set out above the submitted
construction management plan is
considered to be acceptable subject
to a final version being secured by
condition.
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There really is no point in pursuing this faulty
application further. It should be rejected out
of hand. Everything connected with it is
improper. Documents are faulty. Officers'
opinions are faulty. The PAC has been
misled. External advice has been ignored.
As was demonstrated prior to the Planning
Applications Committee on 12th April,
numerous resident comments on this
scheme were ignored in the Officers' Report
presented to the Committee. I believe the
objections I have made remain valid and I will
expect to see them all properly considered
and analysed when this matter returns for the
Committee's further consideration.
I want to know the planning committee's
response to the following:

Response
The documentation submitted in
support of the application is now
considered to be sufficient to
determine the application. The
report has been revised to address
the omissions that were identified.
The report has been substantially
revised and the objections have
been addressed.

These matters have been addressed
in the responses above.

How can they justify a new building so out of A Members’ site visit has been
scale and character in a Conservation Area? arranged for 27 Jul 2016.
Demolition will destroy two adjacent walls of
my garden and some mature trees. This
would be unavoidable since my walls are
attached to the existing building at 52 Walnut
Tree Walk, and I urge the committee to come
and see for themselves.
Policy H2 requires funding for 4 social
housing units. This has not been done.
In policy D2 para 4.8 pre-application
discussions are stipulated. I have been
approached by Aitch twice, in each case
AFTER the applications were submitted.
Policy Q5 paras 10.12 to 10.18 provides a list
of failures by the developers, as they have
not paid any regard to the "distinctiveness" of
the Walcot and China Walk conservation
areas; nor have they responded to the "local
context and historic character... height and
massing... relationship with other buildings,
materials, architectural detailing". This is
especially apparent with regard to
fenestration. It is not an "excellent design" it
started as a jumble of buildings and has been
ineptly rehashed in an attempt accommodate
planners' comments; it does not "make a
positive contribution to the historic context" or
"enrich its locality and improve the quality of
people's everyday architectural experience".

This has been addressed in the
responses above.
This has been addressed in the
responses above.

This has been addressed in the
responses above and in the relevant
sections of the report.
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The current subservient form of the existing
buildings conforms to all these conditions,
however.
Policy Q9 deals with landscaping. The
developer's plans have no relationship with
the surrounding gardens, many of which will
be disturbed by demolition. I am not alone in
having protected trees in mine (their position
is marked wrongly on the developers plan,
and any demolition will kill them.) They are
proposing to remove some semi-mature
trees on their own site, they are not creating
"new habitats/areas of nature conservation";
they are proposing beds in permanent shade,
where plants are most reluctant to grow, they
are not providing "strong boundary
treatments" but instead unsightly high walls.

Response

The submitted Arboricultural Impact
Assessment has been checked and
the Tree officer is satisfied with this.
Further details of the proposed
landscaping will be secured by
condition and the suitability of the
proposed planting will be assessed
at that stage.
A further condition requires the
provision of measures to enhance
biodiversity.

The issue of boundary treatments is
discussed at para 6.2.10 of the
report.
The high blank wall proposed at the end of As above.
my garden has the height and aspect of a
prison wall. (South-east elevation - drawing
4393/P/231G) It is 8.5 metres, contravening
the 2 metre boundary stipulations made in
Policy Q15. "Increases in height" clearly have
the "adverse impact" that policy Q14 is
intended to protect us from. There is
absolutely no doubt that this proposal
compromises my - and others' - rear garden
amenity and has an "adverse cumulative
impact" on rear gardens (policy Q14 paras
10.53 and 10.54).
In relation to the impact at 122 Kennington The presence of sitting out areas in
Road - there are two sitting-out areas in the these gardens is noted however due
garden, because there are two households, to the position and inset design of
and that their "overlooking" measurements the balcony it is not considered that
(from the balcony in another proposed wall an unacceptable loss of privacy
abutting my property), are utterly misleading. would result.
No light readings have been taking from the This has been addressed in the
basements of Kennington Road, and for that responses above.
reason alone I believe the report to be
redundant.
The
proposed
development
(which This has been addressed in the
represents an increased wall height of almost responses above and in the relevant
three metres) will block out all sky currently sections of the report.
visible from the windows of the basement flat.
The Daylight and Sunlight report by GVA has This has been addressed in the
tables showing the light effects of the scheme responses above.
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on various floors of houses on Kennington
Road. In all cases on Kennington Road it
completely omits the lower or garden floor,
which can be expected to suffer the greatest
loss of light.
The Daylight and Sunlight report does not
measure the effects of the greater built mass
on light in the rear gardens of Walnut Tree
Walk.
It
correctly states that
no
overshadowing would occur, but significant
ambient light would be lost resulting in a loss
of amenity.

Response

The overshadowing assessment
examines the impacts of the
development upon available sunlight
to gardens in accordance with the
BRE guidance. An assessment of
the impact upon ambient light is not
required. The amenity impacts
arising from the massing of the
building have been assessed in
relation to outlook at paras 6.4.17 –
6.4.21
The Architectural History Practice report This has been addressed in the
(May commissioned by local residents, responses above.
examines in great detail the Heritage
Statement commissioned by the Applicant. It
categorically concludes that the Application
should not be approved, as it is in
contravention of the Lambeth Plan,
legislation and national policy governing
heritage assets.
As was demonstrated prior to the Planning The report has been revised and the
Applications Committee on 12th April, objections have been addressed.
numerous resident comments on this
scheme were ignored in the Officers' Report
presented to the Committee. I believe the
objections I have made remain valid and I will
expect to see them all properly considered
and analysed when this matter returns for the
Committee's further consideration.
My initial observation of the Revised The Transport officer has confirmed
Construction Logistics Plan, is that that this document is acceptable as
it is very much a boiler plate CPL and a draft. A final version will be
contains very little detail - which I hope will be secured by a condition.
provided and debated before any works can
proceed.
The CPL does however beg several
questions - some of which I list below:
4.5 gated access - will the listed gates remain
in place throughout the works - or will they be
replaced by a temporary barrier and then
restored
on
completion?
4.7 How many parking bays must be
suspended? The hundreds of people who live
in WTW will still have to live and park there.
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Response
5.4 who are the 'relevant parties' to be
consulted when the CPL is varied?
5.16 no mention of where skips will be sited on
street
or
on
site?
6.4 necessary Road alterations sound
alarming - but no detail provided.
6.5 'large construction plant and machinery
delivery' may require road closures - makes
me wonder how plant of such a scale will
enter the site through a 3m x 2.9m tunnel?
6.7 pedestrian route closures - are not
specified
Site Access Plans A and B assume these
large vehicles will turn in WTW - where in
practice it is hard to turn round a car.
The recognised needs for office space and
employment opportunities locally has not
been properly tested according to statutory
requirements.
The image in this plan of the only access to
the dwellings under my flying freehold, does
not show the proposed bin stores and cycle
park - which the Applicant and his PR Agent
assured me would be moved from this
entrance which is directly under my kitchen
window - and us such the image submitted to
the Council gives a false picture and breaks
the agreement made with me personally.
The construction plan was not included and
as all demolition will have to be conveyed
through the small tunnel under my house originally designed for a horse and cart - it is
a considerable worry to me and the safety of
my building. I have invited officers and any
members of the PAC to view the site and the
small access area but to my knowledge this
invitation has not yet been taken up.
The Report states the pavement at the
entrance will be 'reinstated' and a parking
space added - there has never been a
pavement outside the site and the existing
cobbled road is documented in photographs
taken of the entrance to the dairy as it then
was, in 1890. This is a local heritage matter
and a raised pavement and kerb will have to
be crossed by cyclists.

This is addressed at paras 6.11.1 6.11.3 of the report.

The location of the bin stores and
cycle stores is shown on drawing
4393/P/221L.
The location of these stores is
assessed in the report and is
considered to be acceptable.

The construction management plan
explains that small vehicles will be
used for this purpose and this is
considered to be satisfactory. The
access is considered large enough
to accommodate cars and small
vans.
A site visit has been arranged for 27
July.
This has been clarified at para 6.x of
the report. Cyclists will need to
negotiate the entrance gates and so
are likely to wheel their bicycles out
of the site onto the road rather than
ride directly out of the site onto the
street.
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Railway Arches 571 To 609 Facing Brixton Station Road And Atlantic Road
Between Brixton Road And Popes Road, London
Application Number: 16/00868/FUL
Case Officer: Magdalena Kotyza
Ward: Coldharbour
Date Received: 12.02.2016
Proposal: Refurbishment and redevelopment of railway arches between Brixton Road and Pope's
Road along Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road. Works include change of use of 9 arches and
alterations to existing units to provide a mix of A1, A3 and A4 uses within 26 units and 13 kiosks;
installation of new arch infills/shopfronts; creation of a new pedestrian link between Atlantic Road
and Brixton Station Road through arches 577 and 604, refurbishment of the station walkthrough and
associated works.
ADDRESS:

Drawing numbers:
Existing:
2960/A/0001 rev.P02 (Location Plan)
2960/A/1000 rev.P02 (Existing site Plan)
2960/A/1150 rev.P02 (Existing Use Classes)
2960/A/2000 rev.P01 (Brixton Station Road –
Existing Elevation)
2960/A/2001 rev.P01 (Atlantic Road – Existing
Elevation)
2960/A/2002 rev.P01 (Station Thoroughfare –
Existing Elevation)
Proposed:
2960/A/1100 rev.P01 (Proposed Site Plan)
2960/A/1151 rev.P03 (Proposed Use Classes)
2960/A/1104 rev.P01 (Refuse Strategy)
2960/A/2100 rev.P01 (Brixton Station Road –
Proposed elevations)
2960/A/2101 rev.P01 (Brixton Station Road –
Proposed part elevations)
2960/A/2200 rev.P01 (Atlantic Road – Proposed
elevations)
2960/A/2201 rev.P01 (Atlantic Road – Proposed
part elevations)
2960/A/2300 rev.P01 (Station thoroughfare –
Proposed elevations)

2960/A/2400 rev.P01 (Through Arch –
Proposed elevations)
2960/A/4200 rev.P01 (Detail – Atlantic
Road Typical Section and Elevation)
2960/A/4201 rev.P01 (Detail – Atlantic
Road LS Mash and Sons)
2960/A/4100 rev.P01 (Detail- Brixton
Station Road Typical Section and
Elevation)
2960/A/4400 rev.P01 (Detail – Through
Arch Kiosk and Unit 26)
2960-A-6101 P01 (3D View-Brixton Station
Road);
2960-A-6200 P01 (3D View-Atlantic Road) ;
2960-A-6400 P01 (3D View-Through arch –
Atlantic Road) ;
2960-A-SK027 P01 (3D View-Brixton
Station Road) ;
2960-A-SK028 P01 (3D View-Brixton
Station Road);
2960-A-SK029 P01 (3D View-Brixton
Station Road)

Documents:
Design and Access Statement by Haskoll;
Transport Assessment ref: 30657/D04b by TPP;
Tenant Management Strategy by Network Rail;
Statement of Community Involvement by Instinctif Partners;
Sustainability and Energy Efficiency Statement by Haskoll;
Planning Statement 1.0 by Network Rail;

RECOMMENDATION:
Grant conditional planning permission
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Applicant:

Agent:

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
1 Eversholt Street
London
London
NW1 2DN

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
1 Eversholt Street
London
London
NW1 2DN

SITE DESIGNATIONS
Relevant site designations:
Brixton Conservation Area
Brixton Major Centre Primary Shopping Area
Site 16 - Brixton Central (between the viaducts) SW9
NON-RESIDENTIAL LAND USE DETAILS
Site area

0.33 hectares

Use type
Retail (A1)
Professional Services (A2)
Food and Drink (A3)
Drinking establishment (A4)
Hot Food Takeaway (A5)
Sui generis
(money related)
Sui generis (mini cab)
Total floorspace

Existing floorspace
(Gross Internal sqm)
1,469
(1,595 inc. flexible)
25
187
176
3
281

Proposed floorspace
(Gross Internal sqm)
1,296
(1,433 inc. flexible)
43 (flexible)
552
(646 inc. flexible)
176
0
43 (flexible)

Difference
(sqm)
-173
(-162)
+18
+365
(+459 inc. flexible)
0
-3
-238

126 (flexi)

0

-126

2,346

2,162

-184

Cycle Parking

Other

0
0

0
0

PARKING DETAILS

Existing
Proposed

Car Parking Spaces
Standard
Disabled
0
0
0
0
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 0.32ha application site is triangular in shape and incorporates the arches underneath the mainline
railway viaducts fronting Brixton Station Road to the north and Atlantic Road to the south and encompasses
the pedestrian walkthrough to Brixton Railway Station. Part of the site falls within opportunity Site 16 ‘Brixton
Central (between the viaducts)’ as identified in the Lambeth Local Plan.
The proposal is for the refurbishment and redevelopment of the railway arches between Brixton Road and
Pope's Road along Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road including change of use of 9 arches and
alterations to existing units to provide a mix of A1, A3 and A4 uses within 26 units and 13 kiosks; creation of
a new pedestrian link between Atlantic Road and Brixton Station Road through arches 577 and 604;
installation of new arch shop fronts and refurbishment of the station walkthrough and associated works.
Officers consider that the proposed mix of land uses accords with the aspirations set out in the Local Plan for
this site. The proposals would result in a net increase of 2 retail units (Use Class A1) and 5 food and drink
related uses (Use Class A3/A4) which would result in retail units representing 66% of the total number of
units in the Brixton Primary Shopping Area, which is above the required minimum of 60%. The proportion of
food and drink related uses would increase to 22%, which is below the maximum threshold of 25% set out in
Policy PN3 (a). While the location of some of the food and drink related units would result in more than 2 in 5
consecutive units being in such a use in some instances, the proposals would largely replicate the existing
situation and would facilitate the return of existing tenants.
The applicant has committed to facilitate the return of the existing tenants on a stepped rent programme
(years 1-3 at a maximum of 50% of market rent in 2015, years 4 and 5 at a maximum of 75% of market rent,
years 6 and 7 at a maximum of 100% of market rent, and a rent review at year 8) which would be secured
through the provision of a Letting Strategy condition, details of which would have to be submitted and
approved prior to first occupation of the units. This ensures that the proposals would comply with Policy ED6
of the Local Plan which seeks to protect small shop premises.
In design terms, the proposed new shop front strategy relies on the use the same palette of materials and
overall design approach to tie the units together but allows for variation in the arrangement of these
components which reinforces the varied character that the arches already exhibit. The design of the shop
fronts includes integrated security measures, lighting and ventilation and allows for the addition of features
such as retractable canopies if required by the tenants. It is considered that the proposed scheme would
significantly improve the appearance of the site and enhance the character and appearance of the Brixton
Conservation Area.
The scheme proposes a new pedestrian link between Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road through
arches 577 and 604. This link responds well to the wider aspirations to improve connectivity through the
arches and reduce the existing congestion on Brixton Station Road and the existing though routes. The
proposed lighting scheme through the new and existing links as well as outside each of the units will impact
positively on the surrounding public realm. The scheme will also contribute to improving the existing cycle
parking provision around the application site.
Officers have assessed the proposals in relation to national, strategic and local policies contained within the
NPPF, London Plan and the Lambeth Local Plan and the application is recommended for approval, subject
to conditions.
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OFFICER REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: The application is reported to the Planning Applications
Committee due to the significant level of objections received against the proposals in
accordance with parts 3 and 4 of the Committee’s Terms of Reference.
1

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

1.1

The application site is triangular in shape and incorporates the arches underneath the mainline
railway viaducts fronting Brixton Station Road to the north and Atlantic Road to the south. The
application site also encompasses the pedestrian walkthrough within arches 572- 609, which provide
access to Brixton Railway Station which is located above the application site. The shop fronts within
the arches are of varied design and materials and there has been a range of alterations and
additions such as canopies, mechanical plant and advertisements.

Figure 1. The site and its surrounding context
1.2

Currently, the arches are predominantly in retail use (Use Class A1). Six arches are used for food
and drink related uses (Use Class A3) and one double frontage unit (facing both Brixton Station
Road and Pope’s Road) is used as a bar (Use Class A4). There are several units which are used for
Sui Generis uses including money shops, pawnbrokers and minicab offices. The site also contains a
church unit which is accessed through and ancillary to a bookshop. Some units are used flexibly
whereby the floorspace is shared between uses or where the units have been subdivided to create
smaller units, including one hot food takeaway (Use Class A5). One unit became vacant during the
application process.

1.3

The area surrounding the application site is of a mixed character. To the north of the site, on the
other side of Brixton Station Road is the Brixton Recreation Centre and mixed use properties
including commercial and some residential units on the upper floors. To the west of the site is Brixton
Road which is predominantly retail in this part as is Atlantic Road to the south. The site is in close
proximity to Brixton Market, including stalls on Brixton Station Road (immediately in front of the site),
on Popes Road (to the east of the site) and the entrance to Market Row immediately to the south of
the site.
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Figure 2. Application site – Atlantic Road frontage (Source: Google Streetview)

Figure 3. Application site – Atlantic Road frontage (Source: Google Streetview)
1.4

The application site is located within the designated Brixton Major Town Centre and its Primary
Shopping Area. The site does not contain any listed buildings but it is located within the Brixton
Conservation Area (CA26). The central and eastern part of the application site falls within Site 16
‘Brixton Central (between the viaducts)’ as allocated in Policy PN3 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

Figure 4. Existing internal layout and uses (as submitted by Network Rail)
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2

PROPOSAL

2.1

Planning permission is sought for the refurbishment and redevelopment of the railway arches
between Brixton Road and Pope's Road along Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road including:
 change of use of 9 arches and alterations to existing units to provide a mix of A1, A3 and A4
uses within 26 units and 13 kiosks;
 Creation of a new pedestrian link between Atlantic Road and Brixton Station Road through
arches 577 and 604
 Installation of new arch infills/shop fronts;
 Refurbishment of the station walkthrough and associated works.

2.2

Table 1 below shows details, including locations, of the proposed change of use of existing arches:
Proposed
unit no.
K8 and K9

Floorspace
(sqm)
30

25

89

10

85

5 and 17

115.9

582

16

54

Hairdressers (A1)

584

14

39

Retail (A1)

585

1

56

Estate agent/mini cab
office/pawnbrokers
(A2/Sui Generis)

Between
575 and
606

26

137

Church (ancillary to
bookshop)

Restaurant/Café (A3)

606

22

88.8

Retail (A1)

Restaurant/Café (A3)

Arch No
572
573
(rear part)
575
581

Figure 5. Proposed internal layout and uses

Existing use (Use
Class)
Café (A3)
Bookmaker
(Sui Generis)
Hairdressers/Minicab
office (A1/Sui Generis)
Pawnbroker (Sui
Generis)

Proposed use (Use
Class)
Retail (A1)
Retail (A1)
Restaurant/Café (A3)
Retail (A1)
Retail/food and drink
(A1/A3)
Retail/food and drink
(A1/A3)
Retail (A1)
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2.3

The proposed new pedestrian link between Atlantic Road and Brixton Station Road in arches 577
and 604 would cover approximately 116sqm and run along the eastern side of the arches occupying
approximately half of their width. The majority of the link would be approximately 4m wide (3.8m4.2m) with two restricted points in the central part where the width would be reduced to 1.9m and
2m. Seven new retail kiosks would be created alongside the western side of the arches with fully
glazed frontages facing the passage. The passage would also provide entrances to the proposed
Unit 26. Security grilles would be provided at each end of the entrance to the pedestrian link and
would be closed after trading hours.

Figure 6. New pedestrian link cross-section and elevation from Atlantic Road
2.4

In terms of physical improvements, the refurbishment of the existing arches includes the removal of
all external modern additions and arch infills and installation of new shop fronts. Internally, all units
would be stripped back, repaired and new floors and services would be installed. The new shop
fronts facing Brixton Station Road would be set back from the front building line by 0.6m to provide a
cover to the area immediately in front of each unit. Each new shop front is predominantly glazed with
louvered panels on each side to provide ventilation and additional high level louvers for units
occupied by food and drink related uses (Use Class A3). A metal fascia is also proposed to conceal
an internal roller shutter. A lighting scheme includes recessed LED uplighters at ground level.
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Signage would be contained within the arch recesses but full details have not been provided at this
stage.

Figure 7. Image and elevation showing refurbished arch and shop fronts on Brixton Station Road
2.5

The improvements to the Atlantic Road frontage include the retention of the existing mosaic tiling to
the arch tops while and the existing triangular mosaic panels between the arches would be replaced
with a ceramic tile. The shop fronts would be set back 0.32m from the face of the arches and the
design of individual shop fronts would vary but generally consist of areas of glazing, glazed bricks,
metal channels and louvers. A horizontal metal canopy is proposed for each unit which would
provide screening for internal open lattice shutters and also could accommodate a retractable
canopy. The lighting strategy includes recessed LED uplighters at ground level within the arch
recess and within the metal canopy and new light fittings are proposed to the underside of the station
canopy which would also be renovated.
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Figure 8. Image and elevation showing refurbished arch and shop fronts on Atlantic Road
2.6

The proposals include improvements to the existing station walkthrough, mainly the refurbishment of
the existing commercial units and the installation of new roller shutters for the kiosks which would
remain as open frontage units. The walkway would be cleaned and redecorated while the existing
two murals would be retained. The proposals do not involve any alterations to the station itself which
is not included within boundaries of the application site.
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Figure 9. Cross-section and elevations through existing station walk-through (proposed)

2.7

Amendments

2.7.1

During the course of the assessment clarification was sought in respect of certain issues and a
number of amendments have been made to the proposals. Updated plans and additional documents
were submitted during the application process. These amendments included:
 The use of Arch 583 was to be changed to Use Class A1/A3 but this element of the scheme
has been removed from the proposals and the use of this unit is to remain as existing
(A1/A2/Sui Generis money services);
 Originally the proposals did not include a change of use of the kiosks within Arch 572 but the
revised plans include a change of use from Use Class A3 (restaurants and cafes) to A1
(retail); and
 Provision of a Refuse Strategy.

2.7.2

All amendments have been reflected in the list of plans and documents for approval.
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3

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

Application site:

3.1.1

Planning permission ref: DC/RM/M/10742 - No 18 Brixton Station Road - Installation of new
shopfront at No 18 Brixton Station Road – Granted 11/12/1964.

3.1.2

Planning permission ref: DC/AC/EDC/20401 – No 28 Brixton station Road – Installation of shopfront
and use as a Dry Cleaners. Granted 08/06/1967.

3.1.3

Planning permission ref: 0352/84/18051/2 – Arches Nos. 578-585 and 604-611 Atlantic Road – The
installation of new shopfronts and external alterations. Granted 19/04/1984.

3.1.4

Planning permission ref: DC/92/2264/SW/33005 – Arch between 18 Brixton Station Road and 13
Atlantic Road – change of use from retail to amusement centre with prize bingo and retailing allowed
on appeal 02/04/1993.

3.1.5

Planning permission ref: 94/2384/33665 – Arch 579, 18 Brixton station Road – Change of use to a
snack bar/restaurant with the installation of a new shopfront, Granted 5/12/1994.

3.1.6

Planning permission ref: 04/02201/FUL – Arch 573 - The change of use from retail (A1) to restaurant
(A3), including installation of front vent extract. Granted 10/11/2004.

3.1.7

Planning permission ref: 08/04825/FUL – Arch 585 - Change of Use from (Use Class A1) Computer
Sales and Service to part A1 and part Private car hire/mini cab office. Allowed on Appeal
21/10/2009.

3.1.8

Planning permission ref: 11/01895/FUL - 9 Atlantic Road - Installation of new shopfront and roller
shutter. Refused 17.08.2011.

3.2

Other sites with the Brixton Primary Shopping Area where permissions for food and drink related
uses have been recently approved:

3.2.1

Planning permission ref: 16/00300/FUL - 36 Atlantic Road - Change of use from Class A1 (Retail) to
use Class A3 (Restaurant) including details of extraction and the erection of a single storey ground
floor rear extension. Granted 27.05.2016.

3.2.2

Planning permission ref: 15/03127/FUL - 240 - 246 And 248 - 250 Ferndale Road Demolition of the
rear office extension fronting Bellefields Road; demolition of the Stables building adjacent to the
Former Brixton Fire Station on Ferndale Road; construction of a four storey residential block of 11
units on land adjacent to Bellefields Road; relocation of Post Office (Class A1) from Toplin House to
a purpose-built building adjacent to the Former Brixton Fire Station on Ferndale Road; use of part
basement and part ground floors of Toplin House for composite cafe (A3) and bar (A4) use; use of
part ground floor of Toplin House for flexible retail (A1) and / or office (B1) use; extension of Toplin
House at part third, part fourth floor levels; external alterations to Toplin House and the Former
Brixton Fire Station; provision of terraces at first, third and fourth floors in association with the office
(B1) use of Toplin House; provision of associated plant, cycle parking and servicing areas; reprovision of electricity sub-station on Ferndale Road. Granted 19.08.2015.

3.3

Planning Performance Agreement and Members Technical Briefing

3.3.1

This application is the subject of a Planning Performance Agreement (PPA), setting out an
agreement between the Agent/Applicant and the Council on how the pre-application and application
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processes would be managed, thereby ensuring all relevant issues are ‘front-loaded’ prior to the
planning application submission. In entering into a PPA by no way means that a subsequent
application will be automatically approved, PPAs are used by Lambeth on schemes of this nature to
proactively and positively engage with developers to secure developments that improve the
economic, social and environmental conditions of the area; in accordance with the expectations
conferred upon LPAs by the NPPF.
3.3.2

The application was subject to a Technical Briefing session and site visit with the Planning
Applications Committee Members on 25 July 2016.
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4

CONSULTATIONS

4.1

Statutory and Non-Statutory Consultees

4.1.1

TFL Road Network Development – No objections subject to a condition relating to a Construction
Management Plan.

4.1.2

Transport/Highway – The officer requested additional information from the applicant and following its
review raised no objections subject to securing improvements to local cycle parking provision and
conditions relating to Delivery & Serving Management Plan, details of refuse and recycle provision.

4.1.3

Urban Design/Conservation - The officer requested clarifications from the applicant and following its
review raised no objections subject to conditions relating to construction detailing, samples of
materials and signage strategy.

4.1.4

Planning Policy – No objection.

4.1.5

Design Out Crime Officer – No objections subject to conditions relating to Secured by Design
Standards, CCTV details, Crime Prevention Strategy and Lighting which are recommended. The
Officer also asked to consider the following:
 a possible introduction of further late opening uses (i.e. food and drink) on Atlantic Road
Officer’s response: this is not considered possible due to land use issues further discussed
in section 6.1 of this report
 re-consideration of the proposed graffiti within the station walkthrough
Officer’s response: graffiti forms part of the existing character of the walkthrough and
therefore there is no objection in principle to this aspect of the proposals
 consideration of the management of dual entry arches
Officer’s response: this will be covered in the Crime Prevention Strategy to be secured by
condition

4.1.6

Metropolitan Police CTU – Suggest that blast resistant glazing is used in the proposals and that a
blast assessment is undertaken by the applicant.
Officer’s response: the applicant has been asked to consider the above recommendations and
advised that compliance with the above measures would not be economically feasible. Given the
nature, scale, and location of the proposals it is not considered necessary to secure compliance with
the suggested measures.

4.1.7

Regulatory Services - Food Safety – No objections but consideration should be given to:
 Defra guidance when finalising plans for ventilation systems
Officer’s response: to be secured by condition
 Further details relating to refuse and recycling facilities
Officer’s response: to be secured by condition
 Customer toilets to be provided in food and drink related units where substantial customer
seating is provided
Officer’s response: the applicant advised that tenants will be responsible for fitting out
individual units

4.1.8

Regulatory Services - Noise Pollution – No comments received.

4.1.9

Streetcare – No comments received.

4.1.10 Climate Integrated Solutions (Energy and Sustainability consultant): Concern that the submission
fails to demonstrate that the proposals cannot achieve the relevant BREEAM requirements.
Officer’s response: to be secured via condition
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4.1.11 Brixton Society – Objection raising the following issues:


Proposals fail to comply with Policy PN3 with regards to the proportion of retail and food and
drink related uses, the percentage of food and drink related units within the site is already
above 25% and the scheme would result in the proportion of retail units to be reduced to just
over 50%
Officer’s response: Policy PN3 applies to the whole of the Primary Shopping Area and not
just to the application site. In relation to the Primary Shopping Area the proposals continue
to maintain at least 60% of units as retail and not more than 25% as food and drink uses.
Refer paragraph 6.1.5 – 6.1.8.



The current application does not comply with policy ED6 because, while the majority of
existing retail units in the railway arches in Brixton Station Road and in Atlantic Road are
occupied by independent traders and have a gross floor area of less than 80 sqm, none of
the supporting documents submitted by the applicants and which are available on Council's
public website include any information about the rent levels that would be offered to
returning tenants or to new traders wishing to rent premises in the railway arches.
Officer’s response: The application has been assessed and is considered to be in
accordance with Policy ED6 (e). The applicant has submitted a Tenant Management
Strategy setting out a range of stepped rent levels to returning tenants over a period of 8
years. These are set out in paragraph 6.1.14 – 6.1.19 and secured via condition through a
Letting Strategy (refer Condition 3).

4.1.12 Friends Of The Earth - Objection raising the following issues:


Objection raised as no Equalities Impact Assessment undertaken. Network Rail are a public
body subject to the Equality Act 2010. This should also be consulted on.



Adverse impacts on the tenants and the communities they serve in terms of access to goods
and services. Higher rents will ‘effectively exclude’ businesses from returning.



Planning obligations should be sought in relation to cycle parking provision.



Scheme is incompatible with Policy PN3 (Brixton) and the role Brixton has to protect
multicultural and diverse town centre uses.
Officer response: The application has been assessed against all relevant planning legislation
and planning policy, which has been subject to a full Equalities Impact Assessment as part
of the preparation process. The provision of an Equalities Impact Assessment for this
particular application has not been sought as this is not a pre-requisite for a planning
application submission. However, officers did discuss equalities with Network Rail as part of
the pre-application process and the Tenant Management Strategy seeks to summarise those
aspects. The provision of cycle parking has been secured via condition (refer Condition 9).

4.1.13 The following groups were consulted but did not provide any comment: Brixton town Centre
Manager; Brixton Community Base; Regeneration Programme Officer; Brixton Business Forum;
Brixton Business Improvement Districts; Herne Hill Society; Loughborough Junction Action Group;
Minet Conservation Association; Central Brixton Housing Forum; Ward Councillors.
4.1.14 An objection from Helen Hayes MP was also received raising the following concerns:
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Objection raised. Currently home to 50 business and support 150 part and full time jobs. The
arches are integral to the identity of Brixton town centre and serve a local need. The arches
are in need of investment and improvement. However, it is regrettable that Network Rail
have neglected these arches for a number of years, both in terms of management of tenants
and physical care.



Objections to increase in the number of non-retail (A3/A4/A5) uses within the area resulting
in an over-concentration of such uses.



Construction and phasing concerns over the need for vacant possession and no alternative
space offered to tenants. The works will create a ‘dead-zone’ in the town centre while they
are taking place. A phased proposal would be preferable.



The proposed rent levels, even though they are stepped are still unaffordable to returning
tenants. The Council needs to secure affordable rental levels for the existing returning
tenants.



The application has not considered the impact on equalities or the protection of existing
businesses and the communities they serve.



The application should be determined by the Planning Applications Committee.
Officer response: The comments in relation to the existing businesses is noted and the poor
quality of the arches in terms of their appearance has been identified through the Brixton
Conservation Area Statement. The retention the existing food and drink uses and provision
of additional Class A3 uses has been assessed against Policy PN3 and are not considered
to result in an overconcentration of uses within the Primary Shopping Area. Officers have
noted the concerns regarding construction and phasing and have sought a detailed
construction environmental management plan (refer Condition 4) to ensure any adverse
impacts are minimised through an agreed methodology. The concerns regarding the
proposed rent levels are noted. However, officers are content that the proposed reductions
over an 8 year period are acceptable in line with Policy ED6. The provision of an Equalities
Impact Assessment for this particular application has not been sought as this is not a prerequisite for a planning application submission. However, officers did discuss equalities with
Network Rail as part of the pre-application process and the Tenant Management Strategy
seeks to summarise those aspects. The Chair of Planning Committee has agreed that this
proposal should be determined by the Planning Applications Committee.

4.2

Adjoining owners/occupiers

4.2.1

Letters were sent to occupiers of neighbouring properties (33). In addition, site notices (x5) were
displayed around the site from the 4th March 2016, and the application was advertised in the local
paper (Weekender Press) on the 4th March 2016. In response to the initial consultation 936 letters of
objection have been received.

4.2.2

A summary of the concerns raised is set out in the table below:
Summary of objections

Response

Land use – affordability of units
Loss of smaller units at affordable rents - contrary
to Policy ED6

Please see paragraphs 6.1.15 – 6.1.19
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Rent below market level will not be secured in
perpetuity

Officers have sought a proportionate
approach to the securing of reduced rent
levels for a period of 8 years for those
tenants wishing to return.

The scheme does not include affordable and
flexible workspace as required by PN3 (b)

The scheme includes a mix of uses which
are considered to be compatible with the
town centre location of the site. The site is
not currently used for business related uses
(falling within B class uses) and as such
policies relating to provision of business
related units are not applicable in this case.
With regards to small retail units, please refer
to part 6.1 of this report.

The scheme fails to comply with the objectives
outlined in paragraphs 11.21 and 11.32 of the
Local Plan.

The scheme is considered to comply with the
relevant policies of the Local Plan (see part
6.1 of this report) and therefore supports the
key objectives of the Local Plan, including
those relating to Brixton area.

Traders’ rent should stay the same for 2 years,
rents should not increase.

There is no planning policy basis on which to
secure this.

Legal guarantees should be given to tenants that
rents and leases will not change

There is no planning policy basis on which to
secure this. The implementation of the
stepped rent programme for the existing
tenants will be secured through a condition –
please see paragraphs 6.1.15-6.1.20.

Land use – loss of retail units, including loss of independent retailers
The proposals would result in less than 60% of
units being in retail use.

Please refer to paragraphs 6.1.5 – 6.1.8 of
the report. It is noted that the relevant
thresholds outlined in Policy PN3 relate to
the whole designated primary shopping area
and not just the application site.

Loss of affordable goods and services supporting
the existing communities and therefore also a loss
of community cohesion (contrary to 3.1 of London
Plan and Lambeth's Strategic Objective

Policy 3.1 of the London Plan is a strategic
policy about ensuring equal life chances for
all and is not specific about type of shopping
provision. Similarly, policies of the Local Plan
do not seek to protect the retail needs of a
particular group of residents or a particular
group of tenants but seek to protect local
shops for the community as a whole. Please
also refer to part 6.1 of this report.

Loss of human contact for the elderly/disabled
and related increased pressure on the NHS

The existing uses do not include community
facilities (as defined in section 7 of the Local
Plan) and as such there is no objection in
principle to the proposed mix of uses.
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Loss of revenue from taxes as multinationals are
known for tax avoidance

This is not a material planning consideration.

Loss of visitors to the detriment to the local
economy

Please refer to part 6.1 of this report. The
proposed scheme is not considered to be
detrimental to the vitality and viability of the
Brixton Town Centre or the local economy.

At least 80% of units should remain class A1 units

There is no planning policy requirement to
secure this. The relevant thresholds are
outlined in Policy PN3 with which the
proposals comply.

Land use – new food and drink related uses (Use Class A3/A4)
Proposals fail to comply with Policy PN3 with
regards to the proportion of retail and food and
drink related uses, the percentage of food and
drink related units within the site is already above
25%, no additional units should be for food and
drink related uses; the proposals include not only
excessive number of food and drink units but even
bigger increase in floorspace used for A3/A4

Please refer to paragraphs 6.1.5 – 6.1.8 of
this report. It is noted that the relevant
thresholds outlined in Policy PN3 relate to
the number of units within the whole
designated primary shopping area and not
just the application site.

The need for the proposed change of use is
unclear; the existing uses serve the needs to the
community, additional A3/A4 uses unlikely to be
needed

This is not a material planning consideration.

Most of all units will end up as chain restaurants
and cafes

Planning permission would be required for
any alterations to the proposed mix of units,
including introducing further food and drink
related uses. Other than the measures for
returning tenants, the final operator of a
particular unit cannot be controlled through
planning.

Planning permission was refused in Coldharbour
Lane few years ago for a shop to a bar/arts
centre.

Each application has to be considered on its
own merits and against the relevant planning
policy framework.

Land use – mix of units
The new mix of uses and unit sizes will not
accommodate all existing traders

This is not a material planning consideration
however it is noted that the scheme includes
a range of unit sizes including 13 small
kiosks.

Insufficient number of small units

There is no policy requirement to provide a
specific number or type of small units.
However, the application does include 13
kiosk type units for smaller operations.
Please also see paragraphs 6.1.15- 6.1.20
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Land use - Loss of existing uses
Moroccan restaurant acts as a community hub
which would be lost

A restaurant use falls within use Class A3
which is not considered to be a community
facility (as defined in section 7 of the Local
Plan) and as such there is no objection in
principle to the proposed mix of uses.

Loss of church

Please see 6.1.9

Loss of mini cab use in Arch 585 which benefits
from planning permission and provides local
employment and services

Please see 6.1.10

The proposals are contrary to Social Infrastructure
Supplementary Planning Guide

It is not considered that the Social
Infrastructure Supplementary Planning Guide
is relevant to the proposals.

Land use – other
Loss of jobs

The proposed scheme would result in a small
loss of floor space which is largely due to the
proposed creation of a new pedestrian link
which is supported by the site designation.
The proposed scheme would re-provide a
comparable amount of commercial floor
space and as such it is not considered that it
would result in a significant loss of jobs.

Negative impact on the vitality of the market on
Electric avenue (contrary to ED13) - they rely on
complimentary services provided by traders in the
arches

The application secures provision for the
existing tenants to return.

Overdevelopment

The proposal does not create any additional
floorspace.

Impact on tourism – loss of cultural diversity will
result in less visitors and impact on income
associated with visitors

The proposals are considered to accord with
Policy PN3 in relation to Brixton’s offer and
attractiveness to visitors.

Design/Conservation
Bland, uniformed design; no character, the
scheme will change the character of the area for
worse;

The proposal is considered to provide a
suitable response to the existing and differing
character on each side of the viaduct and
improve the setting of the Conservation Area.
See paragraphs 6.2.1-6.2.6

Murals should be refurbished

The existing murals would be retained with
the existing links cleaned up and enhanced.
Securing refurbishment of the existing
murals, which are not designated heritage
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assets is not considered necessary in this
case.
Loss of historical signage and shop fronts

The existing signage and shop fronts (with
the exception of the fishmonger’s ironwork
which would be retained) are not considered
to be of architectural merit as set out in the
Brixton Conservation Area Statement. Please
also refer to paragraphs 6.2.1-6.2.6

Loss of historic features – fish tile mural,
fishmonger’s presentation slab and other internal
features

The arches are not statutorily listed buildings
and the removal of internal fixtures and
fittings goes beyond the scope of planning
control. Please also refer to paragraphs
6.2.1-6.2.6

The color and sound of historic local traders
should be protected as an important aspect of
local identity

This is not a material planning consideration.

The application fails to secure improvements to
public realm as required by ED5.

Please refer to section 6.3.Improvements to
the public realm include a new link through
the arches, improvements to the existing link,
improved lighting and new cycle parking.

Changes could be detrimental to the character of
the conservation area and listed buildings and the
historic street pattern

The scheme would not alter the existing
street pattern and it would not have a
detrimental impact on the setting of any
statutorily or locally listed buildings. Also, see
paragraphs 6.2.1-6.2.6

The proposed development to the arches to
create new units by reason of its size ,depth,
width and height would have unacceptably
adverse impact on the arches as its original build,
not designed for that purpose

The new shop fronts would be set back from
the face of the arches and predominantly
glazed ensuring that the original form of the
arches remains the dominant feature.
Please also see paragraphs 6.2.1-6.2.6

Sustainability
The application fails to comply with the Lambeth
Local Plan 2015 Policy EN4 which requires a
BREEAM Excellent score unless it can be proved
that this is not viable

See part 6.6. A condition to secure a policy
compliant BREEAM score has been
included.

The scheme does not represent sustainable
development

See part 6.6. A condition to secure a policy
compliant BREEAM score has been
included.

Amenity
Loss of light

Given the nature of the alterations which do
not involve enlarging the existing structures,
it is not considered that the proposals would
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lead to any undue loss of daylight and
sunlight and comply with Policy Q2 of the
Local Plan.
Transport/Access
Plans should include increasing accessibility;
disabled access should be provided for the station

The scheme includes improvements to
existing accessibility levels – please refer to
part 6.5. The railway station does not fall
within the boundaries of the application site
for this scheme and therefore securing
improvements to the station entrance lies
beyond the scope of this application.

Disturbance associated with construction –
residential amenity, safety of station users,
transport, other businesses

Please see paragraph 6.5.6. A Construction
Environmental Management Plan will be
secured via condition.

Plans should include de-priorisation of motor
traffic; Atlantic Road should be one way
bus/access only

This is beyond the scope of this planning
application.

Additional pedestrian link is unnecessary

The proposed pedestrian link is considered
appropriate and provides additional
permeability to the area. See paragraphs
6.3.1-6.3.2

Impact on traffic flows, including from servicing
and deliveries to the new units

See paragraphs 6.5.5 – 6.5.7

New pedestrian link would not be in accordance
with acceptable standards and would lead to
potential safety hazards

This is not the case and is comparable in
terms of the widths with the existing link. See
part 6.3.

Other matters – phasing
Refurbishment should be phased to enable the
tenants to return

A Construction Environmental Management
Plan will be secured via condition to minimise
disruption during construction. Network Rail
are exploring alternative temporary
accommodation for existing tenants.

The applicant has not fully justified the need to
undertake the works in one phase, the time to
complete the works has not been confirmed

This is not a material planning consideration.
With regards to construction phase please
refer to 6.5.6.

The station should be refurbished at the same
time.

This is beyond the scope of this planning
application and forms part of the wider major
redevelopment proposals for Brixton Central.
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Other matters relating to existing tenants
The applicant neglected the needs of tenants who
made the units work despite this, repairs could be
done differently to enable the tenants to return

This is not a material planning consideration.

Existing traders contributed to the improvements
in the area and should benefit from it not be
evicted

This is not a material planning consideration.

Object to evictions, traders are part of the local
history, their eviction will destroy sense of
community

This is not a material planning consideration.

Traders should be compensated fairly

This is not a material planning consideration.
The existing tenants have received at least
the statutory level of compensation
regardless of whether they are returning or
not.

Existing traders should be subsidized

This is not a material planning consideration.

Traders should be offered affordable units
elsewhere

This is not a material planning consideration.

Shop front improvements grants would achieve
the required improvements without losing tenants

The proposals have to be assessed on their
merits.

The reasons to evict tenants are not clear and
should be scrutinised

This is not a material planning consideration.

Other matters relating to the applicant
Applicant cannot be trusted

This is not a material planning consideration.

Applicant is a publicly owned company and has a
social responsibility to support local community

This is not a material planning consideration.

Applicant is driven by profit and greed

This is not a material planning consideration.

Consultation process
Insufficient consultation at pre-application and
application stage; there should be a local
referendum

The consultation process for this application
has been undertaken in accordance with
statutory requirements including the
Council’s Statement of Community
Involvement.

General support to the proposals should not have
been given at pre-application stage without
consultations including with the Brixton Central
Masterplan reference group

The Councils pre-application advice service
is based on the relevant planning policies,
guidance and any relevant material planning
considerations. The pre-application process
does not involve any formal external
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consultations but officers encouraged the
applicant to undertake consultations with a
range of local stakeholders.
Other matters
The scheme will contribute to gentrification, social
cleansing, further fragmentation of Brixton, loss of
identity.

This is not a material planning consideration.

The Council should refuse to consider this
application

The Council has a statutory duty to consider
all planning applications which meet the
relevant validation criteria.

Equalities
The proposals will affect predominantly Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities Equality Impact Assessment has not been carried
out to investigate potential impact and how it
might be mitigated.

4.2.3

The application has been assessed against
all relevant planning legislation and planning
policy, which has been subject to a full
Equalities Impact Assessment as part of the
preparation process. The provision of an
Equalities Impact Assessment for this
particular application has not been sought as
this is not a pre-requisite for a planning
application submission. However, officers did
discuss equalities with Network Rail as part
of the pre-application process and the Tenant
Management Strategy seeks to summarise
those aspects.

14 letters of support and 2 neutral representations have also been received raising the following
matters:
Summary of representation

Response

Supportive of the design

Noted

Support for the new pedestrian link

Noted

Proposals comply with PN3

Noted

Stepped rents achieve compliance with Policy
ED6

Noted

Area needs improvements which this will secure

Noted

The existing uses include money lending /cash for
gold etc which have extortionate rates and their
removal should be supported

Noted

Scheme will diversify exiting provision which is
positive

Noted
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Asking to pay market rent is not excessive but
help should be given to businesses that cannot
afford this

Noted

The station walkthrough doesn’t feel safe in the
evening and the proposals would improve this

Noted

Can a condition be imposed to require that NR
contributes towards street cleaning

Such a condition would not meet the relevant
planning tests.
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5

POLICIES

5.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions to be
made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
5.2 The National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2012. This document sets out the
Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour of sustainable
development and is a material consideration in the determination of all applications.
5.3 The development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2015) as amended and the Lambeth Local Plan
(September 2015). Material considerations include national, regional and local planning policy
statements, planning policy guidance and Supplementary Planning Guidance/Documents.
5.4 The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional and local
planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. Set out below are those policies most relevant to
the application, however, consideration is made against the development plan as a whole.
5.5 The London Plan (2015) (as amended in Further Alterations to the London Plan 2015 and in Minor
Alterations to the London March 2016)
Policy 1.1 Delivering the strategic vision and objectives for London
Policy 2.9 Inner London
Policy 2.14 Areas for regeneration
Policy 2.15 Town Centres
Policy 3.1 Ensuring equal life chances for all
Policy 4.1 Developing London’s economy
Policy 4.7 Retail and town centre development
Policy 4.8 Supporting a successful and diverse retail sector and related facilities and services
Policy 4.9 Small Shops
Policy 5.3 Sustainable design and construction
Policy 5.12 Flood risk management
Policy 5.15 Water use and supplies
Policy 5.17: Waste capacity
Policy 5.21 Contaminated land
Policy 6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
Policy 6.7 Better streets and surface transport
Policy 6.9 Cycling
Policy 6.10 Walking
Policy 6.13 Parking
Policy 7.1 Lifetime neighbourhoods
Policy 7.2 An inclusive environment
Policy 7.3 Designing out crime
Policy 7.4 Local character
Policy 7.5 Public realm
Policy 7.6 Architecture
Policy 7.8: Heritage assets and archaeology
Policy 7.15 Reducing and managing noise, improving and enhancing the acoustic environment and
promoting appropriate soundscapes
Policy 8.2 Planning obligations
Policy 8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy
5.6 Lambeth Local Plan (September 2015)
Policy D1: Delivery and Monitoring
Policy D2: Presumption in favour of sustainable development
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Policy D3: Infrastructure
Policy D4: Planning Obligations
Policy ED2: Business, industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs
Policy ED5 Railway arches
Policy ED6: Town Centres
Policy ED7: Evening economy and food and drink uses
Policy ED9: A2 uses
Policy ED13 Markets
Policy S1: Safeguarding existing community facilities
Policy T1: Sustainable Travel
Policy T2: Walking
Policy T3: Cycling
Policy T4: Public transport infrastructure
Policy T6: Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity and infrastructure
Policy T8: Servicing
Policy EN4: Sustainable design and construction
Policy EN5: Flood Risk
Policy EN6: Sustainable drainage systems and water management
Policy EN7: Sustainable waste management
Policy Q1: Inclusive environments
Policy Q2: Amenity
Policy Q3: Community safety
Policy Q4: Public art
Policy Q5: Local distinctiveness
Policy Q6: Urban design: public realm
Policy Q7: Urban design: new development
Policy Q8: Design quality: construction detailing
Policy Q9: Landscaping
Policy Q11: Building alterations and extensions
Policy Q12: Refuse/recycling storage
Policy Q13: Cycle storage
Policy Q15: Boundary treatments
Policy Q16: Shop fronts
Policy Q17 Advertisements and signage
Policy Q22: Conservation Areas
Policy PN3: Brixton
Site 16: Brixton Central
5.7 Other Guidance
The following other guidance is also considered relevant to the application proposal:
Regional
 Planning for Equality and Diversity in London (October 2007);
 Town Centres (July 2014);
 Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance (April 2014);
 London Planning Statement (May 2014);
 The control of dust and emission during construction and demolition (July 2014); and
 Accessible London – Achieving an Inclusive Environment (October 2014).
Lambeth

Building alterations and Extensions Supplementary Planning Document (2015);

Lambeth Advertising & Signage Guidance (2016);

Brixton Conservation Area Statement (2012);

Brixton SPD (June 2013);
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Refuse and Recycling Storage Design Guide (July 2013);
Waste and Recycling storage and collection requirements – Technical specification for
Architects and Developers (October 2013);
Approved CIL Charging Schedule (1st October 2014); and
Lambeth Regulation 123 List (1st October 2014).
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6

PLANNING ASSESSMENT

6.1

Land Use

6.1.1

Local Plan Policy ED5 relates to railway arches and states that the use of railway arches within
major town centres for A, D, B1 and appropriate sui generis uses will be supported.

6.1.2

Policy ED6 seeks to support the vitality and viability of Lambeth’s town centres by ensuring an
appropriate mix of retail, service, leisure and other uses within these areas, as well as maintaining
the predominant retail function of primary shopping areas in major and district centres, improving
existing retail facilities and safeguarding local shop units.

6.1.3

Policy ED7 supports evening economy and food and drink related uses in town centres whilst
making sure that any adverse impact on local amenity is minimised.

6.1.4

Policy PN3 relates to Brixton Major Town Centre and requires that retail units (Use Class A1) within
the primary shopping area does not fall below 60% of the total number of units, and food and drink
related units (Use Class A3/A4/A5) should not exceed 25% of the total number of units taking
account of unimplemented planning permissions for change of use. It also requires that not more
than 2 in 5 consecutive ground floor units in the primary shopping area should be in food and drink
use at one time. Different thresholds apply to units within Brixton’s indoor markets, although these do
not form part of the application site.
Proportion of retail (Use Class A1) and food and drink (Use Class A3/A4/A5) related units

6.1.5

The existing units are predominantly in retail use (approximately 63% of the total floorspace),
followed by a range of Sui Generis uses (17% of floorspace) and then food and drink related uses
(15% of floorspace). However, it is noted that there are no records of planning permission for the
majority of arches, with the exception of Arches 573 and 579 where planning permission was
granted and subsequently implemented for food and drink related uses. Arch 385 also has an
implemented planning permission for a mini cab office (Sui Generis use).

6.1.6

Surveys of 174 ground floor units within the Brixton Primary Shopping Area (a defined area where
retail development is concentrated and set out in the Lambeth Local Plan (Policies ED6 and PN3))
indicate that there are 115 retail units (66%) and 31 food and drink related units (18%).
Consideration has to be given to extant planning permissions which, if implemented could reduce the
proportion of retail units to 113 (65%) and increase food and drink related uses to 33 (19%).

6.1.7

The proposed scheme involves the following alterations to the existing units:
 5 new retail units created from existing non retail uses (Units 1, 5, 17, 25 and the small units
within arch 572 (K8 and K9))1;
 3 existing retail units change to food and drink related uses (14, 16, 22); and
 2 new food and drink related uses created from non-retail units (10, 26).

6.1.8

The proposed unit changes above indicate a scenario assuming that the proposed flexible use units
14 and 16 would be used for food and drink related uses rather than retail. Overall, the proposals
would result in a net increase of 2 retail units and 5 food and drink related uses. This would therefore
result in retail units representing 66% of the Brixton Primary Shopping Area and the proportion of
food and drink related uses would also increase to 22%, which is within the thresholds set out in
Policy PN3(a).

1

Refer to plan reference 2960/A/1151 Rev. P03 for unit numbers.
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Other uses
6.1.9

One of the units (Unit 26) within the application site is currently used as a place of worship, which
would normally be classified under Use Class D1 (as shown on the submitted plans). However, the
unit is located centrally between the viaducts and can only be accessed through Arch 576 which is
used as a bookshop. There are no planning records relating to a mixed retail/community use on this
site. It is therefore considered that the church use is ancillary to the main bookshop. As such, Policy
S1 (Safeguarding existing community premises) does not apply in this case and the change of use of
this floorspace would be acceptable.

6.1.10 The proposed scheme would also result in a loss of over 360sqm of Sui Generis uses such as
pawnbrokers, money shops and mini cab offices. However, there are planning records relating to
only one of these units. The policies of the Local Plan do not seek to protect these other types of Sui
Generis uses and therefore the change of use of these units would be acceptable.
Location of food and drink related uses
6.1.11 As noted previously, Policy PN3(a) states that no more than 2 in 5 consecutive ground floor units in
the primary shopping area should be in food and drink use at one time. The existing food and drink
related uses fronting Brixton Station Road (Units 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8) are proposed to be retained in
terms of their use and would therefore result in more than 2 in 5 consecutive uses being in food and
drink use.
6.1.12 The scheme also seeks to provide a new food and drink related unit in Arch 575 (Unit 10) further
along Brixton Station Road. This would result in 3 in 5 consecutive units (Unit 7, Unit 8 and Unit 10)
being in food and drink related uses. The applicant was requested to look at re-locating this use to
Unit 24 (fronting Atlantic Road) which would ensure that the new food and drink units would not
create more than 2 in 5 consecutive uses as food and drink. However, officers consider that locating
a food and drink related use in Unit 24 would be undesirable in this instance given the location of this
unit in relation to the entrance steps to the Brixton Station which could lead to additional pressures
on this area and cause accessibility and safety issues.
6.1.13 Officers have sought specific Planning Policy advice on this issue and on balance consider that this
scheme when assessed in relation to overall approach in Policy PN3 (a) in terms of mix of uses is
acceptable in this instance. This is on the basis that the units on Brixton Station Road are already
existing in these locations and that the proposals seek to facilitate the return of the existing tenants,
which is supported by the Council generally. Officers are also content that the proposed mix and
arrangement of the units is acceptable given that the number of food and drink uses in the Primary
Shopping Area remains below 25%, and the number of retail units remains above 60% of the total
number of units.
Affordability of units
6.1.14 Policy ED6(e) states that “major development proposals will be required to re-provide on affordable
terms any small shop premises that would be lost and ensure that these are available at the same
time as the main element of development, subject to viability. This will be secured through conditions
or, where appropriate, planning obligations.”
6.1.15 The application is for the refurbishment of and alterations to the existing arches, along with the
change of use of nine arches. No additional floorspace would be created and the scheme would
result in a small net loss of floorspace (approx. 184sqm). While this is not a ‘major application’ in its
own right, the site forms part of a larger site in central Brixton within the applicant’s ownership. As
such, the scheme is integral to the longer term ‘major redevelopment proposals’ for this area in line
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with the Site 16 designation in the Local Plan and the Brixton SPD, which will have a significant
impact on the local area. On this basis, officers consider that part (e) of Policy ED6, would apply in
this case insofar as the scheme represents part of a wider major redevelopment proposal. This
approach is supported London-wide under Policy 4.9 (Small Shops) in the London Plan (2015).
6.1.16 While the proposals seek to retain the existing small units, the extent of the refurbishment proposals
requires vacant possession of these units and the displacement of the existing uses. This amounts
to the loss of ‘small shop premises’, which are defined in paragraph 6.27 of the Local Plan as units
“occupied by an independent retail or service outlet which has nine units or less”.
6.1.17 The applicant has committed to facilitate the return of the existing tenants on a stepped rent
programme and according to the applicant’s submissions, 18 of the 21 existing tenants have
indicated their desire to return to a redeveloped/refurbished unit. The application is accompanied by
a Tenant Management Strategy which outlines details of the proposed programme, and a
commitment that returning tenants would be eligible for the following stepped rents:





Years 1 – 3: maximum of 50% of market rent (2015 levels)
Years 4 – 5: maximum of 75% of market rent (2015 levels)
Years 6 – 7: no greater than 2015 market rent level
Year 8: market rent review

6.1.18 In light of the policy requirements above, this commitment and the securing of stepped rents
amounts to a material planning consideration in the assessment of this proposal. As such, officers
have taken this into account and consider that the securing of these stepped rents through the
planning system is necessary to satisfy the requirements of Policy ED6. The stepped rent levels
would therefore be secured through the provision of a Letting Strategy condition detailed of which
would have to be submitted and approved prior to first occupation of the units.
Tenant Management Strategy
6.1.19 As mentioned above, the application has been accompanied by the Tenant Management Strategy.
The Strategy seeks to address a number of issues, including equalities and diversity relating to the
existing tenants and their right of return once the works have been completed. The Strategy sets out
the consultation and engagement undertaken to date with the tenants, including the provision of
statutory compensation regardless of whether the tenant wishes to return or not. The Strategy goes
on to set out the commitment to returning tenants in terms of rental levels going forward and the
length of tenancies (10-15 years) as well as permit assignment to third parties where appropriate.
Many of these issues fall outside of the normal planning process, although for the reasons set out
earlier in this section they have formed a material planning consideration for the assessment of this
application.
Land Use Conclusion
6.1.20 Officers have assessed each of the proposed land uses against those that currently exist on the site
and in relation to relevant policies and other material considerations. The overall proportion of food
and drink related units and retail units complies with Policy PN3. While the location of some of the
food and drink related units would result in more than 2 in 5 consecutive units being in such a use,
the proposals would largely replicate the existing situation and would facilitate the return of existing
tenants. Overall, it is concluded that the proposed mix of uses would be an acceptable mix,
according with the aspirations set out in the Local Plan designation for this site.
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6.2

Conservation and Design

6.2.1

Policy Q22 requires that development proposals affecting conservation areas to respect and
reinforce the established, positive characteristics of the area. Policy Q5 states that local
distinctiveness should be sustained and reinforced through new development. Policy Q16 relates to
shop fronts and states that designs should integrate well into the host building, use robust, carefully
detailed materials, be carefully considered with large, generous shop windows and adequate
entrance doors. A dedicated space for signage, integrated security measures and the display of the
property numbers are also required. Policy ED5 relates specifically to railway arches and seeks to
deliver improvements to the areas within the immediate environment of the arches, including public
realm, accessibility, safety, servicing and lighting.

6.2.2

The Brixton Conservation Area statement notes that while the railway viaducts and station overhang
add to “an industrial feel and strong sense of streetscape” along Atlantic Road, the shopfronts and
signage are “generally of very poor quality”. The statement goes on to say that, “it is likely that for as
long as the Brixton railway viaducts have existed they have been occupied by retail units. Historically
many of these had conventional timber shopfronts installed over the front of the arched opening.
None of the railway arch premises retain historic shopfronts although 11 Atlantic Road [Arch 601]
has a fine wrought iron grille decorated by fish and 53 – 55 Atlantic Road retain stucco pilasters and
consoles. Over the years all manner of different shopfronts have been installed in the arches and
they exhibit similar problems as conventional shopfronts – poor design and materials, solid roller
shutters and inappropriate signage.”

6.2.3

The applicant has engaged in detailed pre-application discussions with officers on these proposals
and at that stage it was agreed that a flexible approach to design can be supported whereby the
detailed design of each unit can be varied to respond to the individual needs of each tenant. It is
considered that such a design approach reinforces the varied character that the arches already
exhibit, albeit within an overall design framework. The final scheme relies on the use the same
palette of materials and overall design approach to tie the units together but allows for variation in
the arrangement of these components to avoid the elevations becoming too uniformed. The design
of the shop fronts includes integrated security measures, lighting and ventilation and allows for the
addition of features such as retractable canopies if required by the tenants.

6.2.4

The detailed design of shop fronts facing Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road would differ to
reflect the different character settings of the two street frontages. The units facing Brixton Station
Road would be recessed by 0.6m and their open nature responds positively to the street market
located in front of them. The alterations to Atlantic Road frontage include restoration of the existing
mosaic tiling and introduction of new ceramic tiles to provide background for arch numbering and to
add interest to the overall design. It is noted that the historic, decorative fishmonger ironwork within
Arch 601 would be retained, as requested by the Conservation Officer.

6.2.5

It is noted that the proposals do not include a clearly defined signage zone and the applicant advised
that this is to encourage freedom of expression among future tenants and avoid excessive
uniformity. Again, this is in response to the prevailing character at present. The applicant advised
that the future leases will restrict the tenants’ ability to affix any signs or associated structures to the
brick structures. However, it is considered necessary to secure a more detailed signage strategy
through a condition which is recommended. This will ensure that the rich and varied appearance of
the Brixton Conservation Area is preserved going forward. It should also be noted that, as the site is
located within a designated conservation area, advertisement consent would be required for any
illuminated advertisements.

6.2.6

Overall, it is considered that the proposed scheme, subject to conditions recommended by the
Conservation and Design Team, would significantly improve the appearance of the site, enhance the
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character and appearance of the Brixton Conservation Area and comply with the relevant policies of
the Local Plan.
6.3

Public Realm

6.3.1

Policy Q6 supports development that provides improved legibility, permeability and convenient
access. Policy ED5 (d) states that applications affecting railway arches will be required to improve
the immediate environment around the arches, including the public realm. Design criteria outlined in
Policy PN3 - Site 16 supports development that provides opportunities to improve the station
entrance, the opening up of arches to provide links to north-south routes and enhances the arches to
provide active uses and routes through.

6.3.2

The scheme proposes a new pedestrian link between Brixton Station Road and Atlantic Road
through arches 577 and 604. The new link would be between 3.8m and 4.2m in width at each end.
However, owing to the arch structure, there is a narrowing in the middle section down to 1.9m and
2m respectively. Immediately adjacent to these pinch points the arches widen out to at least 5.2m to
allow for entry from the link to units 9, 21 and 26. It is worth noting that the new link is comparable in
width with the existing access link to the station (3.6m – 4m).

6.3.3

This link responds well to the wider aspirations to improve connectivity through the arches and
reduce the existing congestion on Brixton Station Road and the existing though routes. The
proposed lighting scheme through the new and existing links as well as outside each of the units will
impact positively on the surrounding public realm. The scheme will also contribute to improving the
existing cycle parking provision around the application site. Overall, it is considered that the
proposals fulfil the objectives of the relevant policies of the Local Plan.

6.4

Neighbouring Amenity

6.4.1

Local Plan Policy Q2 (Amenity) also seeks to protect the amenity of existing neighbours. This is
measured in terms of potential impacts in relation to outlook and privacy, daylight and sunlight, noise
and air quality and impacts during construction. Policy ED7 seeks to ensure that food and drink
related uses do not cause unacceptable harm in relation to noise including from service plant.

6.4.2

The application site is situated within railway arches, in the centre of Brixton town centre, adjoining
Brixton Road which is part of the TLRN and the street markets. Consequently, the noise levels in the
area are relatively high. The nearest residential properties are located on the other side of Brixton
Station Road, approximately 16m away. The closest residential properties on Atlantic Road are
located to the south-east of the application site where no food and drink related uses are proposed.

6.4.3

Unit 10 would be located in front of the recreation centre. The majority of the proposed food and
drink related uses facing Brixton Station Road would be located in the same locations as the existing
units, which is acceptable in principle. However, it is noted that the proposed scheme includes the
possibility of linking units to create larger food and drink related units which could create disturbance
and noise over and above the existing levels. This issue could be dealt with via the imposition of
planning conditions on any consent granted to restrict the overall level of noise generated including
controlling maximum sound levels and limiting hours of operation.

6.4.4

The submission does not clarify the proposed hours of operation but it is considered that it is
reasonable to restrict the hours to 8.00-23.00 Mondays to Sunday. This is in keeping with the
existing approved hours for Arch 573 and is considered to be consistent with the generally accepted
opening hours in the area.
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Extractor unit noise and odour impact
6.4.5

All premises where hot food is prepared require direct extract ventilation of fumes likely to cause
smell nuisance. Ideally all fumes and smells from any cooking process should be extracted through
internal or external ducting, which is so designed that the ducting discharges at roof level. In
instances where this is not practicable, an alternative solution which ensures that the best
practicable means have been used to prevent, or to counteract the effects of, any possible nuisance
should be utilised.

6.4.6

The proposed food and drink related units will be fitted with extractors discharging at relatively low
level, through louvered areas within the upper parts of the shop fronts. This approach will replace all
existing equipment with the exception of arch 578/603. While there are no residential uses
immediately above the site given its location within railway arches, the proposed extract exhausts
would be located in close proximity to pedestrianised areas. Therefore a condition requiring further
details of the proposed extraction systems together with the relevant maintenance plan is
recommended. Overall, it is considered that the proposal would not have significant negative impacts
on residential amenity and as such would comply with policy Q2 and ED7 of the Local Plan.

6.5

Transport and Servicing

6.5.1

Local Plan Policies T1 (Sustainable travel), T2 (Walking), T3 (Cycling), T4 (Public transport
infrastructure), T6 (Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity and infrastructure), T7
(Parking) and T8 (Servicing) and ED5 (Railway Arches) are relevant to the assessment of this
application. The application is accompanied by a Transport Assessment prepared by TPP.

6.5.2

6.5.3

6.5.4

Site & Accessibility
The site benefits from excellent public transport accessibility (PTAL score of 6b). There is no
vehicular access into the site and no directly associated car or cycle parking. Access into the
individual units is on foot through the front of each arch. The proposed scheme would re-provide
individual access to all arches and the new pedestrian access way would also provide access to the
centrally located unit which currently does not have an independent entrance. The proposed new
pedestrian link and improvements to the station walkway would have a positive impact on the
existing accessibility, legibility and permeability levels.
Trip Generation
The submitted Transport Assessment indicates that the proposed scheme is likely to result in an
increase in trips (approximately 230) in the morning peak hours. The morning increase is linked to
the proposed increased number of the A3 café use, however these trips would be linked to people
who would be already in the area on their way to work and therefore would have limited additional
impact on the local transport network. The Transport Assessment indicates that in the afternoons
and evenings it is expected that the trips generation would not exceed those of the existing
development due to the reduction in the commercial floor area and the mix of proposed uses,
although it is recognised that the increased retail offer (in terms of individual units) is likely to attract
new visitors.
Car and Cycle Parking
No car parking is proposed as part of the development. Due to the site’s constraints no dedicated
cycle parking is proposed within the red line application site. Currently there are 88 on-street
publically accessible cycle parking spaces within close proximity of the site and 30 more spaces
outside Brixton Recreation Centre. However, given the possible increase in visitor numbers to the
area, officers have agreed the following range of improvements to existing cycle parking within the
immediate area:
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Brixton Station Road: replace 8 cycle stands with “London cycle stands” outside Brixton
Sports Centre;
Atlantic Road: 6 new Sheffield stands underneath the external staircase to Brixton Railway
Station;
Beehive Place corner with Brixton Station Road: 2 new Sheffield stands; and
Pope’s Road: 6 new Sheffield stands by the side of Brixton Sports Centre.

These improvements will be secured via condition requiring submission of details to the Council for
approval and the delivery of these works to be agreed with the Council’s Highways Team. This may
be in the form of a S278 agreement or through direct provision.

6.5.5

6.5.6

6.5.7

Servicing/Deliveries
The submitted Transport Assessment states the existing development is estimated to generate 16
delivery and service vehicle trips in total per day with a total of 2 trips occurring in the AM peak hour
(0800 – 0900) and none in the PM peak hour (1700 – 1800). The remainder being outside of peak
hours. Deliveries and servicing rely on the use of loading bays on Atlantic Road and on Brixton
Station Road opposite Pop Brixton. The Transport Assessment indicates that servicing and
deliveries will continue as per the existing situation. A full Delivery and Servicing Management Plan
would be secured by condition, however officers are confident that servicing requirements can be
met without harm to the transport network or local amenities given the units are already being
serviced in this way.
Construction Management
Given the nature of the proposed development, its single phase delivery, the operational railway and
the surrounding development sensitivity, it is appropriate to secure a Construction Management
Strategy to be approved prior to commencement of the proposed development. This will ensure that
any road closures or large deliveries relating to the works are managed to minimise the impact of the
development on the surrounding businesses, residential amenity and the highway network.
Refuse and Recycling
In accordance with Local Plan Policy Q12 (Refuse/recycling storage) the proposals will be required
to provide adequate levels of refuse and recycling storage provision. The submitted Refuse Strategy
show indicative locations of internal refuse and recycling stores for each unit, although, tenants will
be responsible for their own refuse storage. Refuse would be collected daily with the occupiers of
each unit leaving their refuse on-street to be collected after the day’s trading as per the existing
situation. Specific refuse and recycling refuse and relevant servicing details for each unit shall be
secured via condition prior to first occupation.

6.6

Sustainability and Flood Risk

6.6.1

In accordance with London Plan Policies 5.1-5.7 and Local Plan Policy EN4 (Sustainable design and
construction) the application has been accompanied by a Sustainability and Energy Efficiency
Statement by Haskoll.

6.6.2

The submitted statement indicates that the scheme aims to meet the BREEAM UK Refurbishment
and Fit-out ‘Very good’ rating. The statement has been reviewed by the council’s sustainability
consultants who advised that the scheme should target the Excellent’ rating as the proposals relate
to over 500sqm of floorspace. If it can be demonstrated that ‘Excellent’ is not feasible, then ‘Very
Good’ rating with a minimum score of 63% should be achieved. The submitted pre-assessment
shows a score of 62.62%. It is considered that insufficient detail has been provided to demonstrate
that Excellent cannot be achieved, however further details can be secured by condition to ensure
that the scheme meets the relevant standards.
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6.6.3

The application site falls within Flood Zone 1 and would not trigger the requirement for a Flood Risk
Assessment. In any case the proposals do not seek to create additional floorspace or basement
levels.

6.7

Designing Out Crime

6.7.1

In accordance with London Plan Policy 7.3 and Local Plan Policy Q3, the scheme incorporates a
range of design principles in order to promote natural surveillance and ensure the scheme meets the
principles of Secured by Design.

6.7.2

The Council’s Design Out Crime Officer commented on the proposals and recommended that a
number of physical measures are incorporated in the proposals and a Crime and Safety
Management Plan is secured by a condition. Given that the proposals include a number of new and
larger food and drink related uses, it is considered reasonable to request that a management plan is
secured for food and drink related units (floorspace greater than 60sq.m) including details of any
CCTV coverage; measures to mitigate potential crime risks including robbery, anti-social activity,
noise pollution and risks to staff safety/welfare; and details relating to ‘quiet door policy’. It is
considered that the proposals are acceptable, subject to conditions to secure compliance with the
principles of Secured by Design and the provision of a Crime and Safety Management Plan.

6.8

Planning Obligations

6.8.1

No Lambeth Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) or the London Mayoral CIL contributions would be
due as the development would not create new floor space or create residential dwellings.

6.8.2

The application does not create any additional floorspace and therefore does not trigger any
additional planning obligations to be secured as part of a Section 106 Agreement. Measures in
relation to rent levels and cycle parking have been secured via condition.

7

CONCLUSION

7.1

In summary, officers have assessed the proposals in accordance with all relevant policies. The
comments made by all interested parties have been given careful consideration, as have responses
from all consulted bodies.

7.2

Officers consider that the proposed mix of land uses accords with the aspirations set out in the Local
Plan for this site. The proposed mix of retail units (Use Class A1) and food and drink related uses
(Use Class A3/A4) comply with the thresholds set out in Policy PN3 (a). While the location of some
of the food and drink related units would result in more than 2 in 5 consecutive units being in such a
uses, the proposals would largely replicate the existing situation and would facilitate the return of
existing tenants and would not therefore result in an overconcentration of such uses within the
Primary Shopping Area. The applicant has committed to facilitate the return of the existing tenants
on a stepped rent programme which would be secured through the provision of a Letting Strategy
condition to ensure that the proposals would comply with Policy ED6 of the Local Plan.

7.3

The proposed change of use, refurbishment and physical alterations to the arches are acceptable in
that they would be of an appropriate design and deliver improvements to public realm including the
creation of a new pedestrian link and cycling facilities. The proposals would not prejudice the
amenity of neighbouring properties and would be acceptable on transport and highway grounds. It is
therefore considered that the development is compliant with the planning policies of the development
plan and other material planning considerations being considered the scheme would be acceptable
in planning terms.
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8

RECOMMENDATION

8.1

Resolve to grant conditional planning permission.
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9

CONDITIONS AND REASONS
General
1.

The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning from the date of this decision notice.
Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91(1)(a) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004).

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
plans listed in this notice.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Affordability of units
3.

There shall be no occupation of any of the units within the development hereby approved
until a ‘Letting Strategy’ in respect of ‘Existing Network Rail Tenants’ has been submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
In this condition:
‘Existing Network Rail Tenant’ means in respect of any of the units within the application site
any tenant of Network Rail who was in possession as at 12 February 2016;
‘Letting Strategy’ means the document approved by the Local Planning Authority pursuant to
this condition 3;
‘Stepping Provision’ means in relation to the rent payable by an Existing Network Rail
Tenant, rents that will be fixed in the following manner (where ‘Year 1’ will commence in
respect of any Existing Network Rail Tenant with the date of first occupation by that party of
any unit within the development hereby permitted with subsequent years commencing on the
anniversary of Year 1 and where ‘Market Rent’ shall mean market rent as at 2015):
Years 1 – 3: maximum of 50% of Market Rent
Years 4 – 5: maximum of 75% of Market Rent
Years 6 – 7: maximum of 100% of Market Rent
Year 8: A rent review to take place to determine the market rent as at that year
The Letting Strategy shall include provision to the effect that the terms of occupation by an
Existing Network Rail Tenant of any unit within the development hereby approved shall give
effect to the Stepping Provision.
The development hereby approved shall thereafter be carried out and managed in
accordance with the Letting Strategy.
Reason: To ensure that the levels of rent payable by existing tenants on the application site
of Network Rail who take up occupation of any of the units permitted in the development are
managed for a specified period of years. (Policy ED6 Town Centres in the Lambeth Local
Plan, September 2015).
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Environmental
4.

No development shall commence until a Construction and Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
CEMP shall include details of the following relevant measures:
a) An introduction consisting of construction phase environmental
management plan, definitions and abbreviations and project description and
location;
b) Information on environmental management;
c) A description of management responsibilities;
d) A description of the demolition and construction programme;
e) Site working hours and a named person for residents/businesses to contact;
f) Detailed Site logistics arrangements;
g) Temporary works requirements;
h) Advance notification of road/railway closures;
i) Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
j) Details regarding dust mitigation;
k) Details of measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public
highway;
l) Details of the hours of works and other measures to mitigate the impact of
construction on the amenity of the area. The hours of deliveries associated
with construction activity should work around peak hours; and
m) Any other measures to mitigate the impact of construction upon the amenity
of the area and the function and safety of the highway network;
n) Communication procedures with the LBL and local community regarding key
construction issues – newsletters, fliers etc.; and
o) Established environmental monitoring and control measures (where
appropriate)_with respect to:
- Air Quality;
- Noise and Vibration;
- Water;
- Fuel and Chemicals;
- Waste Management;
- Worksite Housekeeping;
- Electricity and Lighting;
- Traffic Management and Site Access;
- Operations Likely to Result in Disturbance;
- Site Layout Arrangements with respect to temporary works, plans
for storage, accommodation, vehicular movement, delivery and
access;
- Materials;
- Contaminated Land;
- Ecology;
- Vermin Control;
- Public Relations – procedures ensuring that communication is
maintained with the LBL and the community and also provisions for
affected parties to register complaints and a means of replying to
these complaints;
- An overview of environmental incidents;
- A description of relevant documentation and records;
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Environmental inspections and reviews; and
Housekeeping and general site management, materials storage and
handling, waste management, recycling and disposal.

Evidence of and details related to consultation with local residents on the CEMP to be
submitted shall be included within the submission. The construction shall thereafter be
carried out in accordance with the details and measures approved in the CEMP for the
related phase, unless the written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any
variation.
Reason: This is required prior to construction to avoid hazard and obstruction being caused
to users of the public highway and to safeguard neighbouring amenity during the whole of
the construction period. (Policies T6 and Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Design
5.

Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, no development
(other than site preparation and arch clearance) shall take place until drawings at 1:10
scale (including sections) or at another scale agreed by the Local Planning Authority
showing all external construction detailing of all development has been submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing, unless otherwise agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The drawings shall include details of:
a) Shopfronts (including the treatment around the retained ironwork in Arch
601 and ceramic tile panels), cills, reveals and doors;
b) wall vents;
c) copings, parapets, soffits and upstands;
d) rain water goods (internal strategy);
e) lighting of public spaces and arch exteriors;
f) screens, gates and other means of enclosure;
g) shop fascias and signage strategy; and
h) shop and pedestrian link security.
The development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with the details and
drawings thus approved.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the arches/shopfronts and the new
pedestrian link are satisfactory and does not detract from the character and visual amenity of
the area along with setting of the conservation area. (Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, Q11, Q16, Q17
and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

6.

Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, no development (other
than site preparation and arch clearance) shall take place until sample panels of all external
materials have been submitted to or erected on site for inspection by a council officer and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the arches and the shopfronts are
satisfactory and does not detract from the character and visual amenity of the area along
with setting of the adjoining conservation and listed buildings. (Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, Q11,
Q16 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
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7.

No plumbing or pipes, other than rainwater pipes, shall be fixed to the external faces of
the arches.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate standard of design (Policies Q6, Q8 and PN3 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

8.

Prior to the first occupation of the proposed Class A3/A4 units with a floorspace exceeding
60sq.m, a Crime and Security Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details will include the following:
a) A summary of known crime risks in the area;
b) Details of any CCTV coverage;
c) Measures to mitigate potential crime risks including robbery, anti-social
activity, noise pollution and risks to staff safety/welfare; and
d) Details demonstrating that the premises will operate a ‘quiet door policy’.
The use shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details, unless the
written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: To ensure that the development maintains and enhances community safety. (Policy
Q3 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

9.

Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted, the de-cluttering, cleaning and
restoration of all external surfaces shown on approved plans shall be fully implemented. All
new external work and finishes and work of making good shall match the existing adjacent
original work in respect of the, materials, colour, texture, profile, and finished appearance,
except where indicated otherwise on the drawings hereby approved, or unless otherwise
required by condition
Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the arches/shopfronts and the new
pedestrian link are satisfactory and does not detract from the character and visual amenity of
the area along with setting of the conservation area. (Policies Q6, Q7, Q8, Q11, Q16, Q17
and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Hard Landscaping and Public Realm
10.

Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, prior to the
commencement of the development (other than site preparation and arch clearance), a
Hard Landscaping Scheme for the development shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details shall demonstrate the
following:
a) The treatment of all parts of the site not covered by buildings including walls and
boundary features;
b) All hard landscaping including all ground surfaces, seating, refuse disposal
points, cycle parking facilities, bollards, vehicle crossovers/access points, any
ramps or stairs plus wheel chair access (including how the needs of all ambulant
and disabled persons have been taken into consideration in respect of the
shared surface area) together with finished ground levels and site wide
topographical levels;
c) A lighting strategy for all externally facing public areas;
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The approved Hard Landscaping Scheme shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details and maintained thereafter, unless the written consent of the Local Planning
Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: In order to create high quality and safe hard landscaping and public realm in and
around the site in the interests of interests of visual amenity and accessibility (Policies Q3,
Q6 and Q9 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
Transport and Servicing
11.

Prior to the occupation of any of each unit, a Travel Plan shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The measures approved in the Travel Plan shall
be implemented prior to the use commencing and shall be so maintained for the duration of
the use, unless the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority is obtained to any
variation.
Reason: To ensure that the travel arrangements to the site are appropriate and to limit the
effects of the increase in travel movements (Policy 6.3 of the London Plan 2015 and Policies
T1 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

12.

Prior to the first occupation of the units hereby approved, details of the provision to be made
for cycle parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The cycle parking shall thereafter be implemented in full in accordance with the
approved details within 3 months of the use commencing and shall thereafter be retained
solely for its designated use. The submitted details must demonstrate the following:





Brixton Station Road: replace 8 cycle stands with “London cycle stands” outside
Brixton Sports Centre;
Atlantic Road: 6 new Sheffield stands underneath the external staircase to
Brixton Railway Station;
Beehive Place corner with Brixton Station Road: 2 new Sheffield stands; and
Pope’s Road: 6 new Sheffield stands by the side of Brixton Sports Centre.

Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available and to promote sustainable
modes of transport. (Policies Q13, T1, T3 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and
Policy 6.9 of the London Plan, 2015).
13.

Prior to the occupation of the units, a Delivery and Servicing Management Plan shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Thereafter all deliveries
and servicing to/from the relevant part of the development shall only occur in accordance
with the approved Delivery and Service Management Plan, unless the written consent of the
Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.
Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction, and inconvenience to users of the highway
(Policies T6 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

14.

Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted, a Waste Management Strategy
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The proposed
uses hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved Waste
Management Strategy. The Waste Management Strategy will align with the guide for
architects and developers on waste and recycling storage and collection requirements as set
out in the Council’s Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide (2013).
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Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage
the sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area
(Policies Q2 and Q12 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
Noise and Air Quality
15.

The proposed Class A3/A4/A5 uses hereby permitted shall not commence until details and
full specifications of fume extraction and filtration equipment, an ongoing maintenance plan,
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The use
hereby permitted shall not commence until the approved details are fully implemented. The
approved fume extraction and filtration equipment shall thereafter be retained and
maintained in working order for the duration of the use in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2
of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

16.

Noise from the site, as measured in accordance with BS4142: 2014, shall not exceed the
background noise level L90B(A) 15 minutes, when measured outside the window of the
nearest noise sensitive or residential premises.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy
Q2 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Sustainability
17.

Within 3 months of occupation of the development a final code certificate shall be obtained
confirming the development hereby permitted has achieved a minimum BREEAM
Refurbishment rating of ‘Excellent’.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (policy
EN4 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015))

Hours of Use
18.

The uses hereby permitted shall not operate beyond 2300 hours at night.
Reason: To ensure that the use operates in a satisfactory manner and does not unduly
disturb adjoining occupiers or prejudice local amenity generally. (Policy 7.15 of the London
Plan 2015 and Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).
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10

INFORMATIVES
1. This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under
any enactment, by-law, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
2. You are advised that this consent is without prejudice to any rights which may be enjoyed by
any tenants/occupiers of the premises.
3. Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations, and related legislation
which must be complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control Officer.
4. Your attention is drawn to Sections 4 and 7 of the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons
Act 1970 and the Code of Practice for Access for the Disabled to Buildings (B.S. 5810:1979)
regarding the provision of means of access, parking facilities and sanitary conveniences for
the needs of persons visiting, using or employed at the building or premises who are
disabled.
5. You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council's Streetcare team within the Public
Protection Division with regard to the provision of refuse storage and collection facilities.
6. You are advised that this permission does not authorise the display of advertisements at the
premises and separate consent may be required from the Local Planning Authority under the
Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) Regulations 1992.

7. You are advised of the necessity to consult the Transport and Highways team within the
Transport Division of the Directorate of Environmental Services, with regard to any
alterations affecting the public footway.
8. You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council’s Highways team prior to the
commencement of construction on 020 7926 9000 in order to obtain necessary approvals
and licences prior to undertaking any works within the Public Highway including Scaffolding,
Temporary/Permanent Crossovers, Oversailing/Undersailing of the Highway,
Drainage/Sewer Connections, Hoarding, Excavations (including adjacent to the highway
such as basements, etc), Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licences etc.
9. It is current Council policy for the Council's contractor to construct new vehicular accesses
and to reinstate the footway across redundant accesses. The developer is to contact the
Council's Highways team on 020 7926 9000, prior to the commencement of construction, to
arrange for any such work to be done. If the developer wishes to undertake this work the
Council will require a deposit and the developer will need to cover all the Council's costs
(including supervision of the works). If the works are of a significant nature, a Section 278
Agreement (Highways Act 1980) will be required and the works must be carried out to the
Council's specification.
10. With regards to condition 5, you are advised that the louvers should be heavy duty at lower
level.
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